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FOREWORD
South Australia’s Department for Water leads the management of our most valuable resource—water.
Water is fundamental to our health, our way of life and our environment. It underpins growth in
population and our economy—and these are critical to South Australia’s future prosperity.
High quality science and monitoring of our State’s natural water resources is central to the work that
we do. This will ensure we have a better understanding of our surface and groundwater resources so
that there is sustainable allocation of water between communities, industry and the environment.
Department for Water scientific and technical staff continue to expand their knowledge of our water
resources through undertaking investigations, technical reviews and resource modelling.

Scott Ashby
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT FOR WATER
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SUMMARY
This report describes the technical work, carried out under the National Water Initiative (NWI) towards
the development of a flow strategy for the South East of South Australia. The South East region of
South Australia is a region of highly modified hydrology that has seen a major reduction in wetlands
since European settlement. The region is rich in agriculture, however surface and groundwater
resources are under pressure from changing land uses. This NWI project provides science to assist the
South East NRM Board to develop policies to manage the complex issues of water resources. The
milestones of this project are to:
•
create a digital elevation model (DEM)
•
estimate the environmental water requirements of wetlands
•
improve the understanding of groundwater–surface water interactions
•
develop modelling of surface water flows
•
develop a flow strategy of use to the South East NRM Board.
The DEM has proved to benefit the understanding of water resources issues in the South East. The
development of one DEM required processing of approximately fourteen billion data points. The
spatial resolution of the DEM was produced at 2 metres and 10 metres and with a height resolution of
0.15 metres. Results included improved definition for catchments and flow paths in the low
topography of the region, including volume-elevation-area relations of wetlands.
The estimation of environmental water requirements has required the development and application of
models for vegetation water requirements to high value wetlands across the region. Water
requirements have been assessed in terms of the depth, frequency and duration of inundation
required and the tolerable range of salinities permissible to maintain the wetlands in good health.
Understanding of groundwater–surface water connectivity was improved by analytical modelling. This
modelling provided estimates of rates of loss from drains and was complemented by mapping the
depths to watertable across the region. Maps and a geodatabase were created that enable the depth
to watertable to be viewed at large scale. The project serves to emphasise the shallow proximity of the
unconfined aquifer across large parts of the region, with 28% of the region having groundwater within
2 metres of the surface and 44% having groundwater within 6 metres.
A series of rainfall-runoff models have been developed that describe the patterns of surface water
runoff and storage across the South East region. Areas of low priority or of poor hydrological
connection have been omitted. Models have been calibrated to available data over variable time
periods but outputs have been generated for a standard thirty year (1971-2000) benchmark time
period. This approach facilitates comparisons between catchments and different calibration time
periods.
This report examines scenarios of importance to the South East NRM Board and highlights the ways in
which the tools developed in the course of the project may be applied to address specific issues of
resources management. Climate change and land use scenarios have been tested. The use of available
1998-2007 data showed the potential for variability of climate change effects between catchments.
Land use change was modelled for a forested catchment in the Lower South East. The results, although
only indicative, showed the potential for significant effects on runoff by changes in interception. Taken
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together, the scenarios highlight the need to take account of climatic variability in assessing land use
changes.
These surface water models have proved useful in describing the pattern of regional flows. They
provide a set of tools to facilitate policy and strategy development. The models could be improved
significantly by the estimation of the time dependence of groundwater fluctuation. The groundwater
mapping highlighted the connectivity of the surface and groundwater resources. The need to develop
an integrated approach to managing the highly connected groundwater and surface water resources is
identified.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
The Regional Flow Management Strategy project was funded under the National Water Initiative (NWI)
program, under the NWI objective of integrating the management of water for environmental and
other public benefit outcomes. In the South East of South Australia, the former South East Catchment
Water Management Plan (SECWMP) aimed to achieve the better quantification of environmental
water requirements to aid policy development for the protection and enhancement of waterdependent ecosystems. The SECWMP and subsequent South East Natural Resources Management
Plan (SENRCC 2003) identified as a Management Action Target for the region the development of a
regional surface water flow management strategy, which includes the management of cross-border
flows to optimise their environmental and agricultural value. The aim of this project has been to
address recognised knowledge gaps and to provide for a program of works to guide the management
of surface water, wetlands, watercourses and drainage systems in the region.
The NWI project has used existing information on the hydrology and ecology of the South East region
to develop the science relevant to the management of flows through the South East. This project is not
intended to develop policy but to develop tools which can be applied in the development and
application of policies for the management of the regional water resources. Figure 1.1 indicates the
way that the science developed in this project will inform policy development.

Figure 1.1

The relationship between science and policy development.
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1.2. THE PROJECT AREA
The South East region of South Australia is an area of approximately 28 000 km2 lying to the south-east
of Adelaide (Figure 1.2). It is bounded by the Coorong and the Southern Ocean to the west and south
and administratively by the South Australia–Victorian border to the east. Its physiographic and
hydrologic boundaries extend into Victoria and both groundwater and surface water resources extend
across the border.

Figure 1.2

The South East region of South Australia.

1.3. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND
The South East is a complex geological region of closely interrelated groundwater aquifers and
ephemeral surface water streams. The south of the region was formed by volcanic activity with
remnant volcanic cones in Mount Gambier, Mount Schank and Lake Leake. Further north the region
consists of a series of sandy fossil dune systems trending towards the Coorong in the north-west.
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These dunal systems overlie karstic formations, particularly in the north-east and South Australia–
Victoria border area.
Groundwater in the South East forms the Otway Basin and consists chiefly of the Tertiary Limestone
Aquifer (TLA), an unconfined aquifer extending as far as the Dundas Range in western Victoria and a
deeper confined sand aquifer. The two aquifers are separated by clay aquitards and are thought to be
hydraulically connected although the extent is not fully understood. The TLA is the most important
source of water for the economy in the South East. Its depth below ground surface varies widely from
as deep as 300 m reported near Mount Gambier, to less than 2 m in the Upper South East. It is the
close proximity of the TLA to the ground surface over much of the region that makes the management
of agricultural drainage and of groundwater-dependent ecosystems so challenging.
Soils in the area vary from relict sand dunes, found as far east as the Mosquito Creek catchment in
Victoria, to fine textured soils found in swamps and across the flats. One feature of the interdunal flats
that has a significant impact on the hydrology is the presence of lunette systems (Figure 1.3). These
distinctive curved ridge features are found on the downwind edge of low storage depressions. These
form shallow storages in which runoff is held and which either drains slowly along complex flow paths,
or evaporates. While percolation may occur the fine textures of many of the underlying soils suggest
that the depression storages themselves are unlikely to be a major source of recharge to the
underlying aquifer.
Land use in the South East is mixed with dryland farming the dominant agricultural enterprise.
Irrigation, almost entirely from groundwater, is used for cropping and some pasture and is widely and
intensively used for the vine growing areas, concentrated along the Naracoorte Ridge and its
footslopes to the west. The areas around Padthaway and Coonawarra particularly have seen extensive
development of vineyards on the terra rossa soils of the slopes and the loams of the flats. These have
had significant impacts on the groundwater of the TLA locally, resulting in rising salinity levels (Water
Allocation Plan for the Padthaway Prescribed Wells Area, South East NRM Board 2009).
Further south, in an arc running from the southern Mosquito Creek catchment in Victoria, to the east
of Coonawarra, across to Mount Burr to the west of Tarpeena (Figure 1.2) and beyond, forestry has
played a significant role in the landscape. Pines have been grown in the region for a hundred years
increasing over time. More significant plantings of Tasmanian Blue Gums (Eucalyptus globulus) have
occurred since the late 1990s and there are concerns of the impacts that the total areas of forestry are
having on the hydrology of these higher rainfall areas (Sheldon 2006).
The surface water hydrology of the South East is complex and has been greatly modified since
European settlement. The natural hydrological pattern has been for high rainfall events to flood the
low gradient flats into an interconnected series of slowly draining wetlands. Most runoff is generated
from the Lower South East and the cross-border catchments of the Morambro, Naracoorte and
Mosquito Creeks. Historically this has combined with local runoff to fill wetlands and slowly, often over
a matter of months, drain north-westwards to the Coorong.
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Figure 1.3

Typical lunette system complex, showing calculated drainage lines.

This natural system of permanent, seasonal and ephemeral wetlands has been heavily modified since
European settlement by drainage of runoff accumulated on the valuable agricultural soils of the flats.
In the early stages of settlement drainage schemes were small scale, but as regional flooding problems
persisted the drainage became more extensive and a series of cross-country drains were built to
convey floodwaters directly to the ocean.
So successful has this land-draining process been that many wetlands have disappeared and many are
seen as under threat (DEH 2003). The threats to wetlands in the South East are twofold. Flood flows
have been diverted away from natural wetlands and waterways into the cross-country drains. This has
had a direct effect of depriving wetlands of the water that would naturally have filled them and it has
lessened the flushing flows necessary for their continued health. Flushing flows are vital for the
removal of salinity and algae from the wetlands. This replacement with the addition of oxygenated
water helps maintain the biodiversity of the system (B. Fee, DFW Ecologist pers. comm.).
The removal of flood flows also results in the lowering of the watertable within the flats themselves,
firstly by shallow surface water drains limiting the infiltration of standing water to groundwater and
secondly by lowering the watertable and decreasing the amount of water available to keep wetlands
moist through dry periods.
In addition to and inseparable from, the issue of groundwater drainage, is the management of salinity.
The fossil dune systems have within them aquifers of high salinity. Natural saline seepage has been
exacerbated by the pattern of agricultural practices since settlement. The choice of crop, coupled with
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irrigation and high rates of evaporation during the growing season, have seen soil salinities increase.
To manage this salinity a number of deep drains have been dug to preserve the overlying paddocks
from salinisation.
The economic need of land drainage for flood relief has led to the construction of a series of crosscountry drains, of which Drain M is the largest. These collect and carry flood waters in a generally
south-west direction, away from the natural but slower flow paths that led north-west towards the
Coorong. While they are effective at draining flood waters out to the ocean there is now a widespread
recognition that the water should also be used to maintain wetlands in the region. The DFW Upper
South East Dryland Salinity and Flood Management Program was developed to address the complex
tasks of reducing soil salinity while ensuring floodwaters are removed from the productive soils and at
the same time preserving wetlands within the landscape.
The South East NRM Board is the main organisation responsible for water management and the
development of water plans and strategies for the South East. The operation of regional drains and
associated infrastructure in the Lower South East is managed by the South East Water Conservation
and Drainage Board (SEWCDB). Management of the drains in the Upper South East is managed by the
DFW Upper South East Program staff. Wetlands are managed either by the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) or by DFW Upper South East Program staff.

1.4. STUDY APPROACH
The flat terrain and the complexity of the altered hydrology of the South East have required a multistage approach to developing the science. The first stage was to develop a digital elevation model
(DEM) that has enabled the underlying physiography of the region to be described. Chapter 2
describes the acquisition of the DEM and its processing to define the stream network and catchment
boundaries.
The environmental water requirements (EWR) of high value wetlands in the region have been
assessed. While the components of the wetland ecosystems have been described in the past, there has
been no consistent conceptual connection made between the components of the ecosystem that
make for ecosystem health and the hydrology that maintains it. Chapter 3 describes the process by
which the ecosystems were linked to the hydrology by the water and salinity requirements of
vegetation components. This has enabled the volumes of water required to maintain high value
wetlands to be estimated. When linked with estimates of available water provided by rainfall runoff
modelling then the options for wetland water provision and the availability of water for other uses,
can be assessed.
The connectivity of groundwater and its contribution to the surface water system is assessed in
Chapter 4, where the contribution to stream flow is assessed both through an analytical approach to
drain loss and gain and through the application of the DEM to defining depth to watertable maps.
The surface water resources modelling is described in Chapter 5 where rainfall-runoff models are
developed for catchments contributing to the high value wetland systems and the regional movement
of water through the drains and watercourses in the region.
Finally in Chapter 6 the application of the results to the development of policy are examined. The
success of the project is assessed and continuing knowledge gaps are identified, with
recommendations on how this work may be built upon to address them.
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2.

THE DIGITAL ELEVATION MODEL

The development of the digital elevation model (DEM) has been a keystone element of the NWI
project. The DEM was developed from aerial LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) imagery flown by
contractors AAM Hatch. The contract for the South East region was arranged and managed by the
South East Resource Information Centre (SERIC) based in Mount Gambier.

2.1. DATA ACQUISITION AND SUPPLY
In this application LIDAR technology uses an aircraft-mounted laser light source and receiving sensors
to detect the surface below. From the billions of signals sent out and detected by the aircraft sensors
the easting, northing and elevation of each reflected laser pulse is calculated. Somewhere in excess of
12 billion signals were processed in the South East project, making it one of the largest LIDAR surveys
undertaken (AAM Hatch pers. comm.). Though many signals may be reflected from vegetation, the
processing technology is able to successfully delineate the ground surface, by recording the return
signal and noting the proportion of non-returns. In the South East the aircraft-mounted data were
augmented and validated by a ground-based network of differential GPS stations managed by the
AAM Hatch ground team.
From the accumulated data a series of data files were produced which were subsequently processed
by the contractors using the ESRI ArcGIS Geographical Information System (GIS) to derive the terrain
model. This was then further processed into grid formats at 2 m and 10 m resolution. Thus for every 2
x 2 metre (or 10 x 10 metre) area of land surface, an elevation was recorded to within the specified
accuracy of 0.5 m or better. In fact the vertical accuracy achieved was in excess of that specified and
were typically within 0.15 m. A more detailed discussion of the technology is contained in Appendix A.
In total 8039 tiles were delivered, each of 2 km x 2 km. At the 10 m resolution with 40 900 pixels per
tile these yielded 321 560 000 pixels with an accuracy of 0.15 m. The 2 m DEM contains one million
pixels per tile, or a total of 8039 million values across the region. For the regional analyses discussed
below the 10 m DEM was mosaiced to form a single layer in a geodatabase. The 2 m DEM was indexed
and smaller mosaics are generated for specific tasks, for instance in defining drainage networks or
wetland parameters.
The contractors for the South East DEM had been employed by the Department of Sustainability and
Environment, Victoria, to produce a DEM that included the western part of that state and which
includes the hydrological catchments of the cross-border streams. These data, held by the Wimmera
Catchment Management Authority (WCMA) in Horsham, were compatible with the DEM generated for
South Australia and the WCMA provided subsets of their data to allow the cross-border catchments to
be fully defined. These data sets were subsequently merged and analysed as described below.

2.2. APPLICATION OF THE DEM
The South East DEM has provided a useful tool for the development of other elements of this project.
The DEM has been used in both the groundwater work discussed in Chapter 4 and the surface water
modelling work of Chapter 5. The South East region presents a number of challenges to adapting a
DEM to the needs of surface water hydrology. The approach adopted was to utilise the ArcHydro
(Maidment 2002) data model and tools to define the catchments, watercourses and connectivity to
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wetlands in the South East. The size of the South East region meant that the 10 m DEM was the most
practical for the accuracy required to define catchments and stream networks.
The artificial drainage network of the South East was developed over time and while the main systems
had been mapped, smaller private drains often had not. The 2 m DEM was used to locate and map
these private drains and to ensure their connectivity to the main system. This required the acquisition
of information of the position of culverts from Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure
(DTEI) (for state highways) and from district councils (for other roads). New drains were mapped and
the alignments of previously mapped drains were corrected to ensure that the artificial flow paths
would appear as a hydrologic network in the DEM. This effective extension of the hydrologic network
assisted in defining the runoff characteristics of the landscape.

Figure 2.1

Walls built to isolate Didicoolum drain from surface flow modelling.

Two other important processes are required to ensure the correct reproduction of the surface water
hydrology in the GIS hydrological model. To ensure that known stream paths are followed by the
model it is necessary to “burn in” existing streams. This ensures that the on-ground reality of the
drainage system is preserved within the relative coarseness of the DEM. Burning in of flow paths is a
particularly important exercise in a landscape such as the South East, where natural watercourses are
ephemeral and exist in maps as unconnected series of blue lines. In this process, detailed in Appendix
A, known drains and watercourses are digitised and their values in the DEM are lowered by a constant
factor so that drainage is forced into these lines. The DEM either side of these watercourses is also
lowered by an amount to ensure drainage to the lowered watercourse.
In a similar way it is also necessary to “build walls” within the DEM to prevent the movement of water
across known boundaries. An important example of this in the South East is in the recently constructed
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“smart drains” of the Upper South East Program. These have been designed primarily to carry saline
groundwater away from their drainage area. To ensure that fresh surface runoff is able to flow to local
wetlands the drains are constructed with crossover points to carry flood waters into wetlands. The
catchments are defined within the ArcHydro model to reflect this separation of saline and fresh water
flow by raising the elevation values of the pixels bordering the drains, as in Figure 2.1, to form “walls”.
In the South East drainage channels sometimes cross. This has the advantage of carrying saline
groundwater away from wetlands and increases operational flexibility by allowing water to be
switched to wetlands when salinity criteria are met. In the ArcHydro model it was necessary to wall
around these drain crossover points so that the correct flow direction was maintained.
Once the reality of the current drainage network had been fixed in to the ArcHydro DEM then the
process of flow network and catchment delineation could be carried out. The process is described in
some detail in Appendix A and involves the automated calculation by the ArcHydro tools of the
direction that water takes as it moves over the landscape and the number of cells into which the flow
would accumulate. This latter helps define a channel network as more and more cells are linked
through the flow accumulation process. Figure 2.2 illustrates the flow direction process as water
moves from high spots to lower spots in the landscape. The number of cells contributing to a particular
downstream cell is shown in Figure 2.2(c).

Figure 2.2

Flow accumulation: (A) shows DEM with elevation values (B) shows flow direction (C) shows
accumulated flow for each cell location.

Once the flow accumulation is defined, the user is able to define a minimum flow accumulation value
that defines a stream. This is set through the use of a threshold value. Figure 2.2 shows flow
accumulation lines in dark blue with the NWI project threshold value of 250 000 cells chosen and
shown in red. In theory any size of catchment can be defined but 250 000 cells, representing 25 km2 of
catchment, was considered a reasonable scale at which to view the wider South East region.
The defined stream network is then examined to identify junctions, with the area above junctions
being used to define catchments, as in Figure 2.3. One further delineation is possible and is referred to
in the ArcHydro model and in this report, as the watershed.
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Flow accumulation reaches
threshold value of 250,000
resulting in the formation
of a drainage line

Figure 2.3

2

Drainage lines generated by ArcHydro at a flow accumulation threshold of 250 000 cells (25 km )
– shown in red.

A watershed is defined as a collection of catchments that serve a useful purpose to the end user of the
ArcHydro model. While catchments are defined above stream junctions, watersheds may be defined at
any point in the stream network. In the South East it has been especially useful to define watersheds
above logical “break points’ in the defined network. These may, for instance, be defined as
management zones, or as representing changes in hydrological characteristic, such as topography,
geology or land use. The watershed definition feature allows areas to be calculated upstream of any
point on the stream network. In the South East region the watershed feature of the ArcHydro model
has been used to define catchments suitable for rainfall-runoff modelling and especially to define
areas upstream of flow measurement sites on a consistent basis.
Catchment areas have in the past been estimated by planimetry from contour maps and the
interpolation necessary in that process readily leads to errors and inconsistencies between operators.
The processing of the DEM has led to a revision of existing catchment areas, representing the first of a
number of benchmarks derived from this project. Sometimes the results merely provide confirmation
of existing catchment area figures, but in others they may represent significant changes. The crossborder Mosquito Creek catchment is a case in point. The hydrological database has a value of 1215
km2 as the catchment area. A report on the catchment information (Sheldon 2007) quoted 1143 km2,
based on the use of the Wimmera CMA DEM and of contours on the South Australian side of the
border. However the use of the merged DEM has reduced the catchment area further to 1002 km2, an
18% reduction on the original figure.
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Catchment associated
with non-head drainage
line segment

Catchment
boundary

Figure 2.4

Derived catchments, drainage lines and flow accumulation.

Watersheds were defined for a total of 89 user-defined locations (Figure 2.5), of which 53 were for
flow recorder sites. For each watershed and catchment area, average annual rainfall was calculated by
a weighting routine using the catchment boundaries and pre-existing State isohyets maps, together
with an estimate of the total wetland storage within each area.
One of the key pieces of information required from the DEM was the volume of the wetlands
throughout the South East region. Two types of volume information were required: the storage
volume of each wetland in the SAWID database; and the area to volume relationships of each of the
high value wetlands that were to be modelled as separate entities in the surface water modelling
project.
The first used the wetland boundaries to find the mean elevation along the wetland boundary. This
average elevation was used to estimate the full supply level of the wetland. For each wetland the
difference between this level and the elevation and the elevation of the other pixels within the
wetland polygon was calculated. The resulting depth was multiplied by the area of each pixel – 100 m2
in the 10 m DEM. The total volume for each wetland was then the summation of the volume of all the
pixels within the wetland boundary.
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Figure 2.5

ArcHydro derived watersheds.
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MO
For 112 high value wetlands (see Chapter 3)) a similar process was followed in defining the full-supply
full
level of the wetland. The area-volume
volume relationship was then calculated by iteratively decreasing the
depth by 100 mm
m until the lowest elevation in the wetland was reached. Area, volume and elevation
were all computed, with volume-area
volume area relationships required as input to the surface water
wat modelling of
the high value wetlands, as in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6

Volume-area
area relationship for a South East wetland derived from the regional DEM.
DEM
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3.

ENVIRONMENTAL WATER REQUIREMENTS

It is widely recognised that the wetlands of the South East region have been greatly reduced as a
consequence of land drainage. This has reduced significantly both the number of wetlands in a natural
condition and greatly affected the frequency and duration of inundation to which the remaining
wetlands have been subject in recent years (Sheldon 2007).
For sustainable management of the region it is necessary to know not only how much water is
available but where it is needed, how often and for how long. While it may be desirable to inundate
large extents of the remaining wetlands every year, in a region of water shortage and competing
demands for water, it is sensible to make the best use of the water available and obtain the optimum
environmental outcome.
To achieve the environmental outcomes it is necessary to link hydrology with ecology. Estimates of the
environmental water requirements (EWR) of wetlands provide a set of target volumes of storage for
hydrologic modelling. Since the South East region is estimated to contain some 16 000 wetlands it was
necessary to prioritise the target wetlands.
The South Australian Wetland Inventory Database (SAWID) was constructed by the Department of
Environment and Heritage (DEH) to contain information based on the vegetation components of the
assessed wetlands. Each wetland was assigned a significance score and these collated into bands of
significance level from “very high” through “high” to “moderate” and “low”. By far the largest category
is that labelled “not assessed”. Wetlands classed as “very high” and ”high” significance were
considered as the highest priorities for the formal definition of environmental water requirements.
Ecological Associates Pty Ltd was engaged to define the EWR for these selected wetlands (Appendix B).

3.1. PRIORITY WETLANDS
High value wetlands defined by the SAWID scores were considered as the starting point but were
refined by the criterion that these priority wetlands were also able to be managed. Manageable
wetlands were defined as those wetlands integrated with the natural or artificial drainage networks in
the region and where levels and flows could be manipulated by the operation of control structures.
Assessment of wetland EWR was based around the Wetland Vegetation Component (WVC) models
developed for South East wetlands by de Jong and Harding (2007). In adopting this approach it was
assumed that definition of the water requirements of vegetation complexes was the key determinant
of the value of the wetlands. This assumes that all of the other complex elements within an ecosystem
are primarily dependent on vegetation being wetted. The WVCs were revised in consultation with
ecologists and hydrologists from DFW, DENR and SEWCDB. The models were adapted and extended
for the NWI project to provide target volumes and tolerance ranges of inundation and salinity. Specific
values were assigned to each WVC for:
•

Target hydrology – recommended depth in metres, frequency and duration in months of
inundation to maintain optimum condition

•

Maximum depth tolerance, in metres
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•

Dry phase requirement, yes/no

•

Maximum continuous inundation, months

•

Maximum continuous dry phase, months

•

Surface water salinity target, in Electrical Conductivity(EC) units of µS cm-1, describing the
acceptable salinity at time of maximum inundation

•

Salinity tolerance range, in EC units.

3.2. DEFINING THE WETLAND HYDROLOGICAL REGIME
Wetlands are complexes of vegetation groups and a single wetland may contain several WVCs (Figure
3.1). If a wetland contains a single WVC then the definition of the hydrological regime is simply the
depth and frequency and duration required to meet the needs of that wetland vegetation type.
Where a wetland contains multiple WVCs then the lowest WVC in the landscape will be filled more
frequently, for longer and to a greater depth. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 for Lake Hawdon North.
Those WVCs higher in the landscape, such as Gahnia filum or Melaleuca halmitorum, will require a less
frequent inundation, for a shorter period and to a lesser depth.
For any specific wetland a process was developed to define the hydrological regime. The process is
described in the decision tree diagram of Figure 3.2. The first step was to define the “key” WVC. This
was considered to be the WVC requiring the greatest annual maximum depth. This defined the annual
hydrological target. Not all WVCs can be used in this way; those associated with karstic springs (deeply
submerged aquatic species) and permanent coastal lakes particularly have annual depths that cannot
be accurately defined. In wetlands with these WVCs, the peripheral WVCs assume a defining
importance.

1.4 Melaleuca halmaturorum tall shrubland
1.8 Gahnia filum tussock sedgeland

1.11 Seasonal freshwater emergent sedgeland

1.2 Seasonal brackish aquatic bed

Figure 3.1

Wetland Vegetation Complexes (WVCs) for Lake Hawdon North. From Ecological Associates
2009.

Once the annual hydrological target was defined additional water needs were assessed. Some WVCs
were identified as having a greater depth of inundation requirement one year in three (Figure 3.2).
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This reflects the generally higher position in the landscape of these WVCs and is required to maintain
the condition of these complexes by suppressing invasive species. It has the added benefit of reflecting
the natural variability in inundation depth that occurs in these wetland systems and the need to mimic
wet years in managed systems. Figure 3.2 shows the decision tree process of defining the target
hydrological regime for a wetland.

Identify WVCs present

Identify Key WVC

Is the Key WVC a useful
determinant of ideal
wetland hydrology?
yes

Note target hydrology of
Key WVC.

Key WVC has different
annual and 1:3 target
hydrology.

Adopt target hydrology,
both annual and 1:3, of
Key WVC as ideal
hydrology for wetland.

Figure 3.2

no

Ideal wetland hydrology
cannot be determined
using this approach.

Key WVC has only
annual target hydrology.

Other WVC(s) present
has only annual target
hydrology.

Other WVC(s) present
has different annual and
1:3 target hydrology.

Adopt target hydrology of
Key WVC as ideal
hydrology for wetland.
Wetland has no
requirement for a different
1:3 hydrology.

Adopt target hydrology of
Key WVC as ideal annual
hydrology for wetland.
Add 0.2 m surcharge for 2
months for ideal 1:3
hydrology for wetland.

Decision tree for determination of wetland hydrological regime (from Ecological
Associates 2009).

A similar process was used to develop salinity targets for high value wetlands. In this case the salinities
associated with WVCs are ranked with the highest rank requiring the lowest salinity. The WVC with the
highest ranking determines the required salinity of the wetland.
The above criteria were applied to the WVCs identified for the high value wetlands (WVCs could not be
identified in all or part of six wetlands, values have been extrapolated from other WVC hydrological
requirements or from nearby wetlands) and the hydrological regime applied to all of the revised list of
high value wetlands in the South East. The exercise provided an estimate of the environmental water
requirements of 112 wetlands, through the Lower and Upper South East in terms of depth and salinity
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required on an annual basis and in some cases one year in three. To complement the surface water
modelling, these depths have been translated into target storage volumes.

3.3. DISCUSSION
The wetland EWR defined in the above process were converted to a volume of storage in megalitres by
multiplying by the area of the wetland generated from the DEM analysis of the SAWID high value
wetlands. They were then able to be compared with the storages calculated from the DEM. In general
the EWR of wetlands were less than the volume of storage calculated from the DEM.
It was noted however that to supply only the EWR volume to a wetland was not generally possible.
This is due to the distribution of the wetlands in the flat swale landscape of the South East. In order to
supply water to high value wetlands it is often necessary to have filled other wetlands of lesser or
indeterminate value beforehand. It was therefore decided that for the purpose of the regional surface
water modelling the target values would be those defined by the estimation of storages calculated by
the DEM processes.
In addition it is beneficial for the water in the wetlands to be turned over during the course of the
season, rather than merely filled. The application of the EWR raises issues relating to the extent of the
wetlands themselves. Wetland boundaries were digitised from 1:40 000 aerial photographs some
years ago before the resolution available with current technology. This less accurate definition, along
with changes that may have caused wetland boundaries to be defined by remnant vegetation suggest
the volumetric estimates derived from the digitised boundaries need to be treated with caution. It is a
recommendation from this study that field effort using differential GPS be allocated to redefining
boundaries of priority wetlands.
This study has greatly enhanced the understanding of the hydrology of South East wetlands and its
practical application in maintaining ecosystem health. Further work is required to develop remaining
WVCs and apply them. It is also recognised that information revealed about the wetlands by this
project and the DEM, needs further investigation. The key element in defining the hydrology of a
wetland is the height of the sill, either natural or those of controlling weirs. These are critical to
controlling the flow of water from the wetland and maintaining water depth. Sill height needs to be
more accurately defined than is currently the case. This would enable a refinement of the water
requirements for individual wetlands. In turn this could lead to a more optimal use of environmental
flows. The full report forms Appendix B.
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4.

GROUNDWATER

It is widely recognised that the proximity of the unconfined aquifers in the South East has a major
impact on both surface water and wetland ecosystems. An improved understanding of the
connectivity of the wetlands, drains and watercourses to the groundwater system is a key part of being
able to manage sustainably. In order to progress knowledge of the groundwater system in relation to
surface water movement and the wetlands two groundwater projects were undertaken as part of the
NWI project.

4.1. GROUNDWATER BALANCE STUDY
A water balance study was carried out using an analytical approach to estimate the rates of
groundwater flow to drains for two periods in September 2004 and in September 2008. These describe
a wet (2004) and a dry (2008) period for which data were available. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
conceptual approach and Figure 4.2 the spatial distribution of the points of estimation across the
South East region.

WR

WL

Drain

Hx

Q RH

Q LH

H0

H1

LL

Figure 4.1

LR

Concept of the analytical solution model.

In Figure 4.1, W is recharge component; Hx and Ho are groundwater level (m AHD) and H1 the bottom
of the drain (m AHD); Q is the groundwater flow and L is distance. The subscripts L and R represent left
and right position to the drain. The method was tested on a cross-section running east to west across
the Bakers Range Drain (see Figure 4.3) showing the difference in groundwater level between
September 2004 and September 2008. DEM data were used to construct the ground surface.
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Figure 4.2

Drain inflow calculation points.
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The following equations were used to estimate the groundwater flow into the drain:
Groundwater Flow =

Groundwater Flow =

  

  

and Recharge =

or

and Recharge =





Drain flow from left side, QLH =
QRH =





  



  

; and drain flow from right side,

.



Only the data from the 2004 period were able to produce estimates of drain inflow. The 2008 period
failed to produce any meaningful results due to the low groundwater table (Figure 4.3). The results
shown in Table 4.1 for the 2004 period show a wide range of estimated inflow rates ranging from the
lowest of 0.27 and 0.37 ML/km/d to 1.99 and 2.04 ML/km/d. There is no apparent spatial trend either
in the direction of general groundwater movement from east to west, or along the general direction of
the swales occupied by the drains from south to north. It serves to emphasise how sensitive are the
estimates to assumptions of the hydraulic conductivity, K and to recharge. Figure 4.3 shows the
original relationship of the groundwater level to the drains used in the inflow study.
Table 4.1

Results of analytical modelling of groundwater drain flows.
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Figure 4.3

Landscape cross-section and drain interaction points, Bakers Range Drain.

4.2. WATERTABLE MAPPING PROJECT
To better understand the spatial distribution of the connection between the land surface and the
groundwater surface, a series of depth to groundwater table maps were commissioned from SKM
consultants. This project was developed in collaboration with the NWI project ‘Extension of the Water
Dependent Ecosystem Risk Assessment Framework to the South East NRM Region’ (WaterRAT). This
latter involved the estimation of the degree of groundwater dependence of wetlands with the
groundwater table. The estimation of the groundwater surface is a necessary first step in that process.
In total, four maps were required for the wetland project – the potentiometric surface (groundwater
level) map and the depth to groundwater map for each of average spring (highest groundwater level)
and autumn (lowest groundwater level) conditions.
Fifteen years of groundwater data from 1625 monitored bores in the South East region of South
Australia and western Victoria were used for the period 1990–2005. This period was selected as being
the longest for which an adequate data set existed.
The first step was to generate a potentiometric surface for the bores within the data sets. Data from
81 bores were rejected from the data set at this stage due to either contradictory readings compared
to surrounding bores, or where the bore readings suggested an artesian bore (where the water level
would be above the ground surface). Potentiometric surfaces were generated by using a finite
difference technique to interpolate between the set of discrete borehole data points. This generates a
smooth surface as close as possible to the measured water levels in metres above the national datum.
The potentiometric surface for average autumn conditions is shown in Figure 4.4 (a). The exercise was
carried out on the average spring and autumn data.
The potentiometric surface process generates a raster data set within the GIS. The depth to
groundwater table (DTWT) was then calculated for each set by calculating the difference between the
land surface DEM and potentiometric surface for the set (Figure 4.4 (b)). A mapped assessment of the
errors involved was also generated. Two spatial variables were assessed to provide a measure of
overall confidence in the mapping; the bore density and the residual difference between the smooth
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interpolated surface and the input data. The results for both were classified into one of nine possible
combinations of high, medium and low confidence (Figure 4.4 (c)) and represent the overall
confidence that the user may have in using the maps. It can be seen from these that over most of the
region the mapping is of moderate to high accuracy. In some of the peripheral areas the results need
to be treated more carefully.
The original work carried out in conjunction with the Water Risk Assessment Tool (WaterRAT) project
specified mean conditions for the spring and autumn periods. This was extended for the Regional
Flows project to produce maps showing minimum and maximum conditions for the same datasets. For
the Regional Flows project one of the specified outputs was a geodatabase containing the calculated
surfaces. This allows the underlying data to be summarised and analysed within the GIS.
Table 4.2 summarises the areas within the SKM maps that are within 2 m and 6 m of the surface across
the South East. Areas are shown for average spring (highest water levels) and average autumn (lowest
water levels) conditions for the 1990-2005 period. The 2 m and 6 m levels are important in assessing
the connectivity of the groundwater and the surface. At a depth of 2 m groundwater is considered able
to be evaporated directly to the atmosphere. At 6 m extraction is possible by plantation forestry. In
the latter case the roots may not reach the watertable but capillary action due to the removal of soil
water by roots further up the profile will draw water from that depth.
Table 4.2

Areal extent of shallow groundwater to the surface in the South East.
DTWT
m

Area
2
km

% Total
Area

Spring Average
Autumn
Average

0-2

9511

28.6

0-2

8301

25.0

Spring Average
Autumn
Average

0-6

14 695

44.2

0-6

14 597
33 270

Total Map Area

4.3.

DTWT
m

Area
2
km

% Total
Area

Spring Maximum
Autumn
Minimum

0-2

10 299

31.0

0-2

7680

23.1

0-6

14 886

44.7

43.9

Spring Maximum
Autumn
Minimum

0-6

14 315

43.0

100

Total Map Area

33 270

100

DISCUSSION

The project has emphasised the close relationship that wetlands have with the groundwater. The
mapping exercise has been useful to define accurately the extent of groundwater proximity to the
surface across the region. It has proved more difficult though to translate the maps into a meaningful
relationship with the surface water resources in the region.
The maps provide a series of snapshots of the mean, minimum and maximum conditions occurring in
spring and autumn. Confidence mapping (Figure 4.4(c)) shows that the maps and their GIS layers have
high or moderate confidence over most of the region. The spatial accuracy is therefore reasonable.
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(a) Potentiometric surface

Figure 4.4

(b) Depth to Watertable

(c) Confidence Mapping

Average autumn groundwater surfaces.
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A further step is required to relate groundwater levels associated with watercourses and wetlands in a
dynamic way with surface water. The network of piezometers installed in the Upper South East may be
used in association with surface water measurements to gain a better understanding of the changes in
water levels following specific events.
Both the mapping and the water balance work have shown the spatial connection of groundwater and
surface water. They both serve to emphasise the spatial and temporal variability associated with the
surface and groundwater resources. Further work is required to develop models that can better
reflect the temporal dimension. This will be required to connect with surface water models so that
times when drains are gaining from groundwater and the time when drains and watercourses are
losing water to groundwater can be identified. These tipping points when the groundwater–surface
water system moves from a losing-gaining state to a gaining-losing state are important for assessing
and managing risks to wetlands and maintaining connectivity between wetlands.
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5.

SURFACE WATER MODELLING

Surface water modelling enables the estimation of stream flow from catchments where data are
sparse or lacking. While runoff has been recorded in the South East since the early 1970s, the
questions now being asked of the data could not have been anticipated at the time the hydrologic
network was designed. Modelling allows runoff processes in ungauged catchments to be simulated
through the use of conceptual models. The parameters in a conceptual model represent the
components of the hydrologic cycle, including groundwater. The modelling platform links runoffgenerating catchments to storages and to downstream catchments, so that runoff can then be
estimated at some desired end point.
Rainfall-runoff conceptual models are calibrated to recorded streamflow data to provide estimates of
the overall water balance of the modelled catchments. The aim of the project was to assess the runoff
produced from the region as a whole. Unfortunately flow data available for calibration are piecemeal
with some long records but many shorter ones. The aim of the methodology has been to develop a
consistent approach considered essential to development of a suite of rainfall-runoff models that
together are capable of describing flows across the region.

5.1. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
The approach was to develop a series of simple models to describe the generation and the movement
of stream flow from South East catchments. The models were calibrated against the available
streamflow time series data at downstream points of the modelling catchments.
The models have been calibrated using a daily time step to maximise the accuracy of the model
parameters. The models are intended however to describe the movement of water at an annual or
monthly scale and to provide benchmark flows for individual catchments and systems. Against these,
scenarios can be developed to address specific issues. Models describe their individual systems
through the calibration process, but the individual models have been partially linked to provide
estimates of bulk water transfers across the region.
South east catchments were defined using the ArcHydro model and the WaterCress modelling
platform (Clark et al. 2002) has been used to formulate the hydrological models. The platform enables
the description of the modelled hydrological system through a series of nodes, for catchments,
storages and demands. For more details of the modelling platform see Heneker (2003), Teoh (2006) or
Alcorn (2007). Attached to the catchment nodes are rainfall and flow files and a number of possible
rainfall-runoff models that have been widely used in Australia. The Australian Water Balance Model
(AWBM) (Boughton 1993) was selected for modelling the South East catchments due to its relative
simplicity and widespread use in Australian hydrology.
A review of flow data showed that available records were of varying length. Records for some sites
begin in 1971 and are still current (e.g. A2390519, Mosquito Creek at Struan), while others have either
been closed (A2390515, Southern Bakers Drain at Robe-Penola Road Bridge), or have been opened
relatively recently (A2391001, Southern Bakers Drain at Philips Road). Refer to Table 5.1 for sites used
in modelling the South East catchments. To overcome comparability issues in the development of any
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regional model, the time period for model outputs was standardised for a thirty year period 1971–
2000. This period was chosen for a number of reasons:
•

It is consistent with the 30 year rainfall surface developed by the Bureau of Meteorology for
DWLBC (Fawcett et al. 2006), as described by Alcorn (2006)

•

Daily evaporation data have been estimated at the SILO sites from 1969. Estimates for earlier
years are based on monthly data, which are less suited to daily time step modelling

•

It encompasses the longest of the available flow records in the region

•

It is of sufficient length to capture historic variations in climate, therefore providing valid
model outputs for policy development

•

The statistics generated, whether annual or monthly, are based on a sufficiently large sample
size to be statistically valid

•

It is sufficiently long to capture both wet and dry periods over the past forty years, but
excludes the effects of the drought over the last decade

•

It largely excludes issues associated with land use change. For instance, the planting of
Tasmanian Blue Gums in the Lower South East since 1998.

5.2. DATA SELECTION
Use of a consistent set of input data was considered important for development of the linked rainfall –
runoff models. Data sets of rainfall and evaporation are held by DFW in its hydrological archive. These
have been subjected to a number of infilling and extension exercises (Heneker 2004). However there is
a shortage of evaporation data across the South East, as highlighted in the climatological data review
by Heneker (2004).
Daily rainfall and evaporation files of Patched Point Data (PPD) sets are available for download from
the BoM website and are updated on a daily basis by the Queensland Department of Environment and
Resource Management (http://www.derm.qld.gov.au/silo/ppd/PPD.html1). Infilled and extended
rainfall data are available for long-term climate sites from 1 January 1889 to the date of download.
Importantly the same site is able to provide estimates of potential and actual evaporation data
calculated by a number of standard methods. This means that for every rainfall site for which rainfall
records are available (a subset of all the rain gauges in the South East), estimates of evaporation are
also available. This set has been chosen for the surface water models.

5.3. THE AWBM MODEL
The AWBM rainfall-runoff model processes rainfall and evaporation inputs to calculate the net rainfall
input to a catchment node. This rainfall then serves to fill three soil stores (C1-C3 in Figure 5.1) of
variable areal extent (A1-A3) before the excess becomes runoff. The total runoff is partitioned into
surface runoff and subsurface storage by the use of the baseflow recharge parameter, before the
release of the subsurface (baseflow) storage is controlled by a baseflow discharge parameter. The

1

http://www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/silo
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surface runoff is then routed by a further parameter to delay timing of flow to the downstream node.
The process is repeated for each catchment node in the system.

Figure 5.1

Australian Water Balance Model (AWBM) Schematic.

In the WaterCress platform, nodes representing on-channel surface storages act to slow the rate of
discharge to the downstream calibration point by both filling and spilling their storages and by routing
the flows through the storages. Where the storage represents a high value wetland, it has been
modelled explicitly through the use of a volume-area relationship. Those storages that are onstream,
but not considered high value, are grouped into a series of routing nodes with a volume equivalent to
the sum of the storages. Those storages not considered as on-stream are not taken explicitly into
account as nodes within the model and are dealt with by the rainfall-runoff parameters of the AWBM
model within the catchment node.
Because of the high ephemeral storage within many South East catchments a second routing
parameter (KS2), not shown in Figure 5.1, was developed by DFW staff and used in a modified form of
the AWBM. This controls the routing of surface runoff using an exponential function and can replace
the KS routing factor within the model. It has the effect of further slowing runoff.

5.4. METHODOLOGY
The watersheds and catchments have been defined using the ArcHydro processes (Appendix A) and
the time series data had been identified from the PPD sites for the South East. The modelling
catchments were then defined. Modelling catchments are those natural catchments above a
calibration point, the point in the stream network at which a flow record is available. The process is
relatively simple in the south and east of the region where topography has allowed natural channels to
develop or the artificial drainage system is relatively simple.
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In the Upper South East the catchment structure in the flat landscape and the operational rules
applied in flow management, are extremely complex. The network of drains, natural flow paths,
wetlands and regulators, together with the low gradient of the landscape means that water can be
switched a number of ways depending on the management objective. Historically the management
objectives and their implementation have not always been recorded (although this has been
addressed in the development of a decision support system as part of the Upper South East Dryland
Salinity Program). The process followed in developing the regional flow model has been to use the
flow paths defined by the ArcHydro methodology, with a decision to defer incorporating management
data into later refinements of the model.
For the 112 of the key High Value wetlands identified through the EWR process, the DEM was used to
calculate depth-volume relationships which have then been translated into files for input to the
WaterCress modelling. In developing the component models the process has been:
•

To use the DEM to calculate the volume of storage in each wetland

•

If the wetland is of high value then it is included as a separate model node. These high value
storages may be either offstream dams, or as a routing store, depending on their relationship
to the flow path. Cockatoo Lake for instance, in the Morambro Creek is effectively an offline
storage, the Jaffray floodplain is online because water flows naturally through it. High value
wetlands have their storages modelled explicitly through the volume-area relationships
developed from the DEM.

•

If the wetland is not considered high value but is hydraulically connected to a defined flow
path, then the total storage of these secondary wetlands within a modelling catchment is used
to define the wetland as a ‘routestore’. That is the volumes of individual wetlands may be
accumulated and treated as a single node.

•

If the wetland is not of high value and is not onstream, the individual volumes have been
ignored and the hydrologic effect of the wetland is handled by the AWBM model parameters
describing the rural catchment nodes.

5.5. CATCHMENTS NOT MODELLED
In the course of developing the regional model it became apparent that a number of catchment areas
within the South East did not contribute hydrologically to the region, or were hydrologically unsuited
to modelling through the use of a rainfall-runoff model. A number of catchments were excluded from
modelling during the catchment definition process. Others were excluded from further modelling
when attempts to calibrate the rainfall runoff model with flow data failed to produce meaningful
calibrations. Figure 5.2 shows those catchments were not modelled.
Modelling was focussed on those high value wetlands (Section 3) which could be supplied with, or
affected by, runoff and drainage. Excluded were those wetlands in the catchments which were
unsuitable for rainfall-runoff modelling. These were largely wetland systems fed almost exclusively by
groundwater, or shallow coastal lake systems.
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5.5.1. GLENELG RIVER CATCHMENTS
There are no data for calibration of models in those South Eastern catchments which drain to the
Glenelg River. While the South Australian Glenelg River catchment contains a substantial number of
wetlands, none of them are rated in the SAWID as high value. Coupled with the lack of data for
calibration, the catchments were considered a low priority. It may be possible to calibrate them at a
later date using model parameter sets developed on the Bakers Range South Drain.

5.5.2. DRAIN C SYSTEM
While Drain C is connected to the Drain M system it rarely produces runoff. The drain is part of a larger
cross-border system that includes the Dorodong and Glenroy Creeks. It is recognised (M. Talanskas,
SEWCDB Manager, pers. comm.) that the extensive Drain C system does not produce flow when other
creeks in the immediate area, such as the Mosquito Creek and the Southern Bakers Range drain are
flowing. Lack of runoff is attributed in part to internal drainage (the catchment drains part of the
formally extensive Dismal Swamp), as well as the extent of forest plantations in the catchment.
Three recorder stations have existed for brief periods since the 1970s and the data from each were
used to calibrate a rainfall-runoff model. None were able to calibrate satisfactorily and modelling was
abandoned. The drain has the potential to contribute to Drain M flows downstream of the Bool
regulator but is effectively non-yielding.

5.5.3. COASTAL CATCHMENTS
There are many small coastal catchments in the South East region and most were not modelled as
many have little surface runoff. The topography consists of recent and highly permeable dunal sands.
Many also have a hydrology dominated by groundwater – Picanninie Ponds and Salt Creek in the south
of the region are examples with associated high value wetlands.
One larger catchment that was excluded from modelling at this time is Lake Bonney. Although
considered of high value there are a number of issues concerning the lake and its water quality, to
which surface water modelling would contribute little. Although a number of streams have been
monitored for flows entering the lake, the streamflow records reflect groundwater rather than the
rainfall-runoff processes.
The Kingston Main Drain has also been excluded on the basis of having no data with which to calibrate
a model, no high-value wetlands within its catchment and no connection to the wider regional
drainage system.

5.5.4. TATIARA AND NALANG CATCHMENTS
The Tatiara and Nalang Creeks drain the area around Bordertown across the Victorian border and as
far east as Nhill. The catchments have low rainfalls and high evaporation – average rainfalls 475 mm
and PE 1580 mm. The catchments contain two high value wetlands but importantly they contain many
runaway holes that are considered to affect the runoff hydrology of the region.
Since major floods in Bordertown in the middle years of the twentieth century (the last in 1981) the
catchments have been altered to use the runaway holes as both a means of disposing of flood water
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and of aquifer recharge. This is actively encouraged by the SEWCDB and a works program exists to
remove debris from the holes and direct high flows to them.
The Tatiara in particular has a very extensive catchment but runoff events tend to be both rare and
small. Catchment models were built of both the Tatiara and the Nalang but were unable to be
calibrated. Both streams have an ecological and a resource value and would benefit from more
detailed investigation.

5.5.5. BUNBURY CATCHMENTS
The Bunbury catchments include the Bunbury Drain Swamps, Taunta Hut Drain and the Bunbury–
Kendal wetlands. These catchments drain to the Ashby Drain and then on to the Northern Outlet
drain. There is no continuous surface water monitoring or gauging data for these areas. There is a
continuous monitoring site on the Northern Outlet drain, which has only been operational since the
beginning of 2006. While there has been a steady seasonal baseflow recorded at this site and some
minor quick flow events, there have been no regional flow events.

5.5.6. BALD HILL DRAIN
The Bald Hill Drain runs along the eastern side of West Avenue Range and has only recently been dug.
The Bald Hill Drain is connected to the Fairview Drain in the south and can discharge to either the
Kercoonda System at the S-Bend Connector or into Big Telowie Swamp at the northern end of the
West Avenue Watercourse.
As this drain has only recently been commissioned, there were no data available for modelling. The
Bald Hill drain could be added to future iterations of the regional model as data become available.

5.5.7. MORAMBRO CREEK CATCHMENT
Morambro Creek is a significant cross-border stream whose catchment was undefined prior to the
NWI project. It is also the only prescribed watercourse in the region. In order to generate rainfallrunoff relationship, the catchment areas upstream of the recorders are used rather than relying on the
recorded data as input to the model.
An important part of the catchment definition process using the ArcHydro model was the checking of
catchments with experienced field staff in the region. During this process it was pointed out that a
large part of the northern Morambro catchment, as defined by the ArcHydro model produced no
runoff. This part of the catchment is in the Little Desert Conservation Park, an area of sandy
topography with many hollows and low rainfall. Major rainfall events are very infrequent and any
runoff collects in interdunal hollows and either evaporates or percolates to groundwater. This area
was therefore delineated and excluded from the final Morambro catchment, considerably reducing the
catchment areas. The resulting model is discussed in Section 5.6.7.
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Figure 5.2

Catchments assessed during modelling process.

5.6. MODELLED CATCHMENTS
The remainder of the South East was divided into 17 catchment models (models in the Upper South
East incorporated more than one catchment). Storages and flow data files are summarised in Table
5.1. The regional flow system is driven by flows generated within the higher rainfall areas of the Lower
South East. Of these systems, the most important is that runoff flowing through Bool Lagoon from the
Mosquito Creek. This system, with that from the Bakers Range South Drain feed the major crosscountry drain of Drain M and the regulator at Callendale. From Callendale water can be turned
northwards into the West Avenue watercourse and to the complex drainage systems of the Upper
South East, or can flow down Drain M directly to the ocean at Beachport.
Figure 5.3 describes schematically the modelled catchments and their interrelationship. Figure 5.3
does not show all the gauging sites that provided the only available data in some catchments. Model
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numbering corresponds with the catchments in Figure 5.2. Other flow records are available in the
South East but were considered of poor quality, or too short to usefully calibrate any of the modelled
catchments.

Figure 5.3

System schematic of modelled catchments.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the general scarcity of useful data over the region, as well as the complexity of
the models themselves. The models and the catchments that comprise them are described in Sections
5.6.1 to 5.6.17.
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Table 5.1

Summary of model data.
Area
Catchment Model

Bakers Range South (1)
Blackford Drain (2)
Bool Lagoon and Drain M (3)
Callendale to Petherick Road (4)

Wetland Storages (ML)

Calibration Flow File

2

High Value

Onstream

Offstream

976

405

3980

34904

Km

Site No.

Site Name

start
year

end
year

A2390515

Bakers Range South Drain @ Robe-Penola Road

1971

1993

A2391001

Bakers Range South Drain @ Phillips Road

2003

-

797

1055

6279

12 901

A2390506

Blackford Drain @ Amtd 4.0 km

1971

-

1026

25 513

2743

17 448

A2390541

Drain M @ D/S Bool Lagoon Outlet

1985

-

A2390512

Drain M @ Woakwine

1971

-

770

60 917

62 195

9435

A2391005

Bakers Range Watercourse @ Petherick Road

1988

-

Drain E to Jip Jip (5)

1590

3585

26 754

22 405

A2391023

Marcollat Watercourse @ Jip Jip Regulator

1990

-

Drains L and K (6)

1698

76 370

16 540

16 804

A2390505

Drain L @ Boomaroo Park

1971

-

A2390510

Drain L @ U/S Princes Highway

1972

-

A2390527

Wilmot Drain @ 9.2 km From Drain L

1973

-

A2390504

Bray Drain @ Site B

1969

1989

A2390569

Fairview Drain @ Downstream of Keilira Road

2000

-

Fairview Drain (7)

350

3112

7706

5837

Kercoonda system (8)

980

54 722

39619

11 652

Morambro Creek (9)

567

756

515

A2390531

Morambro Ck @ Bordertown-Naracoorte Road Bridge

1976

-

Mosquito Creek (10)

1002

2309

16 897

A2390519

Mosquito Creek @ Struan

1971

-

--- no data ---

Mount Hope - Lake Frome (11)

844

37 641

9802

18 596

A2390513

Reedy Creek - Mt. Hope Drain @ 7.2 km NE South End

1971

-

Naracoorte Creek (12)

910

296

4004

7178

A2390542

Naracoorte Creek @ Naracoorte

1985

-

2663

43 417

40 896

36 751

A2391072

Northern Outlet Drain

2006

-

Petherick Road to Messent C.P. (21)

389

63 981

29 291

48 968

--- no data ---

Taratap, Tilley and Morella catchments (22)

Northern Outlet Drain (13)

610

112 507

43 740

11 330

--- no data ---

Tresant Drain (23)

72

829

793

1684

--- no data ---

West Avenue (24)

434

9721

11 898

4344

--- no data ---
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The Bool system is also capable of releasing water northwards along the former natural flow path to
join the Marcollat watercourse and flow into the Upper South East at Jip Jip. The restoration of this
potential flow path forms part of the Reflows program of the Upper South East Program. Any flows
released from the restoration of this flow path would join with flow from the Naracoorte and
Morambro creeks, as well as local flows, before reaching Jip Jip. Modelling of each of the twenty four
South East catchments is described below.

5.6.1. MOSQUITO CREEK CATCHMENT
The Mosquito Creek catchment (Figure 5.4) is the most significant of the cross-border catchments. The
catchment boundary extends some 32 kilometres into Victoria with flows recorded at Struan arising
just west of Edenhope. The catchment consists of two major streams that join some 10 km above the
recorder site. The Mosquito Creek itself drains the southern part of the catchment while the Yelloch
Creek drains the northern part. Both have a number of tributaries. Flow was recorded at Struan
continuously from 1971 until 2003, when zero flow conditions were recorded at Struan for the first
time.

Figure 5.4

Mosquito Creek catchment.

The catchment is in a relatively high rainfall area, average rainfall is 600 mm in the northern catchment
and 630 mm in the southern catchment. Annual potential evaporation is 1450 mm.
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In many ways the issues concerning the hydrology of the Mosquito Creek catchment encapsulate
those of the South East region. The importance of the Mosquito Creek is not only the regularity of its
flows over the past thirty years, but their importance in maintaining the wetlands of the
internationally important Ramsar site of Bool and Hacks Lagoons. The Bool Lagoon wetlands have
dried completely in the course of the current drought.
The catchment was modelled to calibrate flows generated in the upstream catchments to those
recorded at Struan over the full period of available data. The model (Figure 5.5) consists of three rural
nodes, each associated with a catchment area and a rainfall and evaporation PPD site. No onstream
storages were modelled and all catchment storage is handled by the parameters of the AWBM model.
Model parameters were adjusted until the generated statistics were within acceptable limits.

Struan
A2390519

Figure 5.5

WaterCress modelling schematic of the Mosquito Creek catchment

5.6.2. BAKERS RANGE SOUTH SYSTEM
The Bakers Range South system (Figure 5.6) is the other main source of regional flow. The system
drains from the high rainfall areas around Kalangadoo (average rainfall 750 mm, potential evaporation
1343 mm) contributing major flows into Drain M downstream of the Bool Lagoon regulator. Forestry
development has occurred over the past decade in the hundreds of Coles and Short, influencing the
runoff from these catchments (SEWSR, 2010). Attracted by the available water resources,
management investment schemes commenced establishing Tasmanian Blue Gum plantations during
1998, in turn affecting the hydrology of the catchment (Mustafa et al. 2006).
Flow has been recorded at two sites in the catchment at the Robe-Penola Road Bridge (A2390515)
between 1971 and 1993; and downstream of that site at the Philips Road recorder (A2391001) from
2003 onwards. Both sites have been used in calibrating the model (Figure 5.7). The catchment has
been split into a series of modelling nodes that represent distinct areas of rainfall, soils and land uses.
There is only one wetland considered of high value downstream of the former Robe-Penola Road
recorder site at Sheepwash Swamp.
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Philips Rd

(B)

Sheepwash Swamp

Robe-Penola Rd Bridge

Bakers Range South
Drain

(A)

Figure 5.6

Bakers Range South catchment.
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(B)

Robe-Penola Rd
A2390515

(A)

Figure 5.7

WaterCress model schematic for Bakers Range South catchments.

The nodes draining to the Robe-Penola Road Bridge site were calibrated first with favourable results..
The second catchment was then calibrated within the model with a different set of parameters and
taking into account the drainage through Sheepwash Swamp. The two sets were then combined to
produce runoff for the thirty year period.

5.6.3. BOOL LAGOON AND DRAIN M SYSTEM
The Ramsar-Convention cites Bool and Hacks Lagoons as 3.5 km downstream of the Mosquito Creek
recorder at Struan (Figure 5.8). Together they form the most significant wetland complex in the South
East. They are particularly prized for the wide range of breeding bird species, plants and animals,
including the endangered Southern Bell Frog associated with a range of wetland habitats within the
complex.
The wetlands also have an important role in the provision of surface water throughout the whole of
the Upper South East. They act as a major storage of water to the South East drain system. In the past
this water found its way through the flats of the Drain E-–Marcollat watercourse. These northerly
flows were terminated with the construction of Drain M to conduct water directly from Bool Lagoon to
the ocean near Beachport. Significant amounts of water have been released into Drain M during wet
years and under the USEP Reflows Program it is planned to supply flows throughout the network of
drains to carry flows as far north as the Coorong. The Bool system in effect acts as a “header tank” for
the regional surface water flows.
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Figure 5.8

Bool Lagoon and Drain M catchment.

The release of flows from storage is controlled by an agreement reached between local landowners,
the SEWCDB and the DEH under the framework of the Bool Lagoon Game Reserve and Hacks Lagoon
Conservation Park Management and Ramsar Plan (DEH 2006). Flows have been controlled since 1966
and a formal operational plan has been in place since 1988. Amended in 1992, the plan seeks to
balance the storage and release of flows in order to balance the hydrological needs of the wetland
complexes of Bool and Hacks with the need to maintain the drainage function for surrounding
landowners.
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Input from Mosquito
Creek model

Input from Bakers
Range South model

Figure 5.9

WaterCress model schematic for Bool Lagoon–Drain M system.

Water levels are controlled by gates in Drain M immediately downstream of Bool Lagoon which aim to
maintain water levels over the year (Table 5.2). With the development of the South East Regional
DEM, these levels have been converted to storage volumes and used to generate operating rules in the
modelling program. Three levels have been agreed for August as a balance between the need to hold
water in Bool Lagoon for environmental purposes and to draw down the storage in anticipation of
incoming flows. WaterCress only deals with monthly changes so the central value of the three has
been used for the whole month.
Table 5.2
Schedule
September
onwards
August end
August wk3
August wk1
July
June

Operating levels of Bool Lagoon regulator (Bool Lagoon Management Plan, 2002).
Target elevation
m AHD

Volume ML

48.61
48.55
48.4
48.3
48.24
48.15

17 104
15 772
12 493
10 375
9161
7426

Proportion of
maximum storage
0.7372
0.6798
0.5385
0.4472
0.3948
0.3201

The Bool system model (Figure 5.9) has been set up to include not only the two storages within the
lagoons, fed by the Mosquito Creek model of three rural nodes, but the downstream Drain M system.
This includes the input from the Bakers Range South system, the Callendale regulator and local
catchment drainage to the Woakwine recorder close to the drain terminal point in Lake George.
Calibration of the model was conducted using the flow recorder at Woakwine (node MWoak2 in Figure
5.9).
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5.6.4. MOUNT HOPE–LAKE FROME SYSTEM
The high value wetland of Lake Frome is fed by a complex system of drains from an area bordered by
the Bakers Range South drain to the east and by the Drain M system to the north (Figure 5.10). The
Reedy Creek-Mount Hope drain receives flow from as far as the Mount McIntyre area while Drain 1b
removes excess water from the land to the north of Millicent. Rainfalls are comparable with the
Bakers South system further west, ranging from 720–50 mm. Annual potential evaporation across the
catchment varies from 1370 to 1430 mm. Land use is mainly pasture and cropping and the terrain
generally flat. The area is highly drained, with many private drains connected to those managed by the
SEWCDB.

Figure 5.10

Mount Hope Drain and Lake Frome catchment.

Flows are recorded at the Mount Hope drain outfall into Mullins Swamp (A5390513), upstream of Lake
Frome. It is considered one of the best flow records in the South East (B.Puddy, pers.comm.) running
from 1971 to the present. The Mount Hope recorder measures flows draining from the largest part of
the catchment. Other flows into Lake Frome are not recorded. There are also nominal catchments on
the seaward side of the lake. These seaward catchments consist of dunal sands and limestone
outcrops. Their hydrological contribution to the lake is considered minimal and has been excluded
from the rainfall-runoff analysis.
Figure 5.11 describes the model layout for the Frome system. The flow recorder is associated with
node FR3 while nodes FR1, FR2 and FR4 describe runoff from sub-catchments within the drainage
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watershed. Node FR5 is the ungauged catchment contributing directly to Lake Frome. All catchment
nodes use the same parameter set in the AWBM model.

Figure 5.11

WaterCress model schematic for Mount Hope–Lake Frome system.

5.6.5. DRAINS L AND K SYSTEM
Drains L and K drain a large area to the east of Robe. The system is bounded by Drain M to the south
and the northern edge of the Woakwine range to the east for the most part, with the major wetlands
of Lakes Hawdon North and South forming the uppermost western-part of the catchment (Figure
5.12). The watercourses and drains that comprise the L and K Drain system are, like the Lake Frome
system, independent of the interconnected drainage systems of the Upper South East. Most of the
modelling catchment is to the south of the main L and K Drains which run from flats to the west of the
Bakers Range through a number of low dunal ranges, before entering Lake Hawdon North and
terminating at Robe.
There are three wetlands considered of high significance within the catchment. Two of these are the
extensive wetlands of Lake Hawdon North and Lake Hawdon South. The third is the Reedy Creek Drain
immediately north of Drain M. It is at the head of the catchment and as such is not capable of having
its EWR met other than through local runoff. As a result it has been excluded from further
consideration.
The system has within it four flow recorder sites with varying lengths of record (Table 5.3). All remain
open except the Bray Drain recorder site (closed 26/1/1989). Based on the recorder sites and natural
breaks in the system of catchments, usually of flats and low ranges, the system was divided into ten
catchments for modelling purposes.
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Table 5.3

Site
A2390505
A2390510
A2390527
A2390504

Flow sites in Drain L and K catchments.

Drain
Drain L
Drain L
Wilmot Drain
Bray Drain

Site Name
Boomaroo Park Amtd 7.3 km
Upstream of Princes Highway
9.2 km From Drain L
Site B (0.3 km d/s Site A)

Start Date
17/06/1972
16/07/1971
14/03/1973
4/09/1969

Years of
Data
13
29
18
13

Modelling of the L and K system terminates at the downstream recorder at Boomeroo Park, in a deep
cutting downstream of Lake Hawdon North. Before the full system was modelled, the catchments
draining to each of the other three recorders were modelled individually. From the model layout in
Figure 5.13 it can be seen that catchments 1, 2, 3 and 6 drain to the site upstream of the Princes
Highway (A2390510); catchment 4 drains to the Wilmot Drain recorder (A2390527) and catchment 5
drains to the Bray Drain recorder upstream of Lake Hawdon South (A2390504). All the above, together
with catchments 7, 8, 9 and 10 then drain to the Boomeroo Park recorder.
The catchment drained by the Drain L and K system is extensive, 167 221 hectares in total. Rainfalls
range from 680 mm at the coast to 623 mm at the limit of the inland catchment. Potential evaporation
ranges from 1400 mm to 1500 mm.

Figure 5.12

Drain L and K catchment.

Three separate models were created in the Drain L catchment. Wilmot and Bray Drain systems have
been treated as a single catchment node. They calibrate well over their time series with Coefficient of
Efficiency (CE) values greater than 0.7 for all models. Figure 5.13 shows the representation of the
Drain L and K catchments in the WaterCress model. The flat terrain requires the use of ‘routestore’
nodes to ensure that the runoff from the catchments was released sufficiently slowly. In the larger
model the entire system was calibrated to the ‘routestore’ node RLK505 at Boomeroo Park. Note that
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water can feed directly to Boomeroo Park from Lake Hawdon North (node ROLK9) or from upstream
via the Drain L channel flowing through the lake from node ROLK8.

Figure 5.13

WaterCress modelling schematic of the Drain L system.

5.6.6. NARACOORTE CREEK CATCHMENT
The Naracoorte Creek (Figure 5.14) drains from Victoria through the limestone of the low Naracoorte
Range and the town of Naracoorte to Lake Albert and the flats of the former flow path northwards
from Bool Lagoon towards Jip Jip. It is bordered to the south by the Mosquito Creek catchment and to
the north by Morambro Creek. It contains the single small (367 ML) high value wetland of Mullinger
Swamp in its upper reaches. Rainfall ranges from 560 mm on the coastal side of the range to 620 mm
in its headwaters in Victoria and potential evaporation is about 1450 mm a year.
The importance of the Naracoorte Creek is twofold:
1. It is an important source of water for the generation of flows on the Naracoorte flats and their
subsequent slow movement to Jip Jip and the larger Upper South East systems
2. Its proximity to the Mosquito Creek makes it a useful comparable catchment. The land use
changes being experienced in the lower Mosquito Creek are not seen in the Naracoorte
catchment as it that much drier (about 600 mm compared to a catchment average of about
650 mm for the Mosquito Creek).
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Figure 5.14

Naracoorte Creek catchment.

The model consists of 5 catchment nodes and the high value wetland of Mullinger Swamp as a
routeing node (Figure 5.1 below). This configuration represents the length of the catchment and the
stream network within it. The single flow recorder in the catchment at Naracoorte (A2390542) is
associated with the downstream node Nara5.

Figure 5.15

WaterCress modelling schematic of the Naracoorte Creek catchment.
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5.6.7. MORAMBRO CREEK CATCHMENT
The Morambro Creek (Figure 5.16) is the next catchment north of the Naracoorte Creek. It too drains
from Victoria and is drier again than the Naracoorte, in keeping with the general south-east–
north-west rainfall gradient of the inland parts of the region. Catchment rainfalls are in the range of
515 to 530 mm and evaporation is correspondingly higher at around 1500 mm annually. Like the
Naracoorte this creek is prone to drying for extended periods. As discussed in Section 5.5.7 above, its
catchment of 56 777 hectares has been reduced from an original estimate of 320 300 hectares, due the
non-contributing catchment of the Little Desert Conservation Park.

Figure 5.16

Morambro Creek catchment.

The stream has been monitored over time at three different recorder sites. However the present
recorder site at the Naracoorte–Bordertown Road Bridge (model node Mor4) is the most stable and
has been used for calibrating model parameters. Refer to Figure 5.17 for the model layout.
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Figure 5.17

WaterCress model schematic for Morambro Creek.

5.6.8. DRAIN E TO JIP JIP CATCHMENTS
This system consists of two valleys separated by low hills that form part of the fossil dune system of
the Upper South East. It is bounded on the east by the Naracoorte Ridge and to the south by the
Mosquito Creek and Bool Lagoon wetlands (Figure 5.18). Besides runoff generated locally it receives
flows from the Naracoorte and Morambro creeks. It is also proposed as the site of the “eastern
floodway” of the REFLOWS Project to return water to pre-drainage flow paths. It is anticipated that
the eastern floodway will have water released to it from Bool Lagoon northwards along the traditional
flow path to hydrate degraded wetland in this system, but also to deliver more water past Jip Jip into
the Upper South East.
The system contains a number of important wetlands within the floodplain and both Jaffray Swamp
and its associated floodplain are considered of high value. The main flow path that carries the
Morambro reek through the Naracoorte Ridge flows into the Nyroca channel and across the flats
where it links with the main flow path from the south. The Morambro-Nyroca channel provides water
to the high value Cockatoo Lake before flowing to the high value Jip Jip wetlands at the terminal point
of the system.
The floodplain of the Nyroca channel and the Naracoorte Flats contain numerous onstream and
offstream wetlands. They reflect the landscape of lunette systems found on the South East flats and
can form substantial storages (see Figure 1.3). These have been incorporated in a number of routes
tore nodes within the model.
Rainfall across the flats is in the order of 550 to 580 mm for the 1971–00 period, with evaporation an
average of 1500 to 1570 mm. Evaporation is thought to play a significant role in the hydrological cycle
of the flats. With a large number of shallow lunette systems the potential for evaporation is high.
Lunette wetlands typically have beds of fine material which reduces recharge to the aquifer and
therefore encourages evaporation.
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NYROCA CHANNEL

Figure 5.18

Drain E to Jip Jip catchments.
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Figure 5.19

WaterCress Drain E to Jip Jip model.

In addition to the runoff generated for the catchment nodes in the model, the Jip Jip model (Figure
5.19) uses input flows from the Naracoorte and Morambro Creeks. These have been modelled using
daily flow files generated from the individual models. The high value wetland of Cockatoo Lake has
been modelled explicitly, while other wetlands have been grouped as routestores, if on a flow path.

5.6.9. FAIRVIEW DRAIN AND TRESANT DRAIN CATCHMENTS
The Fairview drain is a significant component of the Upper South East system of interconnected drains
that enable water to be directed in different ways to meet environmental objectives of providing flows
to wetlands in the upper part of the South East region. Under the Upper south East Program it has
functioned as a saline groundwater drain and linked to the Blackford Drain. It therefore provides an
increased baseflow into the Blackford system. However under conditions of high flow – and lower
salinity – it can provide water into the Bakers Range watercourse and more recently to the wetlands of
the recently completed Bald Hill Flat drain.

5.6.9.1.

Fairview Drain

The Fairview Drain originates three kilometres east of the Fairview Conservation Park and heads northwest and then west towards the Bakers Range Watercourse. Prior to passing beneath the Bakers
Range Watercourse, the drain meets the Nepowie Offtake, which can be used to divert flows
northwards into the Bakers Range Watercourse or to the Bakers Range Catch Drain. The Tatiara
bypass flows into the Fairview Drain from the south, approximately two and a half kilometres
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downstream from the offtake. Flowing from the south for approximately seventeen km, the East
Avenue Drain discharges to the Fairview just downstream from the Bakers Range Watercourse crossover. From here, the drain winds north-westwards for approximately thirteen km through the ranges
and out onto the flats at Keilira. From here it flows south-west and then southwards to meet the
Blackford Drain on the eastern side of the Blackford Taratap Range.
The Fairview drain is a watertable intercepting drain, so discharge from this system is generally of
higher salinity and driven by baseflow, although the surface water catchment downstream from the
cross-over contributes significantly.
Two continuous flow monitoring sites were used for calibration on this system (A2390565 and
A2390569). The first is situated upstream from Alaman Road and the second is located just
downstream from Keilira.

5.6.9.2.

Tresant Drain

The Tresant Drain system is comprised of a relatively small closed catchment (approximately 7000 ha)
that drains to Fairview Swamp and Kangoora Lagoon (Figure 5.20). The Tresant Drain runs for
approximately 20 km from the south before discharging to these terminal wetlands.
The system was modelled as a single catchment node discharging to two separate storages
representing the Kangoora Lagoon and Fariview Swamp (Figure 5.21). For modelling, this catchment
was assumed to have the same runoff response as the adjacent Fairview Drain catchment.

Figure 5.20

Fairview, Blackford and Tresant Drain catchments.
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FAIRVIEW

TRESANT

BALCKFORD

Figure 5.21

WaterCress model schematic for Blackford, Fairview and Tresant catchments.

5.6.10. BLACKFORD DRAIN CATCHMENT
The Blackford Drain originates from south of Lucindale and flows north along the eastern side of the
West Avenue Range for approximately 30 km (Figure 5.20). It joins the Jackie White Drain and
Fairview Drain before heading westwards where it intersects the Reedy Creek watercourse as it passes
through the range, falling several metres over a relatively short distance before flowing out onto the
southern Taratap Flats, heading south-west as it picks up the Murrabina Blackford Drain from the
North. It then flows for approximately 10 km west, reaching the coast to the north of Kingston S.E.
The catchment is bounded to the east by the Avenue Range and to the north-east, by Rowney Road.
The northern boundary extends approximately 10 km northwards taking in the Murrabinna–Blackford
system along the Taratap flats as far as the southern end of Rushy Swamp.
An extensive network of minor drains flows into the Blackford and Jacky White Drains contributing to
the relatively high yield from this catchment.
This catchment includes the high value Mount Scott floodplain, to the east of the Reedy Creek
watercourse.
Refer to Figure 5.21 for the model layout for this catchment. There is a single continuous monitoring
site near the coast outfall (A2390506) which has a relatively long flow record, however connection of
the Fairview Drain to Blackford Drain in the late 1990s had to be taken into account when calibrating
to this site.
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5.6.11. BAKERS RANGE WATERCOURSE
The Bakers Range Watercourse extends for 150 km from the Callendale Regulator on Drain M in the
south (Figure 5.22) to Messent Conservation Park in the north (Figure 5.24). It contains numerous
wetland complexes and floodplains including Tatiara Swamp; Deep Swamp Floodplain and Schofield
Swamp; Hanson Scrub Floodplain; Water Valley Floodplain; Mandina Marshes, Mandina Lake and
Cortina Lakes; and the Bonneys Camp complexes. The system terminates in the wetlands of the
Messent Conservation Park, although it is also possible to discharge to the Northern Outlet Drain.
The watercourse crosses over the Fairview Drain on the Deep Swamp Floodplain and also crosses the
Kercoonda Drain at Petherick Road. In the north, the watercourse crosses the Northern Outlet Drain
before discharging to the wetlands of the Messent Conservation Park. In higher rainfall years, flow
from the Marcollat Watercourse discharges to the Bakers Range watercourse near the northern end of
the Water Valley floodplain. Diversions from the watercourse can occur via the Tatiara Bypass Drain to
the Fairview Drain and also from the Northern Outlet vent to the Northern Outlet Drain.
Catchments to the east of the watercourse include the Tresant and Fairview systems in the south and
the Ballater–Wongawilli systems further north. Catchments to the west include Drains L and K,
Blackford Drain and West Avenue – Wimpinmerit. North of Petherick Road, the watercourse runs to
within 15 km of the coastline and is bounded to the west by the Mount Rough Wetlands and Tilley
Swamp.
The local catchment of the watercourse is bounded to the east by the Bakers Range Catch Drain from
the Nepowie Offtake and also by the Water Valley Drain further north. Some local catchment is also
likely to be intercepted by the Tatiara Bypass Drain and the Fairview Drain, near the crossover. Model
calibration was carried out using 1990s flow records, at a time when these eastern drains did not exist,
so larger catchment areas to the east of the watercourse were applied. For model runs under current
conditions, catchment areas here were reduced to account for the impact of these eastern drains.
These areas were essentially transferred to the Bakers Range Catch Drain and Water Valley Drain
model components.
Refer to Section 5.6.2 above for a description of Bakers Range South, which was modelled separately,
as it is a southern catchment of Drain M.
Two separate models were developed for the Bakers Range Watercourse. The first extends from
Callendale in the south, to Petherick Road in the north (Figure 5.23). The second model extends
northwards from Petherick Road to the Messent Conservation Park (Figure 5.25). The models are
easily linked, with outputs from the southern model used as inputs for the northern model. Following
is a description of the key features of each model.

5.6.11.1. Callendale to Petherick Road
Refer to Figure 5.23 for the model layout. The layout shows boundary nodes that drive inflows from
Drain M (and also from Big Heath Conservation Park) at Callendale in the south and from Jip Jip in the
north-west. Note that the southern boundary nodes do not provide inflows for any scenarios reported
here, but are included in the model to allow future scenario runs that could include the REFLOWS
Western Floodway along the Bakers Range Watercourse. This floodway is currently under
construction. The model terminates at gauging site A2391005 at Petherick Road.
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The continuous flow monitoring site on Bakers Range Watercourse at G Cutting (A2390556) is one of
the few sites available for model calibration in the Upper South East. The site remains open and has a
relatively long flow continuous record from 1992. Another short flow data set of less than two seasons
was also available further north on the watercourse at Water Valley Road (A2390550), however this
was only sufficient for validation of model output. Also, a relatively large number of gaugings were
available at Petherick Road and these could also be used for validation.
Average annual rainfall decreases from 640 mm, at the southern end of the catchment, down to
540 mm at Petherick Road.
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Figure 5.22

Bakers Range Watercourse–Callendale to Petherick Road.
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Figure 5.23

WaterCress model schematic for Bakers Range watercourse–Callendale to Petherick Road.
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5.6.11.2. Petherick Road to Messent Conservation Park
Refer to Figure 5.25 for the model layout. The southern boundary nodes drive inflows from the Bakers
Range Watercourse at Petherick Road and from the Mandina Bypass Drain, which can receive flow
from the Water Valley system. The watercourse supplies several large wetland complex storages
including the Mandina Marshes, Mandina Lake, Cortina Lakes, the northern portion of Mrs Whites
Lagoon, the Log Crossing and Well Bridge wetlands and Bonneys Camp South and North. During a
significant flow event, such as occurred in 1992, the total storage between Petherick Road and
Bonneys Camp North is estimated to reach 40 GL.
Wetlands of the Messent Conservation Park have the potential to receive significant volumes and
there are historical accounts of these having been permanently inundated from the 1910s through to
the 1960s, prior to construction of Drain M and numerous other works to divert water towards coastal
outfalls in order to mitigate extensive inundation associated with the historical south to north flow
paths from the Lower South East and cross-border catchments through the Upper South East. In the
last decade, an extensive portion of the low lying area has been identified as an important habitat for
the Large-Fruit Fireweed (Senecio macrocarpus) and it has been recommended that inundation be
limited to 9 m AHD. At this elevation, only the first wetland of the complex that receives water from
the Deepwater Drain could be inundated, as the sill on this wetland is estimated at 12.4 m AHD. Large
flow events would therefore need to be managed such that excess water could be released to the
Northern Outlet Drain and during such events it is possible that large volumes would need to be
diverted from the Bakers Range Watercourse upstream from Mandina Marshes, so as not to exceed
the capacity of the Northern Outlet Vent.
Continuous flow monitoring data (A2391007) are available from 1995 and in addition several gaugings
are available from 1991 to 2003 at four sites along the watercourse.
The model was assessed against the large flow events of the 1990s, however flow through the system
for each event is likely to have been influenced by historical operations. Contribution from local
catchments is likely to be small relative to inflows and the inundation area (which is subject to direct
rainfall and evaporation in the model) is a significant proportion of total sub-catchment area for
several of the wetlands. Therefore, runoff from the local catchments north of Petherick Road was not
modelled explicitly. As shown on the layout (Figure 5.25) the catchment nodes are included in the
model for completeness.
Average annual rainfall decreases from 540 mm in the south at Petherick Road, down to 500 mm in
the north at Messent Conservation Park.
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Figure 5.24

Bakers Range Watercourse–Petherick Road to Messent Conservation Park.
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Figure 5.25

WaterCress model schematic for Bakers Range Watercourse–Petherick Road to Messent
Conservation Park.
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5.6.12. WEST AVENUE AND WIMPINMERIT CATCHMENTS
West Avenue Watercourse catchment is bounded to the south by Rowney Road (Figure 5.26). The
watercourse flows northwards, following the swale to the east of the Blackford Taratap Range through
a number of high value wetlands and an extensive floodplain. The Wimpinmerit Watercourse flows out
of the East Avenue Range, westwards across Bald Hill Road to join West Avenue approximately half
way along the main floodplain. The watercourse and floodplain narrows towards the Telowie
Wetlands before flowing into Henry Creek. Henry Creek winds westwards through the northern end of
the Blackford Taratap Range, delivering water into the Henry Creek Drain, which travels west across
the Taratap Flat to the Tilley Swamp system. From here, water can be directed to Tilley Swamp or into
the Tilley Swamp Drain. Henry Creek has a relatively high fall, with a gradient, estimated at 1 in 650
under normal operating conditions and is capable of conveying high flows to the Tilley Swamp system.
The recently constructed Bald Hill Drain is located within West Avenue and to the east of the
watercourse. This groundwater drain is designed to intercept the saline watertable, conveying
drainage northwards to the Kercoonda Drain and S-Bend connector. The drain, as with the existing
Kercoonda system, has been interconnected so that drainage that is of acceptable quality can be
redirected to Big Telowie Swamp and on to Henry Creek.
The natural fall of West Avenue is from south to north and from east to west. Therefore, the Bald Hill
Drain could act to intercept local surface runoff to the watercourse. To minimise this impact, the drain
has been constructed with bunds and surface water crossovers so that local runoff from the east can
be directed across the drain towards the watercourse.
Note that the Bald Hill Drain is not currently represented in the model (Section 5.5.6).
The local catchments of West Avenue are bounded to the east by those of the Wimpinmerit system
and further east by sub-catchments of the Bakers Range Watercourse. To the west and running
parallel beyond the Blackford Taratap Range, are the Taratap flats.
Refer to Figure 5.30 for the layout of the West Avenue and Wimpinmerit model. This model also
covers Taratap, Tilley Swamp, the Kercoonda system, the Northern Outlet Drain and Morella Basin.
Note however that the majority of nodes in the model are within West Avenue. This is due to the
concentration of high value wetlands in this area, which were represented separately, wherever
possible, in the model.
West Avenue is currently a closed catchment, so there are no boundary nodes currently defined in this
part of the model. This will change with explicit representation of the Bald Hill Drain and the potential
introduction of flows from the Fairview system.
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Figure 5.26

West Avenue and Wimpinmerit catchment.
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5.6.13. TARATAP CATCHMENT
The Taratap system is the next swale west from and runs parallel to, West Avenue from the south into
Tilley Swamp (Figure 5.27). The Taratap Drain runs for approximately thirty km from Rushy Swamp at
the southern end of the catchment, northwards past the Yeulba and Reedy Swamp complexes to the
Tilley Swamp Drain near Henry Creek Road. This is the main flow path through the system. The ratio
of storage to catchment area is relatively high due to the swamps, with an estimated total storage of
8.6 GL. Turnover of water in the swamps is therefore relatively low.
There is very little flow data for this system, with just a limited number of gaugings available from
recent years. This was insufficient for model calibration, so parameters from an adjacent catchment
were applied. Yield from this system is unlikely to be high under the current configuration.
The model layout is included in Figure 5.30 with ten active nodes representing this system.

5.6.14. TILLEY SWAMP CATCHMENT
The Tilley Swamp system is located to the north of the Taratap Flats within the same swale (Figure
5.27). It extends for 35 km from Henry Creek Road in the south to the confluence with the Northern
Outlet Drain in the north. To the east are catchments of the Mount Rough Wetlands and the Northern
Bakers Range Watercourse. The system is bounded to the east by the catchments of the coastal
Southern Ephemeral Lakes and the Coorong South Lagoon.
The system receives inflows from Henry Creek, Taratap Drain, the Kercoonda system via the S-Bend
Connector as well as local catchment runoff. Inflows can be directed either to Tilley Swamp or to the
Tilley Swamp Drain, in which case the swamp is bypassed and water is conveyed directly to Morella
Basin. The Tilley Swamp Drain runs the length of the system, mostly to the east of the swamp. At the
northern end of the system it meets the Northern Outlet Drain before flowing into Martins Washpool
and the Morella Basin.
Five storage nodes are used to represent the swamp system, with corresponding local catchment
nodes (Figure 5.30). Two weir nodes at the upstream end of the system are used to apportion flow
between the swamp and the drain. The Tilley Swamp Drain is represented by a single storage node.
There are no continuous-flow monitoring sites within this system, although there are some gauging
data at two locations along the drain.
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Figure 5.27

Taratap, Tilley and Morella catchments.
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5.6.15. KERCOONDA SYSTEM AND MOUNT ROUGH CATCHMENT
The Kercoonda Drain system (Figure 5.28) is fed by a network of drains principally designed for shallow
groundwater interception. This network has been superimposed on the surface drainage network
over the last two decades and is likely to have contributed significantly to a shift in the regional water
balance.
The Kercoonda system is comprised of the Didicoolum Drain, the Rosemary Downs Drain, the Ballater
and Wongawilli Drains, the Bakers Range Catch Drain – Water Valley Drain, the Kercoonda Drain, SBend Connector and the Mount Rough Wetlands. The Bald Hill Drain has recently been added to this
system but is not modelled (Section 5.5.6)
The more recent watertable drains (such as Didicoolum and Bald Hill) have bunding and surface water
crossovers to minimise interception of surface runoff, directing the runoff to adjacent watercourses
and wetlands.
The Water Valley Drain runs from the Bakers Range Catch Drain northwards along the eastern side of
the Water Valley Floodplain, picking up drainage from the Ballater–Wongawilli system and the
Didicoolum – Rosemary Downs system before discharging to the Kercoonda Drain at Petherick Road.
The Didicoolum Drain originates thirteen km South West of Padthaway and flows northwards roughly
parallel to and east of, the Marcollat Watercourse for approximately thirty km before diverging
northwards three km upstream from Jip Jip for several kilometres. From here the Drain heads
westward and then south west for another twenty km before reaching the Water Valley Floodplain
and discharging into the Water Valley Drain. Commissioned in stages between 2002 and 2006, the
Didicoolum Drain is a relatively recent addition to the Upper South East drainage network.
The Bakers Range Catch Drain was constructed in the late 1990s and runs directly adjacent to the
Bakers Range Watercourse from five kilometres downstream of the Nepowie Offtake at the Fairview
Drain through G Cutting and northwards as far as the Hanson Scrub Floodplain where it diverges from
the watercourse heading along the eastern side of the floodplain and becomes the Water Valley Drain.
The Ballater East and Wongawilli Drains run in parallel northwards for approximately thirty km through
the swale system to the east of the Water Valley Floodplain. The drains converge before heading
westwards into the Water Valley Drain.
The Bakers Range Catch Drain lies on the east of the watercourse, with the potential to intercept
virtually all of the runoff that would otherwise have reached the Bakers Range Watercourse from the
east. This drain runs northwards into the Water Valley Drain along the eastern margin of the
floodplain, picking up flows from the Ballater and Wongawilli Drains.
For the drains feeding the Kercoonda system, it is difficult to define surface catchments based on
topography. As discussed, the more recent watertable drains have been constructed to minimise
interception of surface runoff. The intention has been to manage the watertable interception system
separately, with minimal impact on surface runoff to the adjacent surface water features concentrated
along the watercourses. The rainfall runoff model is limited in its ability to represent the interaction
between groundwater and surface water, however a reasonable validation of the model was possible
with limited available data. Note that while surface catchments can be defined for the drains in this
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system (Figure 5.28), they are not necessarily representative of the catchment area over which the
watertable is being intercepted.
The salinity yielded from this system is relatively high, as much of the network is designed to intercept
shallow groundwater. Accordingly, the pattern of discharge from these drains is dominated by
baseflow, with a relatively minor influence from quick-flow events superimposed.
This system has consistently yielded modest volumes during recent drought years, when other
catchments driven by surface runoff have provided little or no yield. Refer to Appendix D for a
comparison of annual catchment yields. In 2009, there was sufficient yield from this system for
diversions to Mandina Marshes, the Mount Rough Wetlands and Big Telowie Swamp. The Kercoonda
system may also have contributed to diversions into Tilley Swamp and some of the volume discharged
from Morella Basin to the Coorong South Lagoon.
Refer to Figure 5.30 for the model layout of the Kercoonda System.

Figure 5.28

Kercoonda system catchments.

5.6.16. NORTHERN OUTLET DRAIN CATCHMENT
The Northern Outlet Drain is the northern-most drain of the Upper South East drainage network. The
drain cuts through the landscape from east to west, meeting the northern end of the Tilley Swamp
Drain upstream from Martins Washpool and Morella Basin (Figure 5.29). The catchment area for this
drain extends east for over one hundred km and includes Bordertown and the Tatiara-Nalang
catchments.
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The catchment of the Northern Outlet Drain has not been modelled explicitly (refer to Section 5.5.4
and 5.5.5 above). There is potential for large but ephemeral flow out of this system during periods of
unusually high rainfall. No such events have occurred since construction of the drain.
A continuous flow monitoring site (A2391072), approximately six kilometres upstream from Tilley
Swamp Drain, was commissioned in 2006. This has mostly recorded a steady baseflow from the
system, similar in seasonal pattern to flow from the Kercoonda system. Therefore, this site has yet to
capture a significant surface runoff event from the catchment. However, a single catchment node
adequately represents baseflow from the system under the relatively dry conditions since 2006.

Figure 5.29

Northern Outlet Drain catchment.
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5.6.17. MORELLA BASIN
Morella Basin is located to the north west of the study area (Figure 5.27). It is the final storage for
flows directed through the Upper South East and is connected to the Coorong South Lagoon via Salt
Creek. It is comprised of the basin proper, areas of adjacent floodplain and also Martins Washpool,
which lies between the confluence of the Northern Outlet Drain and Morella Basin and is comprised of
several interconnected low-lying areas between dunes. When the level is held up in the basin proper,
water can spill out onto adjacent floodplain areas, mostly to the east. It can also back up and spill from
the inlet drain to Martins Washpool. With the bed elevation at around 3.1 m AHD in the basin proper
and the spillway at EL 5.4, the total volume of this area at spillway level is approximately 19 GL.
The invert on the outlet regulator is at EL 2.16 m AHD (Mark de Jong, South East Water Conservation
and Drainage Board, pers. comm.), which is low enough such that there is effectively no dead storage
and the drain passes through the basin from south to north, discharging to Salt Creek through the
outlet regulator, from the outlet regulator, Salt Creek heads west for approximately three kilometres,
discharging to the Coorong South Lagoon. The fall on the creek is several metres over this distance,
averaging at least 1 in 1000 under most operational conditions. Anecdotal evidence relating to
historical flow paths and morphology suggests that this creek has conveyed high flows in the past.
The South East Regional hydrological model terminates at the Morella Basin (Figure 5.30). Water is
routed to the basin via the Tilley Swamp Drain, Tilley Swamp Watercourse and the Northern Outlet
Drain.
Continuous monitoring of water levels in the basin is available from August 2001 and there is also a
continuous flow monitoring site on Salt Creek (A2390568) with data available from August 2000.
Given a depth-volume relationship for the basin, it is possible to calibrate the model-volume in the
basin for the period over which there is both basin water level and Salt Creek discharge data, by
comparing the modelled and measured water level in the basin. However, in order to carry out an
effective calibration, it would be necessary to account for drainage system operations over the
calibration period in order to route the appropriate volumes through the system.
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Figure 5.30

WaterCress model schematic for West Avenue, Wimpinmerit, Taratap, Kercoonda, Tilley, Northern Outlet, Morella systems.
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5.7. MODEL OUTPUTS
Outputs from the models have been standardised to describe the success of the model, to enable
comparisons to be made between models and to provide information to support policy development
for management of surface water resources. Three outputs have been produced for runoff from the
modelled catchments:
• Annual hydrographs (Section 5.8.1) compare modelled and recorded data for each model. These
show the pattern of high and low annual volumes over the benchmark thirty year period.
•

Flow duration curves (FDC) describe the pattern of flows over time but using daily data ranked
from highest to lowest flow (Section 5.8.2).
In each plot two types of flow duration curve are shown. The first (blue line) shows the proportion
of time that flow passes the calibration point. In many of the ephemeral streams in the South East,
flow has generally ceased by the end of spring. Flow may only occur as a small part of each of the
years in the record, with a large proportion of the total record seen as zero flow.
The full year FDC (“All data”) shows the proportion of time over the 1971-2000 period that flows
have occurred. It may also be seen as a measure of ephemerality of the stream since the point
where the FDC crosses the time axis identifies the length of time that the stream is flowing and the
length of time it is dry. The second curve on the flow duration plot (“Flow > Threshold”) shows the
modelled flow data as a proportion of the time that the stream was actively flowing.
The use of a logarithmic scale for the flow axis makes it easier to see the changes in flow patterns.

•

Tanh relations have been developed to summarise the relationship for each model catchment of
runoff to rainfall to indicate the likely availability of water from the modelled catchments (Section
5.8.3). These are reported in the following chapter where they are compared to earlier work
completed for the draft South East NRM Plan

For the high value wetlands, the amount of water spilling from the wetland is used to calculate the
amount of turnover of water in the wetland is equal to the volume flowing out of the wetland, divided
by the storage available in the wetland (Section 5.8.4). If there is no water spilled from the wetland
then all water is held within the wetland (if there is any flow at all). Turnover is reported as an integer
value, reflecting the uncertainties in total storages discussed in Chapter 3.

5.8. RESULTS
The outputs described above are illustrated with examples in the following sections. Application of the
tanh outputs is described in Chapter 6 for the applicability of tanh curves to developing policy. Refer to
Appendix D for modelled annual yield, flow duration and tanh plots for the South East models.
Refer to Table 5.4 for model calibration statistics. All models that could be calibrated were assessed by
the coefficient of determination, R2, a measure of how the modelled and recorded values vary
together. Visual assessments of accuracy are also monitored, both in the pattern of the modelled and
recorded hydrographs and of the FDC. These are necessarily subjective assessments but reflect the
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overall similarity of the series, especially in the calibration phase when small changes in parameters
need to be rapidly assessed.
The key statistic is the Coefficient of Efficiency (CE). This is widely used as to assess the predictive
power of hydrological models (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970). The CE is the ratio of the total squared
differences at each (daily) time step between the observed value and the modelled value compared to
those between the observed value and the mean of the observed values.

  1



∑ 
 

 !
∑ 

As with the R2, the closer the ratio is to 1 the better is the modelled series considered to represent the
recorded flow series.
Table 5.4

Surface water model calibration statistics.
Calibration Statistics
Model

2

CE

R

Morambro

0.76

0.88

-1.9

Frome

0.76

0.89

-4.9

Mosquito

0.75

0.87

6.4

Bakers Range South

0.83

0.91

2.3

Naracoorte

0.72

0.85

1.0

Drain E to Jip Jip

0.85

0.94

3.8

Drain L u/s Princes Highway

0.81

0.90

0.7

Wilmot Drain

0.77

0.89

-4.1

Bray Drain

0.70

0.84

-0.2

Drain L at Boomeroo Park

0.86

0.93

-1.8

Blackford Drain

0.72

0.87

3.9

Fairview @ A2390569

0.74

0.96

-2.8

Fairview @ A2390565

0.70

0.98

-5.7

Fairview - Combined

0.63

0.90

0.7

Blackford + Fairview

0.71

0.89

7.4

Drain M - Mosquito

0.77

0.88

-0.1

Drain M - Bool system

0.67

0.83

-2.8

Drain M - Woakwine

0.71

0.85

-4.4

Bakers Range Watercourse: Callendale to G-Cutting

0.74

0.88

-2.0

Bakers Range Watercourse: G-Cutting to Petherick Road

n/a

n/a

–-

Bakers Range Watercourse: North of Petherick Road

n/a

n/a

–

West Avenue to Henry Creek

n/a

n/a

–

Taratap

n/a

n/a

–

Tilley Swamp to Morella Basin

n/a

n/a

–

Northern Outlet Drain

0.80

0.90

4.0

Didicoolum Drain

0.94

0.98

-6.0

Ballater and Wongawilli

n/a

n/a

–

n/a

n/a

–

Bakers Range Catch Drain and Water Valley Drain to Kercoonda
at Petherick Road

% Volume Difference

The percentage volume difference describes the percentage difference in total flow over the
calibration period. There are no statistical assumptions and the aim is to minimise the value.
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From Table 5.4 it can be seen that of the 28 models created in the South East 21 were able to be
calibrated against a time series record. For ungauged catchment models, the most appropriate
parameter sets for nearby gauged catchments were applied. A full listing of the parameter sets is
contained in Appendix E.
Note that there are few calibration statistics available for the Upper South East. The statistics for the
Northern Outlet Drain and Didicoolum Drain are unusually high, most likely due to the lack of
variability in climate inputs over relatively short calibration periods.

5.8.1. ANNUAL HYDROGRAPHS
The use of the annual hydrograph provides a ready visual assessment of the recorded data available
for a catchment and how the modelled flows compare with the recorded. Comparisons across
catchment models indicate the variation in runoff across the region, reflecting in part the rainfall
gradient.

Figure 5.31

Annual Hydrograph for Drain L upstream of the Princes Highway (A2390510).

The Princes Highway site records flow from the eastern parts of the Drain L catchment. The general
pattern of flow over time is one that is repeated over most of the hydrographs. It shows high,
unrecorded flows occurring in 1971 and extreme low flows in the drought periods in the late 1970s,
again in 1982 and in the late 1990s.
The model results compare well with the recorded, with the exception of 1989, where annual runoff is
underestimated (Figure 5.31). Overall its CE value of 0.81 is one of the highest achieved in South East
modelling and the percentage volume difference of 0.7 one of the lowest.
The Naracoorte Creek hydrograph (Figure 5.32) has a much shorter record with the recording structure
built in 1985. It shows the drier characteristics of an inland catchment and is more likely to experience
zero-runoff years. Although the ‘Drain L at Princes Highway’ reaches low levels, there is always some
runoff generated each year, but the Naracoorte will dry and has done so an estimated five years over
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the thirty years modelled. Low levels of annual flow (<1000 ML) have occurred in a further five years.
Five of the ten years of low to zero flow have occurred in the 1990s. High flows (>10 000ML) have
occurred in nine of the thirty years modelled.

Figure 5.32

Annual Hydrograph for A2390542, Naracoorte Creek at Naracoorte.

5.8.2. FLOW DURATION CURVES
Flow Duration Curves are a simple way of summarising the structure of the flow data. The example on
Figure 5.33 below for Morambro Creek compares modelled and recorded flows. The time periods for
the modelled and recorded sets are different, with the modelled representing the thirty year period
1971–2000 and the recorded flows are for the period 1976 to 2000.

Figure 5.33

Flow Duration Curves for A239531 Morambro Creek at Naracoorte–Bordertown Road Bridge.
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Differences may therefore be expected but a comparison of the two sets of curves shows very close
similarity. The use of a logarithmic scale on the vertical (flow) axis serves to exaggerate the differences.
All curves have been compiled from daily data for the thirty year period and flows have been plotted
with a vertical axis scaled from a minimum of 0.01 ML/day. This equates to an instantaneous flow of
0.1 L/s, an absolute minimum in any environmental context.
The first pair of curves (“all observed” and “all modelled”) use all the available data including the
periods of zero flow. These curves indicate that the Morambro Creek will be dry for about 80% of the
thirty year period, including ten years of zero flow. The second set of curves for the Morambro express
the proportion of time that the creek is flowing. These curves have been scaled so that flows below a
threshold of 0.001 MLD are excluded from calculating the percentiles. The differences between the
two curves for modelled and recorded data are more exaggerated than in the first two curves, due
again to the scaling. The modelled curves reproduce the recorded FDC reasonably well.

Figure 5.34

Flow Duration Curves for A239510, Drain L at upstream of the Princes Highway.

Figure 5.34 and Figure 5.35 reproduce the modelled FDC for two sites on the drain L system. The
Princes Highway site shows the same tendency to cease-to-flow conditions as sites such as Morambro
further east. The Boomeroo Park recorder is situated closer to the coast, further west and the curves
for the full series and that above the 0.001 ML/day threshold, are very similar, indicating flow most of
the time over the thirty year period.
The differences in flow durations observed between the two sites is likely to be due to the presence of
two other significant contributing catchments within the Drain L system. The Bray drain, like Drain L at
the Princes Highway, tends to dry while the Wilmot Drain maintains its flow almost as consistently as
Boomeroo Park. The Boomeroo Park site also records flows draining relatively slowly from the Lake
Hawdon wetlands. While levels are maintained in the current limits of the wetlands themselves (Lakes
Hawdon North and South) the large number of private drains surrounding the wetlands drain the low
topography slowly and help maintain the duration of flow at the downstream recorder site.
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The FDC act as a useful descriptor of catchment hydrology at the calibration sites and percentiles can
be used to set thresholds for management purposes, such as restricting activities once a threshold
percentile flow is reached. They can therefore act as a useful management tool.

Figure 5.35

Flow Duration Curves for A239505, Drain L at Boomeroo Park.

5.8.3. RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS
The tanh relationship is widely used in South Australia to describe the relationship between rainfall
and runoff (e.g. Alcorn 2008). The rainfall-runoff relationship is useful for estimating the amounts of
water that will be generated from a catchment and is a useful basis for decision making for flow
management.
The Mosquito Creek modelled data were used to generate the scatter plot (in blue) in Figure 5.36. The
red line describes the tanh relationship for the catchment. These recorded data from 1971–2000 were
also plotted (in green) and with the green line fitted. The points of intersection with the average
seasonal rainfall define the rainfall-runoff factors for the catchment. In the case of the Mosquito Creek
the modelled tanh line intersects the seasonal average rainfall of 469 mm at a predicted runoff of 21.9
mm. The recorded runoff for the same average rainfall is 20.3 mm. These give similar rainfall-runoff
factors of 0.046 and 0.053 respectively. These figures are indicative only and to be used in allocating
runoff to dams would require a more detailed investigation of the spatial distribution of factors over
the 1002 km2 catchment.
The Naracoorte Creek rainfall-runoff relationship is shown in Figure 5.37. The relationship is typical of
the drier catchments in the South East. The large numbers of years of zero runoff mean that the tanh
curve intersects the rainfall at very low values of runoff. Average rainfall years will produce almost no
runoff. This may not necessarily restrict the availability of runoff for dam storage when runoff does
occur, but indicates the level of risk to investment that a dam may represent.
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Figure 5.36

Tanh relationship for Mosquito Creek

Figure 5.37

Tanh relationship for the Naracoorte catchment.

5.8.4. WETLAND TURNOVER
A major concern of the NWI project has been to assess the water available to high value wetland
assets in the region. One indicator of water availability and wetland health, is the number of times that
water is flushed from the wetland and replaced with fresh water. The surface water modelling has
been able to calculate these flushing flows by estimating the flows spilling from storage in wetlands.
Figure 5.38 shows the number of turnovers over the thirty year period for Mullinger Swamp, the only
high-value wetland in the Naracoorte catchment. The swamp itself is relatively small (367 ML).
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Turnover shows a pattern of flushing in years of high flow with extended periods of no flushing at all.
In high flow years water in the swamp may be flushed as many as thirty five times and will be flushed
more than ten times annually for twelve of the thirty year period. Eight years out of the thirty, no
turnover is recorded at all; four of those zero flow years occurred in the 1990s.

Figure 5.38

Modelled turnovers of Mullinger Swamp, Naracoorte Creek catchment.

Figure 5.39

Modelled turnovers of Lake Frome.

In contrast to Mullinger swamp, Lake Frome receives fewer turnover events, even in wet years and
despite being in a wetter part of the region (Figure 5.39). However the storage in Lake Frome is 15 708
ML, more than forty times that of Mullinger Swamp. Lake Frome itself is situated downstream of
Mullins Swamp which provides another 3741 ML of storage. Where Mullinger Swamp received thirty
five turnovers in the very wet year of 1971, Lake Frome received seven, although Mullins Swamp
upstream had an estimated twenty two such events.
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The general pattern of turnovers is similar in both wetlands but Lake Frome has a greater number of
zero turnover years, twelve, than does Mullinger Swamp.
It is clear from a consideration of these wetlands that the turnover rate is not only a function of
hydrologic input but also the size of the wetland. It is assumed in the above that the wetland is entirely
flushed, although the more likely scenario is that preferential flow paths are established so that much
water will flow straight through the wetland. Other areas within the wetland may receive no turnover,
depending on the vegetation, the shape of the wetland basin and other factors. It is this variability that
helps to determine the biodiversity of each wetland.

Figure 5.40

Modelled turnovers of Hacks Lagoon.

Figure 5.41

Modelled turnovers of Bool Lagoon.
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The rate of changeover is very important to the Ramsar wetlands of Bool and Hacks Lagoons. These
wetlands receive water largely from Mosquito Creek flows but are closely associated with surrounding
groundwater. The close relationship between the two sources of water is not modelled explicitly in the
AWBM model so that variations in storage of these and the many other groundwater dependent
ecosystems in the South East, need to be treated carefully. Figure 5.40 and Figure 5.41 show the
predicted turnovers in the two wetlands. Bool Lagoon’s level is regulated as described in Section 5.6.3
above, whereas the Hacks Lagoon is controlled by its own sill level.
Bool Lagoon shows fewer turnovers than does Hacks Lagoon. Hacks probably shows the natural
pattern, related to wetland size and in very wet years will see almost one hundred times the storage
pass through the lagoon. Bool Lagoon in contrast has only once had more than two turnovers,
reflecting both its size at the degree of regulation of its storage. At 29 590 ML it is thirty four times the
size of Hacks Lagoon.
The modelling of storage spills from wetlands is a useful way to gain an understanding of the
implications for wetland management of variability and change through surface water hydrology. Less
is known about the temporal effects of fluctuations and trends in groundwater levels but its effects are
likely to be considerable.

5.8.5. REGIONAL WATER YIELD
The NWI project has created a series of models to describe the surface water flow generation and
movement across the region. This section summarises yields from parts of the region, of particular
interest in developing a water management strategy.
The following plots describe the modelled pattern of flows at three important points in the system.
Figure 5.42 shows the accumulated pattern of cross-border flows, the sum of flows in the Mosquito,
Naracoorte and Morambro Creeks over the thirty year period, expressed in gigalitres (GL). The
modelled flows show flows have declined since very high flows were recorded in 1971 and several
periods of very low flows. The total average yield of 40.8 GL for the three catchments consists in the
large part of flow from the Mosquito Creek; 82% of the average flow is from this source with 11% from
the Naracoorte and 8% from the Morambro. In dry years all the yield will come from Mosquito Creek.
The flow paths through the South East have been described in the individual models above, but there
are only two areas of outlet from the system. One is through various drain outlets to the coast; the
other is into the terminal wetlands of the north-west of the region, including the Coorong.
Figure 5.43 describes the estimated outflow from the main drains in the region to the coast. The figure
shows total model outflow estimates, in gigalitres, for the Mount Hope–Lake Frome system, the Drain
M system at Woakwine, the Drain L and K system at Boomeroo Park and the Blackford Drain north of
Kingston. It does not include smaller outflows such as those from Lake Bonney, Lake George (into
which Drain M flows at Beachport), the Kingston Main Drain, or the other small coastal catchments
which have not been modelled.
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Figure 5.42

Annual water yield from cross-border catchments (Mosquito, Naracoorte and Morambro
Creeks).

Figure 5.43

Annual water yield from four main drains at the coast (Reedy Creek–Mount Hope, Drain M, Drain
L, Blackford Drain).

The pattern of flows is quite different from that of the cross-border creeks. There is virtually no
apparent trend in flows and accumulated totals recorded in 1996 and 2000 are some of the largest
annual yield over the thirty year period. It would seem that the cross-border streams are much more
susceptible to drought conditions than are the main drains. The annual average yield of 206.3 GL is
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more than four times the cross-border yield and indicates that much water is gained in these systems
from local runoff from the South East catchments.
The second major outlet from the region are flows that pass north along the drains and watercourses
of the Upper South East and terminate in either the Coorong or terminal wetlands of Messent or
Morella. This system is much harder to quantify. There is greater uncertainty in the models because
there are less data to calibrate against and model accuracy is reduced. In addition flows are highly
managed through this system and there are many wetlands to which flow can be directed en route to
the terminal wetlands.

Figure 5.44

Annual water yields in the Upper South East.

The yields from this system show the same general pattern as the coastal discharges of Figure 5.44,
with little or no obvious trend. The average yield of 37.2 GL is lower than that of the cross-border
creeks.
It should be noted though that flow from the cross-border creeks contribute to both the coastal
discharges and the Upper South East yields, since the Naracoorte and Morambro flows contribute to
the Marcollat watercourse, which flows to the Bakers Range recorder at Petherick Road. In a similar
way, flows leaving the Mosquito Creek system pass through the Bool Lagoon wetlands and contribute
to Drain M and the flows entering Lake George at Woakwine. The results for the three catchment
groups emphasise that most of the runoff from the South East is generated within the region and that
most of the generated flow will be to the coast.

5.9. DISCUSSION
The AWBM models presented above have reproduced recorded flows across the South East surface
water networks with acceptable accuracy, with all models producing a coefficient of efficiency (E) of
greater than the generally accepted value of 0.6 and all but two models a value of E greater than 0.7
(Table 5.4). They have reproduced the pattern of flows within expected statistical parameters and are
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able to infill gaps in data records. The outputs have been shown to be capable of reproducing these
recorded data in ways that will enable the development of water management policies.
It is important to note though that while the models have been useful for describing the movement of
water across the region, the models themselves are not as yet designed to address the water
management needs of individual catchments. The specific management objectives of individual
catchments will need further refinement through the water planning process.
Modelling of those catchments with long flow records has generally yielded acceptable calibration
statistics, down to a daily time-step. However, the scarcity of flow data for the north-west of the
region, particularly downstream of Petherick Road, means that there is a higher level of uncertainty
associated with model outputs from this area. This is compounded by the fact that this region receives
inflows from distant sources, such as the cross-border catchments which are routed through
considerable volumes of on-stream storage. Operational decisions and the development of the
drainage network over time, both affect the reproduction by the models of flows through the system.
The models were calibrated using continuous flow records, where available. Model calibration
statistics are sensitive to the length of the record being calibrated. This is illustrated by the apparent
good calibrations achieved in the Upper South East using short calibration periods from recently
installed monitoring sites. Both the length of record and the timing of records are important. With the
exception of those catchments with significant base flows, records derived during wetter periods will
have better calibration and different parameter sets, than those flow records established since the dry
period of the late 1990s. This is a significant source of uncertainty in the models and further
investigation of this effect should be undertaken, including further flow gaugings and validation of
rating curves for the low flow range and revisiting model calibration as further data is collected. This
may include adopting calibration methods that consider the uncertainty in the model parameters,
input and output data, such as the Parameter Estimation software, PEST.
The surface water modelling has shown that while it can estimate with reasonable confidence the
movement of water derived from storm events, it is less able to replicate the movement of baseflows
through the system. The high degree of spatial connectedness of surface and groundwater in the
South East has been demonstrated by this project (see Chapter 4). The accuracy of the models could
be improved by a better understanding of the time dependence of the groundwater and surface water
connection. This is particularly important for the management of groundwater-dependent ecosystems.
Clearer understanding of periods when groundwater is controlling drainage and loss from wetland
storages, will improve management of wetlands and the use of the available water.
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6.

SCENARIO MODELLING

Chapter 6 presents a discussion of how the work of the preceding chapters, particularly Chapter 5, may
be used by the SENRM Board to support policy development. The application of the results of this NWI
project do not in themselves provide sufficient information to define policies, but illustrate how the
tools developed as part of the Sustainable Flow Strategy project may be applied.
•

•
•
•

The chapter concludes by identifying ways in which further work may be carried out to increase
the robustness of the scientific advice underpinning the policy generation process. This chapter
therefore draws on the science to suggest ways in which NRM issues of importance for the South
East community may be addressed. The issues addressed in this chapter are those that have been
identified through discussion with South East NRM Board staff throughout the course of the
project. They may be summarised under the headings of: Management of surface water allocation
Climate change risks
Land use change risks
Cross-border surface water management.

6.1.

ESTIMATION OF RAINFALL-RUNOFF RELATIONSHIPS

In 2009 the former DWLBC was asked by the South East NRM Board to provide estimates of rainfallrunoff factors that would help define water affecting activity policy areas, as part of their South East
Regional NRM Plan (SENRMB 2009). The approach, described in Appendix F, was to utilise the available
data from South East flow records and to determine the median annual rainfall-runoff factor for the
catchment recorder. A number of flow records were rejected where the record was considered too
short to be useful, or contained too much missing record, or recorded zero flows. Several sites were
rejected as not representing natural flow conditions and therefore not reflecting rainfall-runoff
relationships.
This lack of data meant that results were extrapolated across South East catchments. Where
catchment records were good, as in the cross-border catchments, then individual catchment rainfallrunoff factors were applied. In many cases a regional factor was applied, derived from the average of
six catchments having a good length of record and a spread of sites across the zone. Recognising that
the rainfall-runoff factor is a product of both the rainfall and the runoff characteristics of a catchment
the regional factor was applied in five different bands, each representing bands within the long term
rainfall gradient in the South East. The resulting map (Figure 6.1) shows how this was applied. A sixth
group using the regional factor was also defined for those catchments draining to the Glenelg River
and for which no flow records exist.
A drawback of this approach was the fact that the flow records used were of different lengths and
often described different wet and dry periods in the hydrological record. The modelling carried out as
part of this project is able to provide an alternative approach that utilises the benchmark set of
catchment-weighted average annual rainfall and modelled runoff.
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Figure 6.1

Estimates of rainfall-runoff factors for the South East Regional NRM Plan.
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The two are linked through the use of a tanh relationship (Grayson et al., 1996), a standard technique
for developing an annual rainfall-runoff relationship. The tanh function fits an equation to pairs of
annual rainfall and runoff values so that runoff Q (mm) is:
Q = (P – L) – F Tanh[(P – L)/F]
Where:
P (mm) is annual rainfall
L (mm) is a notional loss
F (mm) is a notional infiltration.
Rainfalls used in calculating the tanh relationships are for the winter period April–October when the
bulk of annual rainfall occurs and seasonal runoff is greatest. The method is illustrated in Figure 6.2 for
the tanh relationship developed for the Bakers Range South Drain. Catchment-weighted rainfalls are a
product of the WaterCress modelling package and enable a catchment specific rainfall-runoff factor to
be calculated, rather than rely on generalised bands of long term average rainfall, as in the earlier
study.
In Figure 6.2 thirty years of modelled runoff have been plotted against the corresponding annual AprilOctober rainfall total. The pairs of rainfall and runoff values are shown with the fitted tanh relationship
and a calculated catchment-weighted average April-October rainfall. The tanh line is calculated using a
spreadsheet application to minimise the sum of squared differences between the pairs of modelled
values and the fitted line.

Figure 6.2

Tanh curve for the Bakers Range South Drain.

The rainfall runoff factor is determined from the intersection of the tanh line and the average
April-October rainfall. The factor is the ratio of runoff estimated by the tanh line as it crosses to the
catchment mean rainfall. One advantage of using this method is that with the definition of a suitablyDepartment for Water | Technical Report DFW 2011/21
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scaled catchment rainfall-runoff model the tanh relationship can be defined for any catchment.
Appendix E shows the tanh relationships derived for the surface water models.

6.2.

CLIMATE CHANGE RISKS

The impact of climate change and variability are potentially of major importance to the economy and
ecology of the South East region. The effects of climate changes are expected to manifest as changes
in rainfall, its amount, its intensity and its timing. The effects of changes in global temperature and its
effects on rainfall cannot be known with certainty and estimates are dependent on the results of
global models being downscaled to state and regional level.
CSIRO (2006) carried out a downscaling exercise for the Mount Lofty and the Upper South East regions
of South Australia. A detailed study was carried out by Heneker and Cresswell (2008) to apply the
results to the Mount Lofty Ranges and to examine the potential effects of two climate change
scenarios on the availability of water to Adelaide. Both studies indicated that the most likely scenario
would see rainfall reduced by 13%, with a reduction in runoff to water supply catchments of over 30%.
In an earlier analysis of the potential effects of climate and land use changes in the Lower South East,
Heneker (2006) used values of 10-30 % as a runoff reduction factor of the effects of climate change.
The approach adopted here is to consider variations from the baseline period 1971–2000. This has
been done simply to indicate the magnitude of the possible changes. It is not intended as a detailed
study, although a detailed analysis of a range of climate change scenarios on the water resources and
ecological assets is merited and can be based around the surface water models developed during this
project.
Table 6.1

Comparison 1971–2000 and 1998–2007 rainfall-runoff characteristics.

Mount Hope

mm

mm

Rainfall 71-00*

569.7

Runoff 71-00

51.5

RR factor 71-00

0.06

Rainfall 98-07

525.1

Runoff 98-07

31.4

RR factor 98-07

0.03

Reduction

8%

39%

Mosquito Creek
Rainfall 71-00

469.5

Runoff 71-00

30.2

RR factor 71-00

0.02

Rainfall 98-07

382.7

Runoff 98-07

8.3

RR factor 98-07

0.01

Reduction

18%

73%

Naracoorte Creek
Rainfall 71-00

430.3

Runoff 71-00

7.2

RR factor 71-00

0

Rainfall 98-07

356.7

Runoff 98-07

1.5

RR factor 98-07

0

Reduction

17%

79%

*All rainfalls are winter rainfall April-October

The South East of South Australia has been experiencing a major drought since the late 1990s.
Catchment rainfall and runoff in millimetres were compared for the baseline period and for the tenyear drought period 1998–2007. Table 6.1 shows the rainfall and runoff for the two periods for a
subset of the modelled catchments; Mosquito Creek, Naracoorte Creek and the Mount Hope Drain.
Table 6.1 also shows the variability between the near costal catchment of the Mount Hope Drain and
the drier inland catchments.
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For the 1998–2007 period Mount Hope average annual rainfalls were reduced by 8%, but produced a
nearly 40% reduction in annual runoff. For the drier catchments a reduction of 18% of average annual
rainfall during the drought period results in a near 80% reduction in annual runoff. It is worth noting
the similarity between the Mosquito and Naracoorte catchments. The Naracoorte catchment has not
been subject to the land use changes that have occurred in the Mosquito catchment, but the effects of
a rainfall reduction are very similar.
The analysis of these 1998–2007 data suggests the reduction in annual rainfall may result in a four-fold
reduction in runoff. Much remains unknown about the total impact and the complex interactions of
the effects of a rise in temperature. It is important that the potential effects of climate change are
taken into account in the development of management approaches for surface water. The implication
for availability of surface water is illustrated in Figure 6.3 which shows the effect of a reduction in
rainfall from the 1971–2000 average to that experienced over the 1998-–2007 period on the tanh
relations and subsequent rainfall-runoff factors.

Figure 6.3

The effects of a reduction in rainfall on the tanh relations for Mosquito Creek.

One such as yet unquantified effect is that of evapotranspiration. A basic analysis of the PPD data of
evapotranspiration has suggested a trend towards increasing potential evaporation over the range of
the datasets. Heneker and Cresswell (2010) factored in an increase in evaporation of 5% and estimated
a 3% reduction in catchment runoff could be attributed to this. The role of evapotranspiration may be
greater in the South East as increases in this parameter may affect wetlands, irrigation demand and
groundwater, as well as crop productivity. There is a strong case for this to be further investigated
before the effects of climate change on the South East region can be stated with confidence.
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6.3.

LAND USE CHANGE

As described in Chapter 1 the dominant land use in the South East is dryland farming with increasing
amounts of irrigation from groundwater for cropping and vineyards. In the higher rainfall areas
plantation forestry is approximately 15% of the commercial land use. Introduced in the late 1990searly 2000s management investment companies established approximately 40 000 ha of Tasmanian
Blue Gums. This change in land use has resulted in a decline of the groundwater table in parts of the
Lower South East.

Figure 6.4

Bakers Range South Drain model schematic.

The issues surrounding the effects of forestry on surface water resources can be complex and land use
effects need to be carefully separated from the effects of climate variability. This report is not
intended as a detailed study of either, although it is a recommendation that more detailed
hydrological studies of these two issues be carried out in the South East. This section is intended to
indicate the potential magnitude of the effects of land use change in the heavily forested Bakers Range
South catchment.
The Bakers Range South model (Figure 6.4) has its uppermost catchment nodes in the high rainfall
areas around Mount Burr and Kalangadoo. To simulate the effects of increased forest planting these
catchments (nodes RP1 and Phil1) were cut from the model, along with the routestore node RS1. The
truncated catchment model was therefore deprived of the higher rainfalls that drive runoff production
in these upper catchments. This is analogous to the high rates of interception that can occur under
dense plantings of Tasmanian Blue Gums. Figure 6.5 shows the reductions in winter rainfall caused by
removing the upper catchments. Average effect over the thirty years is to lower winter rainfall by
about 60 mm on average, from 553 mm to 490 mm. This represents an 11% decrease in rainfall.
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Figure 6.5

Comparison of land use effects on rainfall.

The change in runoff is much greater under the reduced catchment scenario. Figure 6.6 shows the
pattern of reduced runoff under three conditions, the full modelled catchments, the upper catchments
removed (100% reduction) and a third reflecting a reduced contribution from the upper catchments.
The 50% reduction shown in Figure 6.6 represents the full runoff from the lower catchments, plus 50%
of the runoff generated from the upper catchments. Thirty year average values for the three series are
shown as horizontal lines.
Figure 6.6 shows the greater variation in runoff over the thirty year period and the greatly reduced
runoff when the upper forested catchments are excluded. Catchment runoff is reduced from an
average of 20 mm to just 5 mm. With a 50% reduction in runoff from the upper catchments the
average runoff is reduced to 13 mm. Under the reduced flow scenario the number of years of zero
flow from the Bakers Range South catchments triples from six to eighteen, although under a 50%
reduction scenario it remains at six. Similarly the number of years producing less than 10 mm of runoff
increases from 14 to 24 under full reduction with a small increase to 15 years for the 50% reduction
scenario.
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Figure 6.6

Effects on runoff of land use effect scenarios.

This simple example illustrates the potential effect that a relatively small change in a contributing
catchment can have on the runoff for a large area. It should be emphasised that the results presented
here are indicative only. No attempt has been made to account for the changes in specific elements of
the model, for instance the effects of increased evapotranspiration or decreased recharge to
groundwater, or the effects on baseflow. The use of annual hydrographs can mask a number of effects
occurring over shorter time frames, such as lowered durations of flow and decreased continuous flow
along channels. The latter is important as it affects how long wetlands are maintained and connectivity
maintained in stream channels.
Since the Bakers Range South system is the main contributing source of regional flows other than the
Mosquito Creek, it is important to consider any changes in the catchment in a regional context. As with
the climate change scenario, the land use scenario suggests that there is further information to be
gained from more detailed studies of surface water yields from forested catchments in the region.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In developing and applying the science in the course of the NWI project the focus has been on water
resources management issues of specific concern in the South East. The NWI project has generated a
set of tools that can be applied to address those issues. It has
• Overseen the creation of the digital elevation model and developed the methodology to
enable it to define the landscape and wetlands
• Used the DEM to map the depth to groundwater and the connectedness of wetlands and
groundwater at specific times
• Presented estimates of inflow to drains and watercourses
• Developed a methodology and applied it so that the hydrological needs of wetlands can be
estimated as a function of the vegetation assemblages found there. The methodology has
been applied to high value wetlands for the NWI project but may readily be applied to other
regional wetlands. The methodology defines the depth of water required to maintain a
wetland in good health, in terms of the depth of water required, the frequency and depth of
inundation and ranges of acceptable salinities.
• Developed a series of readily connectable surface water models that can provide estimates of
runoff and wetland storages over most of the region for the baseline thirty year period 1971–
2000
• Presented the results to show how available water may be defined on a consistent basis
• Enabled the contribution to local runoff from ungauged catchments to be estimated
• Provided estimates of cross-border runoff contributions and the scale of flows leaving the
regional system
• Presented scenarios for climate and land use change that indicate the potential magnitude of
their effects on surface water
• Provided the modelling tools for further investigations into specific management issues.

7.1. APPLICATION OF THE MODELS
The tools are flexible enough to be applied at a range of scales and to be able to address a range of
issues. A fully connected regional model has not been constructed at this time but the connectedness
of the Upper South East catchments has meant that many links between individual catchments have
been made. It is a relatively simple task to couple the Upper South East Models with those from the
Lower South East to address specific scenarios.
Tools such as the tanh curves may be used to support management of individual catchments and subcatchments. The modelling work of this project allows hydrological information for the South East to
be made available to planners on a consistent basis to support management planning and policy
development. This enables ready comparison between catchments and facilitates the creation of
further models as required.
In building the models for this project the larger focus has been to represent runoff from as much of
the region as possible, given the constraints on data available for calibration. The creation of new
models will be helped by additional data and this issue is addressed below. In creating new models at a
larger scale the inputs will need to be assessed as the current models necessarily combine catchments.
There has been little use made of rainfall factors in developing these models because the scale at
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which they have been applied did not justify their use. The application of these models needs to be
done with care and with a clear definition of the issues being addressed.
The models have been able to reproduce the pattern of flows reasonably well and have demonstrated
their ability to model scenarios of interest. It is important to note however that for their application to
any given issue, such as the development of prescriptive rules for a water allocation plan, the
questions being asked of the models will need to be refined.
It is worth remembering the statement by Box (1987) that “all models are wrong, but some are
useful”. In any modelling exercise the question being asked should be defined as explicitly as possible
and the model itself should then be designed to answer those specific questions. The surface water
models developed during the NWI project should be viewed as a base tool set from which more
detailed models can be developed to address future water management issues in the South East
region. Their usefulness will depend upon how well the questions are formulated, as well as how well
the models are built.

7.2. CONTINUING KNOWLEDGE GAPS
This project has drawn upon existing knowledge of the South East in developing tools to address
current issues of resources management. In drawing on past data and information there are inevitably
gaps and questions raised about the underlying data sets. This is most often the case because earlier
data was gathered to address a different set of issues than now face the community. For example, the
concern from the 1950s (and before) though to the 1980s has been to remove as much water from the
land as fast as possible. This in turn meant that little attention was paid to accuracy of measurement at
low flows, or in small streams. The hydrologic network has been expanded to gain more information of
low flow situations and to monitor the effects of management policies. However more work needs to
be done in the area of basic flow hydrology to continue to fill the knowledge gaps in this area.
Model validation is an important aspect of the modelling process. Validation enables adjustment of
models so that they are able to better predict flows and support policy development and management
decisions. It keeps the models “live” and ensures their continued usefulness in adaptive management.
This requires measurement of runoff (and there has been relatively little since 1998) and comparison
with the amounts predicted by modelling. There are two major issues:
• The measurement of surface water. This is generally taken to mean by flow recorders at a
fixed site. However much information can be gained by repeated field measurements at sites
without flow recorders. This requires a suitable survey design to identify points of interest
within the stream network that can repeatedly be sampled over a range of flows. This allows
relationships to be developed between recorder sites and instantaneous measuring (gauging)
sites. Sufficient gaugings over a range of flows can then be used to generate a synthetic
continuous flow record for the gauging site.
•

The degree of connection between groundwater and surface water. This is of critical
importance in understanding the water resources of the South East. Failure to take proper
account of groundwater can lead to double accounting where models of both surface water
and groundwater are rendered inaccurate. In the past surface water was treated as a constant
boundary and surface water modellers have treated the groundwater as an infinite bucket. We
now know that is not the case.
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As water becomes scarcer, as it will under almost all future scenarios, then it becomes more
necessary to understand the connections between resources and the dependencies of assets such
as wetlands that depend on them. The degree of connectedness and the direction of flow between
surface streams and watercourses and the unconfined aquifer in the South East, has both a spatial
and temporal dimension. Mapping carried out for this project has provided a general snapshot of
the spatial distribution, on average, at times of high and low water level. What is less clear is the
timing and degree of this connectedness. Increasing understanding of when water flows from
groundwater to streams and drains and when it flows from wetlands and channels to the aquifer
will greatly aid management of both resources.
Issues concerning the management of wetlands remain. The relative importance of groundwater
and surface water inputs are not well understood. This has implications for management and the
relative effects of surface and groundwater needs to be clarified. The approach developed in
Section 3 has identified a process for determining the water requirements of wetlands in the South
East, at least in terms of the vegetation types found there. Further estimates may be required for
fauna species. The effective area of wetlands needs to be determined from the DEM and through
the use of field measurement of controlling sill heights. This will ensure a consistency of approach
and ensure defensible science is used in any future management.
The understanding of the spatial relationships of both surface and groundwater now needs to be
refined so that groundwater models take explicit account of the variability of input from surface
water and surface water models take account of varying groundwater levels. This needs to be
addressed with some urgency as both resources come under increasing pressure.
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APPENDICES
A. ARCHYDRO METHODOLOGY FOR CATCHMENT
DELINEATION
by Chris Medlin, Senior GIS Analyst, DWLBC
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METHODOLOGY FOR ACQUISITION OF LIDAR DIGITAL ELEVATION
DATA
ELEVATION DATA SPECIFICATION;
Specifications for the LiDAR DEM product were based on a template supplied by the Coordinated Imagery
Program, Department of Sustainability and Environment, Government of Victoria.
The contractors were asked to supply high resolution elevation data in a several formats including LiDAR
returns (as X,Y,Z data triplicates) separated into ground and non-ground returns and gridded Digital
Elevation Models (DEM) at 2 metre and 10 metre horizontal cell resolution. Target vertical accuracy for the
data acquisition was 0.15 metres at 1 standard deviation (i.e. 68% of the supplied data needed to be within
0.15 m of the ground surface). The contractors were required to deliver the following:
Table A1. Deliverables for South East Regional Digital Elevation Model acquisition.

Deliverable

Description
Quality Assurance Information Requirements

1

LiDAR survey flight path data in georeferenced shapefile format including attributes of run
number, GPS time, X and Y coordinates of aircraft and AGL (Above Ground Level) of aircraft.

2

Ground control configuration diagram in georeferenced shapefile format

2a

Summary report and metadata statement

Digital Elevation Model Deliverables
1

All ground and non-ground returns in space delimited ASCII format

2

All ground returns in space delimited ASCII format

3

All non-ground returns in space delimited ASCII format

4

All ground and non-ground returns in ESRI point shapefile format

5

All ground returns in ESRI point shapefile format

6

All non-ground returns in ESRI point shapefile format

Digital Terrain Model Deliverables (non-ground objects removed)
7

All ground returns in ESRI 2 metre GRID format

8

All ground returns in ESRI 10 metre GRID format
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Extent
Acquisition of the elevation data covered the full extent of the South East Natural Resources Management
Board region in South Australia and a portion of the Glenelg Catchment Management Authority (Victoria)
extending 30km east of the South Australia–Victoria state border, in total an area of 3,119 square
kilometres. Additional pre-existing elevation data was supplied by the Wimmera Catchment Management
Authority in Victoria, adding a further 493 square kilometres to the coverage extent. The extent of the
South East DEM data acquisition is shown in figure A1

Figure A1.

Location and extent of SE DEM acquisition.
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LiDAR Data Acquisition
Elevation data for the South East DEM was acquired by AAMHatch Pty Ltd (Brisbane) on behalf of the South
East Resource Information Centre (SERIC) and its stakeholders, including DWLBC, DEH, Forestry SA and
Geoscience Australia (Commonwealth). Data was collected between 21st July 2007 and 20th December,
2008. AAMHatch acquired elevation data across the project area using an Optech Airborne Laser Terrain
Mapper (ALTM 3100) airborne laser scanner (ALS) device mounted on a fixed wing aircraft, flown at an
altitude of 2,800 metres.
An airborne laser scanner (ALS) works by firing pulses of laser light at the ground. These pulses reflect off
the ground (and other surfaces), with the reflected pulse being detected by the ALS device The elapsed
time between firing of the laser pulse and detection of the reflected pulse is recorded by the ALS device (as
is the intensity of the returned pulse) and by deduction, the exact height of the sensor platform above the
ground surface can be determined. On board the sensor platform high accuracy global positioning systems
(GPS) and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) provide information about the exact location and motion of
the aircraft (time, easting, northing, bearing of travel, altitude, roll, pitch, etc). In combination (ALS, GPS,
IMU) this data can then be used to determine the easting, northing and elevation of the point where the
laser pulse hit the ground.
AAMHatch also used ground based differential GPS to log GPS data to facilitate post-acquisition accuracy
assessment of the ALS data. AAMHatch classified laser strikes into ground and non-ground points using a
single algorithm across the entire project area. Manual checking against available imagery (aerial
photography) was used to improve the quality of this classification. Further thinning of ‘ground’ points was
undertaken whereby points with less than 1 metre of horizontal separation were analysed. Where the
vertical difference between these points was less than 0.1m (10cm), some points were removed as a means
of reducing redundancy in the data.
In the course of collecting ALS data for the SE DEM, AAMHatch recorded in excess of 10 billion laser strikes.
Figure A2 shows a sample of ground returns (laser strikes that reflected from the ground) across an area of
2 kilometres square. White spaces (figure A2) appear where there were no ground returns, although there
were probably “non-ground” returns at these locations. This occurs where objects like trees or houses
prevent the laser pulses from striking the ground, instead being reflected from leaves or roofs.
Figure A3 shows a sample of the laser ground returns shown in figure A2 shaded according to the elevation
calculated for each point, where brown shades indicate the areas of lowest elevation and dark blue shades
highlight areas of higher elevation. Intermediate elevations are shown in shades of yellow (lower) and
green (higher).
The ALS equipment also records the intensity of the returned laser pulse. Smooth flat surfaces such as
roads or bare ground result in high intensity returns, while “rough” surfaces (ie. surfaces that cause
extensive scattering of the incident laser) such as vegetation result in low intensity returns. Figure A4
shows laser ground returns shaded according to intensity where black indicates low intensity returns and
white indicates high intensity returns.
AAMHatch then loaded the thinned ground points into an ESRI ArcSDE database as a multipoint feature
class. In turn, these points were used to build an ESRI ArcGIS 9.2 “Terrain” data model (effectively a
triangulated irregular network or ‘TIN’) from which ESRI “Grids” (rasterised spatial datasets) were derived
at 2m and 10m horizontal cell resolutions.
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2 km

2 km

Figure A2.

Thinned laser ground returns (886,980 in all) covering a 2km by 2km square.
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Figure A3: Thinned laser ground returns shaded by elevation
(brown = lower; blue = higher)

High intensity returns.
Possibly bare ground

Low intensity returns
associated with trees

Figure A4.

Thinned laser ground returns shaded by intensity of return (black = low; white = high).

Elevation data including laser strikes (all returns, thinned ground returns and non-ground returns) and
gridded raster datasets (ESRI binary grid) were supplied to SERIC by AAMHatch in 11 separate instalments
as shown in figure A4. Data for each delivery area was supplied broken down into 2 km by 2 km ‘tiles’
(figure A5). Across the eleven separate delivery installments, 8,039 separate tiles of data were supplied.
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Figure A5.

SE DEM data delivery areas and 2km by 2km tiles.

Quality Assurance
In fulfilment of their in-kind contribution to the acquisition of the SE regional DEM, the South Australian
Department of Environment and Heritage (DEH) through the Image and Product Services group
committed to undertake quality assurance testing of the supplied elevation data products. This process
was repeated eleven times, once for every instalment of supplied data, as per delivery areas shown in
figure A5.
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DELIVERED PRODUCT VS SPECIFIED DELIVERABLES;
The first step in the quality assurance process was to check that all required deliverables, as per the
specification, had been provided. Prioir to delivery of the data, it was decided not to have ground and
non-ground points delivered in ESRI shapefile format (DEM deliverables 4, 5 and 6) on account of the
fact that these deliverables replicate DEM deliverables 1, 2 & 3 and that in excess of 1 terabyte (1,000
gigabytes ) of computer disk storage would have been required to store this data.
Delivered data was then loaded into ESRI’s ArcMap GIS software to ensure that datasets were not
corrupt; that there were no significant gaps within the data extent or between adjacent delivery areas;
and that the data completely covered the specified geographic extent. Checks were also made to
ensure that delivered data employed the specified map projection (Map Grid of Australia, Zone 54 –
MGA54), horizontal datum (Geocentric Datum of Australia, 1994 – GDA94) and vertical datum
(Australian Height Datum – AHD). 2 metre and 10 metre grids were then visually checked for any
spurious peaks, troughs or unexpected vertical features.

Horizontal accuracy assessment
Initially, an assessment was made of the average horizontal separation of ground return points. To do
this, one hundred random points were generated across the extent of the delivery area under
consideration. For each of these random points, all ground return points within a 50 metre radius were
selected and the average (mean) distance between these selected points was calculated. The mean
point separation was then averaged across all 100 sample point locations and reported.
Secondly, using ESRI’s ArcMap GIS software, 100 non-ground laser return points were selected at
random. Non-ground points are laser returns that have reflected from objects such as trees, sheds,
houses etc. Using the GIS software, each of the 100 selected points was individually located and
compared with ortho-corrected aerial photography (dated 2008) to ensure that it was coincident with a
non-ground object such as a tree or roof.
Finally, for each cadastral hundred (see figure A5) two non-ground features were identified in the
ortho-corrected aerial photography. Non-ground points were then drawn over the selected features to
ensure that they were coincident with features such as roofs, trees etc. Figure A6 shows a sample of
the comparison of non-ground points with 2008 ortho-corrected aerial photography.
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Non-ground laser returns
coinciding with house roof

Non-ground laser
returns coinciding with

Figure A6.

Horizontal accuracy assessment. Comparison of non-ground laser returns (red points) with 2008 orthocorrected aerial photography.

Vertical accuracy assessment;
The target vertical resolution for the regional DEM product was 0.5m at 1 sigma. In other words, at
least 68% of the filtered ground returns needed to be within 0.5m of the natural land surface at
locations of known elevation for the DEM product to meet specifications.
Vertical accuracy was assessed by comparing filtered ground returns with survey reference points
whose elevation had been accurately determined (eg. permanent survey marks). Having selected a
reference point, all ground return points within a 20 metre radius were selected. Typically this might
result in the selection of between 200 and 400 points
(figure A7).

Reference point

20 m radius

Figure A7: Vertical accuracy assessment. Comparison of filtered
ground returns (black points) with survey reference point
(yellow).
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For each selected ground return point both the horizontal distance to the reference point and the
absolute difference in elevation between the selected point and the reference point were
determined. Results for all survey reference points were then aggregated into a single file. In the
case of delivery area 5 (figure A5), 95,357 filtered ground returns were selected in proximity to 99
separate survey reference points, of which 71,358 or 74.8% were within 0.5m of the elevation of
the proximal survey reference point. Results were reported at varying distances from the survey
reference points, as displayed in Table A2
Table A2.

Results of vertical accuracy assessments for delivery area 5 (see figure A5).

Distance
from
survey
reference
point
(metres)

Total
number of
filtered
ground
returns
within
distance

Number of filtered
ground returns with
elevation values
within 0.5m of survey
reference point
elevation

Proportion of filtered
ground returns with
elevation values
within 0.5m of survey
reference point
elevation

0.0 - 2.5m

1,103

947

86%

2.5 – 5.0m

4,515

3,787

84%

5.0 – 10.0m
18,190
14,458
79%
10.0 –
71,549
52,166
73%
20.0m
0.0 –
95,357
71,358
74.8%
20.0m
All data supplied by AAMHatch as part of the SE Regional DEM acquisition successful passed the quality
assurance process implemented by the Department of Environment and Heritage.

Mosaicking into seamless regional DEM
Elevation data was delivered to SERIC divided into 8,039 separate data tiles. For each tile, there was a
one file in each of the following formats: all return points (unthinned) as ascii text; non-ground return
points as ascii text; filtered (thinned) ground return points as ascii text; ESRI raster grid at 10 metre
horizontal resolution (as shown in figure A8); and ESRI raster grid at 2 metre horizontal resolution. An
additional 1,459 tiles of elevation data in ESRI raster grid format at 10 metre horizontal resolution was
supplied to SERIC by the Wimmera Catchment Management Authority in Victoria.
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Figure A8: ESRI Grid DEM data tiles.

As point data does not generally lend itself to use in hydrological analysis functions in GIS, no further
use was made of the supplied point data (all returns, non ground returns, filtered ground returns).
For the raster grid data to be of any use for modelling surface hydrology at a regional scale, it was
necessary to first merge the 10m DEM data (in ESRI raster grid format) from all of the tiles (9,498 in all)
to create a single, “seamless” DEM (figure A9). This was achieved using geoprocessing tools available in
ESRI’s ArcMap GIS software. For efficiency, the resulting mosaicked raster DEM was stored as a raster
layer in an ESRI file geodatabase. Similarly, the 2m tiled DEM data was merged to create eleven
separate 2m raster DEM’s, one for each data delivery area, also stored as raster layers in an ESRI file
geodatabase. As the 2m resolution data was not used for the regional analysis, it was not necessary to
mosaic this data into a single dataset.
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Figure A9: SE DEM Mosaic.
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USE OF ARC HYDRO FOR HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING;
ARC HYDRO BACKGROUND;
The ArcGIS Hydro data model (more commonly called Arc Hydro) is in essence a geographic data model
developed jointly by the Center for Research in Water Resources (CRWR) at the University of Texas
(Austin) and geographic information systems software developers Environmental Systems Research
Institute (ESRI) of Redlands, California under the banner of the GIS in Water Resources Consortium.
David Maidment (2002) from the CRWR describes Arc Hydro as follow;
“Arc Hydro is a geospatial and temporal data model for water resources designed to operate within
ArcGIS. Arc Hydro has an associated set of tools, built jointly by ESRI and CRWR, that populate the
attributes of the features in the data framework, interconnect features in different data layers and
support hydrologic analysis.
Arc Hydro is a data structure that supports hydrologic simulation models, but is not itself a simulation
model. Hydrologic simulation is accomplished by exchanging data between Arc Hydro and an
independent hydrologic model…
Arc Hydro describes natural water systems, not constructed pipe systems such as water supply… it is
focussed on the description of surface water hydrology and hydrography” (Maidment, pp7-8).
Maidment (2002) also states that the complete Arc Hydro data model divides water resources data into
five components:
Networks – Connected sets of points and lines showing pathways for water flow,
Drainage – Drainage areas and stream lines defined from surface topography,
Channel – A 3-D line representation of the shape of river and stream channels,
Hydrography – The base data from topographic maps and tabular data inventories,
Time Series – Tabular attribute data describing time-varying water properties for any hydro feature.
This project concerned itself primarily with the drainage component of the Arc Hydro model.
ESRI freely supplies a comprehensive set of Arc Hydro tools for use in its GIS software ArcGIS. These
tools facilitate the compilation of an Arc Hydro data model from a range of inputs including digital
elevation data, mapped streams and water bodies etc. The Arc Hydro model for the South East was
constructed almost exclusively from the high resolution digital elevation model sourced for this
purpose.
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PREPARING DEM DATA FOR USE WITH ARC HYDRO;
The 10 metre South East DEM required some pre-processing before it could be used as input to Arc
Hydro’s terrain processing functions. The purpose of the pre-processing was to ensure that the
physical features of the landscape which direct water flow such as drains, embankments, bunds etc
were adequately replicated in the DEM. By ensuring that the DEM reflected the reality of the
landscape, the opportunity for Arc Hydro’s analyses to produce spurious results was reduced.
Accordingly, voids in the DEM were filled, drainage lines were digitised and “burnt in” to the DEM,
“walls” were built to reinforce the presence of embankments and “sinks” were created to represent the
terminus of internally draining catchment systems.

Void filling.
The wavelength of light used by the airborne laser scanner gets absorbed by water. As a consequence,
where there were bodies of standing water in the landscape (eg. lakes), there are gaps (voids) in the
DEM coverage. In some cases (eg. Blue Lake in Mt Gambier) these gaps were filled by AAMHatch P/L
(data suppliers) by interpolating elevation values across the void. In other cases, the voids in the data
remain. This was particularly the case for the larger coastal lakes in the South East such as Lake Bonney
and Lake George, as shown in figure A10. In some cases, surface water drains into these lakes, before
draining out into the sea. To ensure that modelled flow paths reflected this reality, it was necessary to
fill these voids.
In the case of Lake George, bathymetric survey data was available. Accordingly, this data was used to
interpolate a DEM representing the bathymetry of Lake George. This bathymetric representation was
then merged with the regional DEM data, effectively filling the Lake George void.
Where bathymetric data was not available, as was the case with Lake St Clair and Lake Eliza, a uniform
elevation value was used to fill the void. For each void, the uniform elevation value was determined by
calculating the mean elevation around the perimeter of the void. Here it is assumed that the surface of
the water causing the presence of the void is more or less at a constant elevation, which can therefore
be determined by querying the elevation values immediately abutting the edge of the void.
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Lake George

Drain M

Void in Lake George. Resulting from the
presence of water which absorbs laser

Beachport
Figure A10:: Use of 2m DEM data to locate unmapped drains.

All voids were filled using one of the two methods described above, to give an elevation model which
would facilitate the modelling of surface flows to the sea.

Desktop Drainage Survey - Digitising Drainage Lines.
Accurately mapped drainage lines (both natural and artificial) were critical to ensuring that modelled
drainage flows followed the existing pattern of drainage in the landscape. The high resolution (both
vertical and horizontal) of the supplied 2m DEM data, afforded the opportunity to examine in detail the
location of drainage in the landscape. In particular, the alignment of known drains could be checked
against the DEM and drains not previously mapped were easily identified by close inspection of the
elevation data (DEM) and recent aerial photography in combination. Accordingly, many new field
drains were identified and mapped and where necessary, the alignment of previously mapped drains
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was corrected. Figure A11 shows an example of an area where the 2m DEM data was used to augment
pre-existing
existing mapping of surface drainage.

Pre-existing drain mapping

Drains visible in 2m DEM data. These
were added to the mapped drainage to
help guide flow modelling.

Figure A11:: Use of 2m DEM data to locate unmapped drains.

“Burning-in”
in” of Drainage Lines.
The purpose of drains is to remove water from the landscape. It is reasonable to assume therefore,
that once water finds its way into a drain, that the only way out lies at the end of the drain. Again, in
order to ensure that the modelled surface flows reflect this reality, it was necessary to modify the DEM.
This
is was done by digitally “gouging” known drainage into the elevation model.
In Arc Hydro this process is called “DEM Reconditioning”, also referred to as the “burning in” of
streams. In order for this process to be effective, it was important that the location
location and alignment of
know drainage paths (chiefly drains) be accurate, highlighting the importance of the desktop drainage
survey discussed earlier.
Arc Hydro provides users with the ability to control both the depth to which drainage is incised and the
lateral extent of influence exerted by the drain. By increasing the lateral influence of a drainage line, it
is possible to cause modelled surface flows to be “attracted” towards that drainage line. This is
achieved by smoothing the DEM either side of a drainage line, down towards the base level at which
the drainage line is being “burnt” into the DEM. Extending the lateral influence of known drainage was
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carefully avoided in the analysis undertaken in this project, to ensure that other surface features that
influence patterns of surface drainage (such as drain spoil heaps) were preserved in the elevation
model.
The following example demonstrates the “burning-in”
“burning in” process. Consider the DEM cross section shown
in figure A12.. Here the cross section shows the
the presence and shape of a drain and the spoil associated
with that drain’s construction.
Spoil from drain
construction

Drain location

Figure A12:: DEM cross section showing DEM prior to reconditioning.

The process of DEM reconditioning results in elevation
elevation values being lowered along a drainage path by
an amount designated by the Arc Hydro user. Figure A13 demonstrates how the DEM cross section
shown in figure A12 might look following the burning in of known drainage. In the analysis being
described here, drainage lines were “burnt in” to a depth of 15 metres, ensuring that once modelled
flows found their way into a drainage line, they stayed there until the drainage line terminated. Figure
A15 shows in three dimensions
ns the affect of “burning” known drainage into the DEM.
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Spoil from drain
construction

Drain

Elevation values lowered by act of
“burning” in known drainage

Figure A13:: DEM cross section showing DEM after reconditioning.

As discussed, the DEM reconditioning process also allows users to smooth the DEM down towards the
base level at which the drainage line is being “burnt” in. The user controls how far either side of the
“burn line” this smoothing takes place. Figure A14 shows
hows the potential impact of this smoothing. As
can be seen, the effect of smoothing with a 4 cell buffer is to grade or slope the DEM surface
downwards towards the base of the burnt in drain. In this particular example, this would result in the
removal of the drain spoil heap from the DEM.

New DEM surface following
reconditioning with smoothing
over a 4 cell buffer zone

Figure A14: DEM cross section showing DEM after reconditioning with buffer zone smoothing.
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In the case of the South East of South Australia, the presence of spoil from drain construction can act to
prevent surface flows from entering a drainage line and therefore have a significant determining effect
on where water flows in the landscape. Indeed, in some instances, drain spoil is positioned to ensure
that surface water flows do not find there way into deep drains designed to intercept and remove
saline groundwater. Accordingly, horizontal smoothing of the DEM either side of known drainage lines
was carefully avoided during the DEM reconditioning process to ensure that spoil mounds and other
landscape features represented in the DEM were preserved. This was deemed entirely appropriate
given the high resolution of the DEM. Figure A15 shows before and after perspective views of part of
the DEM following DEM reconditioning.

“Burnt in”

drainage line.

Figure A15: Before and after 3D view of DEM following DEM reconditioning.

This methodology was also used to simulate road culverts. Culverts have the effect of allowing water
to move from one side of a barrier (eg. a road) to another. Where road culverts were identified, a line
was drawn connecting one end of the culvert to the other. These lines were then used to burn a
channel into the DEM, providing a pathway for modelled surface water flows to pass from one side of a
barrier to the other.

Walling.
Arc Hydro also provides users with the ability to build artificial “walls” in the DEM, to assist with
directing modelled surface water flows. This process is effectively the reverse of the burning in process
previously described, with DEM cell values being increased by a set value at locations described by a
line drawn on the map (see figure A16). All “walls” added to the SE DEM were ‘built’ to a height of 15
metres. The effect of building walls is to prevent modelled surface flows from moving in a particular
direction.
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To assist with surface water flow modelling, artificial walls were progressively built into the SE DEM for
a number of reasons. In some locations, controlling structures such as embankments and bunds were
not effectively represented in the DEM. To ensure that modelled surface flows followed the pathways
imposed by these structures, artificial walls were built along these structures to effectively amplify their
presence in the DEM, ensuring that modelled flows would not bypass or breach these structures.
Figure A16 shows an example of the impact of building walls in the DEM. In this case, a 15m high wall
was built on top of an existing embankment. During earlier analysis, this embankment was breached
by the ArcHydro flow modelling processes. Once walls were imposed, no further breaching of this
embankment took place.

Embankment

Before “Walling”

“Walls” built along embankment

After “Walling”

Figure A16: Use of “Walling” to reinforce barriers to surface flow.

Elsewhere, artificial walls were constructed to ensure that modelled surface water flows did not find
their way into one of the drains constructed as part of the South Australian Government’s Upper South
East Dryland Salinity and Flood Management Program. The Didicoolum drain situated to the east of the
Marcollat watercourse near Padthaway in the Upper South East, was constructed solely as a ground
water interception drain. As such, the design includes embankments to direct surface water flows
towards crossing points, allowing surface water to cross over this drain on its path towards the
wetlands of the Marcollat watercourse. Accordingly, it was important to ensure that the Arc Hydro
modelling reflected this reality. To achieve this, the Didicoolum drain was effectively isolated from the
analysis by being encased within artificial walls (figure A17) ensuring modelled surface water flows did
not find their way into the drain. At surface water cross over points, gaps were left in the ‘walling’ of
the Didicoolum drain to ensure that modelled surface water flows crossed the drain at these points.
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Didicoolum groundwater
interception drain
(yellow arrows indicate
flow direction)

Culvert allows drain
water to pass under
surface water cross-over
cross

Surface water cross-over
over point

Wetland

Surface flows

“Walls” (red) built to prevent
modelled surface water
flows entering drain

Figure A17:: Walls built to isolate Didicoolum drain from surface flow modelling.

Further walls were added to demarcate either significant watershed boundaries or to isolate areas of
known internal drainage. For example, a wall was built running along the northern edge of Drain M.
Drain M is a significant drain which cuts across the landscape from Bool Lagoon in the east to Lake
George in the west, in so doing intercepting all northward trending surface flows from the lower south
east. It was important therefore to ensure that any Arc Hydro modelling reflected
reflected this reality by
eliminating the possibility of modelled flows “escaping” from Drain M to travel northwards. Figure A18
shows the location of all walls built into the SE DEM prior to processing with Arc Hydro.
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Mt Rough
Drain
Coola Coola
Wetlands
Tilley Swamp
Drain
Didicoolum
Drain

Water Valley
Drain
Tresant
Watershed

Mosquito Creek
Watershed
Boundary

Drains L & K
Watershed
Drain M

Embankments

‘Walls’ delineating
watershed boundaries
‘Walls’ delineating
embankments

Figure A18: Location of walls built into the SE DEM as part of DEM reconditioning
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Artificial Sinks.
In performing hydrological analysis on a DEM, Arc Hydro tries to construct an unbroken flow path to
the edge of the DEM. This is fine for watercourses
watercourses that flow to the sea (represented by the edge of the
SE DEM), but is problematic for areas of internal drainage. Areas of internal drainage can be handled in
Arc Hydro by delineating “sinks”. Sinks act to identify areas in the landscape where surface water flows
terminate.
Prior to analysing the SE DEM, a number of terminal sinks were demarcated. Some of these terminal
sinks represent the terminus of internally draining wetland systems (eg. Tresant as shown in figure
A19)) and others were created to help deal with water cross-overs
overs constructed as part of the Upper
South East Dryland Salinity and Flood Management Program.
For areas of internal drainage, it was important to ensure that Arc Hydro did not continue to try and
find a flow path to the edge of the DEM. Delineating a sink (as shown in figure A19)
A19 informs Arc Hydro
that once a flow path has found its way to the sink,
sink, then no further efforts are required to try and find a
flow path beyond that point.

All Tresant drainage terminates at Kangoora
Lagoons. These lagoons were designated as
legitimate “sinks” for the purposes of Arc
Hydro Analysis.

Tresant
Drain

“Wall” used to
delineate
catchment
boundary

Figure A19: Tresant drainage system - internally draining watershed.
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Drain water enters
under pass here

Fresh water crosses over

Drain water exits
under pass here

Figure A20: Freshwater cross-over
over at Kercoonda, Upper SE Dryland Salinity and Flood Management Program.
(Source: DWLBC, Upper SE Dryland Salinity and Flood Management Program)

Figure A21: Freshwater cross-over at Fairview, spring 2009. White arrows = fresh water. Red arrows = drain water.
(Source: DWLBC, Upper SE Dryland Salinity and Flood Management Program)

Artificial sinks were also used in Arc Hydro to deal with water cross-overs.. Incorporated into the design
desig
of the Upper SE Dryland Salinity and Flood Management Program are a number of fresh water crosscross
overs. These crossovers allow fresh water travelling through the wetlands and natural watercourses to
pass over saline drain-borne
borne water being transported to the Coorong for disposal. The cross-over
cross
at
Kercoonda in the Upper South East is shown in figure A20, whilst the crossover at Fairview is shown in
figure A21.
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Where a cross-over
over exists, an artificial sink was created at the point where the drain enters the
underpass (see figure A22).
). The effect of this sink is to terminate flow determination by Arc Hydro at
the sink. This allows the modelling of natural flows over the cross-over
cross over to proceed unimpeded. As is
shown in figure A22,, the use of artificial walls
walls (red) and burn lines (solid blue) was also required, to
ensure that Arc Hydro accurately modelled the flow paths imposed by the installation of a cross-over.
cross

Sink used to terminate
flow path determination
at entry to underpass

“Walls” used to
separate drain
flow from
natural flow

Drains “burnt” into
DEM to guide flow
determination

Natural surface
flows move north
over the cross-over

Figure A22: Map view of freshwater cross-over
over at Kercoonda, showing location of “walls”, “burn” lines, artificial sink and natural flow
paths.

In reconditioning the SE regional DEM for use in Arc Hydro, five major voids were filled (Lakes Robe, St Clair,
Eliza, George and Bonney), 6,181km of drains were “burnt-in”
“burnt in” and 189km of walls were “built”.
“bui
Sinks were
defined and walls built to assist with analysing three internally draining basins and to assist with modelling fives
major drain crossovers where natural flows are directed over drains. The reconditioned DEM was now ready
for use in Arc Hydro’s
ydro’s hydrological analysis functions.
1.1.

Hydrological analysis with Arc Hydro;
Hydro

Arc Hydro provides access to a range of tools for undertaking hydrological analysis. In particular, Arc
Hydro’s “Terrain Preprocessing” tools were used to derive drainage lines and catchment areas from the SE
DEM.
Arc Hydro’s Terrain Preprocessing tools need to be executed in a defined sequence in order to produce a
surface water drainage model. Initially “sinks” need to be filled to produce a depressionless DEM. A
depressionless
ess DEM is then used to produce flow direction and flow accumulation layers, which in turn are
integral to all subsequent analysis, including drainage line derivation and catchment boundary derivation.
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Preprocessing - Sink filling.
In order to prepare a DEM
EM for use in hydrological analysis in Arc Hydro, there is an amount of prepre
processing (ie. DEM modification) that needs to take place. Section 2.2 describes how the DEM was initially
modified to ensure that known landscape features would be honoured by any
any subsequent processing.
The final preparation of a DEM for use in hydrological analysis involves the filling of “sinks”. Cell-based
Cell
(DEM) hydrological analysis in GIS relies primarily on the derivation of flow direction ie. for every cell in a
DEM, working
king out which of its neighbours it flows into. In turn flow direction is an essential precursor to
the calculation of flow accumulation. When the elevation of a cell (or spatially connected group of cells) is
lower than its surrounding neighbours, it has no flow direction, because flow out of that cell is not possible.
This type of cell is known as a “sink” or “pit” and the presence of sinks acts to terminate flow direction
determination at the sink location. Figure A23 demonstrates how sinks interrupt flow.

Sink

Flow

Figure A23: Impact of sink on flow direction.

In many cases, sinks are artificial, being artefacts of the DEM creation process. Other sinks may be genuine
as is the case with the lowest point in a wetland. However, many wetlands eventually fill and breach their
sills allowing water to continue to flow across the landscape. Consequently, it becomes useful to fill these
sinks in order to facilitate the uninterrupted determination of flow direction from the top of a catchment
catchme to
its outlet. The result of the sink filling process is the creation of a “depressionless” DEM.
The filling of sinks is necessarily an iterative process, as the filling of one sink, may in turn result in the
creation of another. Accordingly, the process
process of identifying and filling sinks in Arc Hydro is repeated
automatically by the GIS software until all sinks are removed. In the case of the SE DEM, all sinks were
filled to create a depressionless DEM. Figure A24 demonstrates how sink filling facilitates
facili
flow direction
determination.
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Sink filled

Flow

Figure A24:: Flow direction after filling of sink.

Flow Direction and Flow Accumulation
The basis for all DEM based hydrological analysis in Arc Hydro is the determination of flow direction and
flow accumulation. Flow direction records which of a cell’s eight neighbours a central cell flows into and
flow accumulation records how many ‘upstream’ cells flow into a given cell. Flow direction and flow
accumulation are both necessary prerequisites for delineating flow paths and catchment boundaries.
Arc Hydro determines flow direction using the method described by Jenson and Domingue in 1988. Known
as the D8 method, the direction of flow is determined by calculating the percent slope between a given
giv cell
and each of its eight immediate neighbours. The direction of steepest slope is determined and recorded for
the cell under consideration by assigning one of eight integer values to the cell location, where 1 = east, 2 =
south east, 4 = south, 8 = south
outh west, 16 = west, 32 = north west, 64 = north and 128 = north east, as shown
in figure A25.. This process is repeated for all cells in the DEM.

Figure A25:: Flow direction is recorded by the assignment of integer values to the cell in question.

Figure A26 provides an example of how flow direction is determined. (A) shows elevation values in the
input DEM. Slope is calculated by dividing the change in elevation from one cell to another, by the distance
from one cell centre to another. The vertical
vertical and horizontal distance between cell centres is the same as
the cell size (10m in the case of the SE DEM) whilst the diagonal distances between cell centres equals the
cell size multiplied by 1.414 (thanks to Pythagoras). (B) shows the direction of flow
flo based on steepest
slope. (C) shows the output from this process, with integer values recorded to indicate direction of flow.
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( )

( )

( )

Figure A26: Flow direction example. (A) shows DEM with elevation values. (B) shows direction of steepest slope from one cell to
another. (C) shows assigned integer values used to record flow direction.

Once flow direction has been determined, then flow accumulation can be calculated. Flow accumulation
records for each cell location, the number of cells “upstream” or “uphill”, that flow into that cell location.
Areas of high flow accumulation represent the dominant pathways taken by water through the landscape.
Figure A27 provides a graphical demonstration of flow accumulation. Part (A) shows the input DEM with
elevation values. Part (B) shows the calculated flow direction and part (C) shows the accumulated flow for
each cell location.

( )

( )

( )

Figure A27: Flow accumulation example. (A) shows DEM with elevation values. (B) shows flow direction. (C) shows accumulated
flow for each cell location.

Flow accumulation plays an important role in the derivation of stream networks. Figure A28 shows the
flow accumulation raster layer derived from the South East 10 metre DEM.
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Figure A28: Sample flow accumulation derived from SE 10 metre DEM.

Drainage line extraction
As mentioned drainage lines can be extracted from flow accumulation surfaces. This is a relatively simple
process involving the extraction of cells from the flow accumulation ‘surface’ where they meet a given
threshold. In the case of the SE 10 metre DEM, a threshold value of 250,000 was used. In other words,
drainage lines will be formed when flow accumulation values are greater than 249,999. In turn, this
threshold can be translated into an ‘upstream contributing area’ value by multiplying the threshold by the
cell size. A flow accumulation threshold of 250,000 translates to an upstream contributing area of
2,500,000 square metres or 2.5 km2. That is to say, that the start point of a drainage line will be defined
only when the upstream contributing area is 2.5km2 or greater. Figure A29 shows the delineation of a
drainage line at the flow accumulation threshold of 250,000 cells.
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Flow accumulation reaches
threshold value of 250,000
resulting in the formation
of a drainage line

2

Figure A29: Drainage line at flow accumulation threshold of 250,000 cells (2.5km ) – shown in red.

The selection of 250,000 cells as the flow accumulation threshold for drainage line delineation is
somewhat arbitrary, but was chosen because it resulted in a good balance between deriving too many
drainage lines (using lower flow accumulation threshold) or deriving too few drainage lines (using
higher flow accumulation threshold). This choice in turn has an influence on the number of catchments
that are derived, as a denser drainage line network produces far more catchments than does a sparse
drainage network. A flow accumulation threshold of 250,000 cells was deemed to produce a balanced
result.
Once drainage lines have been delineated, they need to be divided into unique segments. This is
necessary to allow the identification of junctions in the drainage network which in turn are
subsequently used to locate the point where flows exit a catchment. ‘Head’ segments exist between
the initiation of a drainage line and its first downstream junction with another stream segment. With
the exception of the terminal segment (ie that segment that enters the sea or where ever flow
terminates) all other segments occur between two drainage line junctions. Once segmented, each
drainage line segment is assigned a unique identifier (an integer number). Each drainage line segment
is also assigned the unique identifier of the next downstream segment which can be used at some
future point for network tracing type functions. Figure A30 shows an example of the segmented
drainage lines.
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Junction
Junction

Drainage line segment

Junction

Drainage line
head segment

Figure A30: Unique drainage line segments.

Catchment delineation;
Once drainage lines have been delineated and segmented, catchment polygons can be defined. The flow
direction raster and segmented drainage lines are required to perform this task. As discussed, the process
of segmenting drainage lines allows for the identification of junctions in the drainage network. Junctions in
the drainage network represent the outfall points of the catchment associated with a segment of the
drainage lines. Therefore knowledge of their location is essential in order to define catchments. Once
junction locations are known, flow direction can be used to identify those parts of the landscape from
which flows eventually flow into the junction (ie. those parts of the landscape directly “upstream” or
“uphill” from the junction location), thus allowing delineation of catchment boundaries as shown in figure
A31.
Subsequently each catchment is assigned a unique identifier and is linked to its associated drainage line
segment by recording the unique identity of that segment. Each catchment also stores the identity of the
next downstream catchment, which becomes useful for later aggregation of catchments into larger
watershed units.
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Catchment associated
with non-head drainage
line segment

Catchment
boundary

Figure A31: Derived catchments, drainage lines and flow accumulation.

Watershed delineation
In the context of Arc Hydro, ‘watersheds’ differ from ‘catchments’ in that they delineate an area
upstream/uphill of a user defined location, whereas catchments delineate that part of the landscape that
drains into an individual drainage line segment.
Arc Hydro was used to define watersheds for the project area, using 89 user defined locations, of which 53
are flow monitoring sites providing access to historical surface water flow records. Use of these sites as
‘watershed points’ enabled accurate delineation of the upstream areas which contribute surface flows to
these sites. Derived watersheds for the Lower South East are shown in figure A32.
To assist with further analysis, the area (hectares) for each watershed was calculated and mean annual
rainfall statistics were also derived. Estimates of surface water storage were also made for each
watershed, using two methods as described in the following section.
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Figure A32: Arc Hydro derived watersheds, lower south east.
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Potential Wetland storage estimations
estimati
for derived watersheds
The SE DEM was used to assist with deriving an estimate of the potential wetland water storage capacity
for each of the watersheds delineated for the project area.
area To facilitate this work, digital wetland
boundaries were sourced from the South Australian Wetland Inventory Database (SAWID) held by the
South Australian Department of Environment and Heritage (figure A33 part (a)).
Initially, the perimeter of each wetland
wetland was used to query the SE DEM with a view to determining the
average (mean) elevation along the wetland boundary. The average elevation of the wetland boundary
was then assumed to represent the full supply level of the wetland ie the wetland sill.
Subsequently, for each wetland, the difference in elevation between the full supply level of the wetland
(constant across the wetland) and the elevation values held by the DEM was calculated on a cell by cell
basis. This process produced a raster layer (figure
(figur A33b),
b), where each cell across the wetland extent records
the depth of inundation (in metres) when the wetland is filled with water to its full supply level.

Derived Drainage

(a)

Wetland extent

(b)

Depth of raster
layer

Watershed
boundary

Figure A33: Wetland Depth estimates.

Volume was then calculated by multiplying the depth value derived for each cell by the area of each cell (in
this case 100m2 – 10m x 10m). This was done on a cell by cell basis for the extent of each wetland. The
result was the derivation of a volume raster where each cell recorded the volume of water stored at that
cell location when the wetland it falls within is filled to capacity.
Determining the total potential wetland storage for each of the derived watersheds was then simply a
matter of summing the values held by cells in the volume raster across the extent of each watershed.
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Calculation of depth/volume relationships for High Value Wetlands
For 113 selected high value wetlands, volume/depth relationships were calculated. For each wetland, the
elevation of full supply (wetland sill) was determined (as previously described), as was the minimum
elevation (wetland invert). Using tools available in ESRI’s 3D Analyst extension for ArcGIS, volume was
iteratively calculated for each wetland, commencing at the elevation of full supply, then being repeated at
10cm decrements until the level of the wetland invert was reached.
For example, consider a wetland where the elevation of full supply (the sill) sits at 35.0 metres above sea
level and the wetland invert (lowest point) can be found at 33.8 metres. Initially, the volume held by this
wetland is calculated at full supply (35.0 metres). The volume is then calculated again based on a fill level
elevation of 34.9 metres (depth 1.1 metres), then at 34.8m, 34.7m, 34.6m etc, until the invert level of the
wetland is reached, with results being progressively written to a table similar to that shown as Table A3.
Table A3.

Example - results of depth/volume calculations for high value wetland.
Elevation (m) at which

Calculated Wetland

volume calculated

Volume (m )

Depth (m)

1,000

1.2

34.9

960

1.1

34.8

900

1.0

34.7

830

0.9

34.6

750

0.8

34.5

690

0.7

34.4

620

0.6

34.3

570

0.5

34.2

440

0.4

34.1

360

0.3

34.0

240

0.2

33.9

120

0.1

0

0.0

35.0 (Sill)

33.8 (Invert)

3

Maximum Wetland

For each iteration, maximum wetland depth can be determined be subtracting the wetland invert level
from the fill level elevation at which volume is being determined.
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B. ESTIMATION OF WATER REQUIREMENTS OF WETLANDS
IN THE SOUTH EAST OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
By Ben Taylor, Ecological Associates Pty Ltd.

To access report: download PDF from WaterConnect:
http://www.waterconnect.sa.gov.au/BusinessUnits/InformationUnit/Technical%20Publications/Estimation
_of_Water_Requirements_of_Wetlands_in_SE_South_Australia.pdf
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C

DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER TABLE MAPPING PROJECT

By SKM Pty Ltd.

Maps show:
1) Average Spring Potentiometric Surface
2) Average Spring Depth to Water Table
3) Average Spring Confidence Rating for Potentiometric Surface
4) Average Autumn Potentiometric Surface
5) Average Autumn Depth to Water Table
6) Average Autumn Confidence Rating for Potentiometric Surface
7) Maximum Spring Potentiometric Surface
8) Maximum Spring Depth to Water Table
9) Maximum Spring Confidence Rating for Potentiometric Surface
10) Maximum Autumn Potentiometric Surface
11) Maximum Autumn Depth to Water Table
12) Maximum Autumn Confidence Rating for Potentiometric Surface
13) Minimum Spring Potentiometric Surface
14) Minimum Spring Depth to Water Table
15) Minimum Spring Confidence Rating for Potentiometric Surface
16) Minimum Autumn Potentiometric Surface
17) Minimum Autumn Depth to Water Table
18) Minimum Autumn Confidence Rating for Potentiometric Surface.
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D

SOUTH EAST MODEL OUTPUTS

Appendix D shows, for each of the modelled South East drainage systems:
• A comparison of modelled (blue) and recorded (red) annual flows illustrating the available data and
the relative success of the models in reproducing recorded flows. Where only a single colour exists
in the plot is an indication of the lack of flow data for that system.
• Modelled flow duration curves for the full modelled 30 year period (blue line) and for the times
during that 30 year period when flow was actually occurring (red line). A flow threshold of 0.01
MLD has been used as a cut-off flow, below which any flow is meaningless. It is equivalent to an
instantaneous flow of 0.12 L/s.
• The tanh relationship between catchment rainfall and annual runoff. The intersection of the fitted
tanh curve (red line) and the catchment average winter rainfall (vertical dashed line) provides the
values for the calculation of the runoff factor for that catchment where;
RR factor = average annual runoff/average annual winter rainfall
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Bakers Range Watercourse – Callendale
Callenda to Petherick Road
Modelled annual runoff is based on the ‘current
‘
conditions’ (2009) drainage configuration, which is influenced by the
presence of the Bakers Range Catch Drain and the Water Valley Drain.
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West Avenue and Wimpinmerit
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Taratap
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Kercoonda System

The figure below includes modelled output for the period after the year 2000. This was the period used for model
validation. Note that modelled runoff for the latter period is significantly lower than for the period 1971
197 to 2000.
Confidence in modelled output is therefore moderate due to the limited flow data used over a climate period which is
not representative of longer term variation. Results presented here should be treated as indicative only.
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Northern Outlet Drain

As with the Kercoonda system, modelled output for the period after the year 2000 is included below. The calibration
period was from 2006 to 2009 and is not representative of the longer term. Confidence in the modelled output is
therefore moderate and results presented here should be treated as indicative only.
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Bakers Range South Drain

Bakers Range South Drain
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Mosquito Creek
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Naracoorte Creek
Naracoorte Creek
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Morambro Creek
Morambro Creek
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Drain E to Jip Jip
Drain E and Marcollat to JipJip
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Lake Frome – Mount Hope System
Mount Hope Drain
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Drain L upstream of Princes Highway
Drain L u/s Princes Highway
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Bray Drain
Bray Drain
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Wilmot Drain
Wilmot Drain
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Drain L at Boomeroo Park
Drain L at Boomeroo Park
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Bool Lagoon and Drain M system
Drain M at Woakwine
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Blackford Drain
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E SURFACE WATER MODEL PARAMETERS
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Areas Of Soil
Stores

Soil Stores
Model

Pan
Factor

Routeing
Constant

Baseflow
Index

Baseflow
Recession

KS

BFI

K

Routeing
Constant 2

C1

C2

C3

A1

A2

A3

PF

Morambro

304.46

145.99

105.75

0.29

0.16

0.07

0.846

0.105

0.772

0.792

0.564

Frome

337.25

244.30

170.21

0.22

0.23

0.28

0.861

0.000

0.885

0.895

0.584

Mosquito

325.00

225.00

109.52

0.22

0.24

0.28

0.850

0.221

0.887

0.817

0.000

Bakers Range South

426.40

370.16

230.51

0.16

0.12

0.25

0.762

0.100

0.626

0.931

0.583

Naracoorte

205.27

148.78

101.25

0.11

0.10

0.04

0.842

0.041

0.973

0.858

0.577

Drain E to Jip Jip

150.00

285.56

191.30

0.06

0.01

0.00

0.950

0.019

0.995

0.969

0.401

65.58

145.81

298.76

0.03

0.29

0.00

0.810

0.650

0.361

0.991

0.117

Drain L u/s Princes H'way
Wilmot Drain

KS2

77.60

211.93

318.58

0.23

0.47

0.00

0.761

0.836

0.380

0.980

0.100

Bray Drain

101.60

201.00

192.50

0.26

0.60

0.00

0.718

0.732

0.253

0.967

0.100

Drain L at Boomeroo Park

238.86

257.05

452.08

0.01

0.29

0.00

0.990

0.460

0.100

0.850

0.166

Blackford Drain

94.29

122.04

326.03

0.16

0.09

0.00

0.762

0.132

0.481

0.978

0.310

Fairview @ (A2390569)

20.60

38.78

54.20

0.02

0.01

0.04

0.312

0.037

0.188

0.851

0.014

Fairview @ (A2390565)

95.29

35.89

148.76

0.19

0.11

0.00

0.532

0.133

0.760

0.994

0.110

Drain M - Mosquito

73.97

147.03

282.07

0.04

0.33

0.01

0.781

0.571

0.825

0.772

0.058

Drain M - Bool system

50.00

105.94

105.94

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.450

0.056

0.200

0.200

0.011

Drain M - Woakwine

100.36

165.99

364.58

0.27

0.16

0.05

0.823

0.016

0.895

0.945

0.860

Bakers Range Watercourse: Callendale to G-Cutting

54.84

165.96

352.42

0.04

0.25

0.00

0.793

0.819

0.362

0.986

0.053

Bakers Range Watercourse: G-Cutting to Petherick Road

54.84

165.96

352.42

0.30

0.25

0.00

0.793

0.819

0.362

0.995

0.070

Bakers Range Watercourse: North of Petherick Road

54.84

165.96

352.42

0.30

0.25

0.00

0.793

0.819

0.362

0.995

0.070

West Avenue to Henry Creek

87.03

152.56

330.50

0.01

0.35

0.00

0.695

0.613

0.377

0.999

0.034

Taratap

55.00

165.76

309.22

0.04

0.25

0.00

0.796

0.786

0.358

0.985

0.053

Tilley Swamp to Morella Basin

87.03

152.56

330.50

0.01

0.35

0.00

0.695

0.613

0.377

0.999

0.034

Northern Outlet Drain

36.78

202.02

351.57

0.01

0.06

0.00

0.655

0.536

0.352

0.993

0.006

Didicoolum Drain

85.46

167.68

395.49

0.11

0.01

0.00

0.681

0.400

0.442

0.969

0.010

Ballater & Wongawilli
Bakers Range Catch Drain & Water Valley Drain to Kercoonda at
Petherick Road

10.00

25.00

395.49

0.20

0.10

0.00

0.681

0.400

0.442

0.980

0.005

50.00

75.00

418.78

0.20

0.30

0.00

0.655

0.516

0.393

0.972

0.050
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F

NOTES ON RAINFALL RUNOFF CALCULATION
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Table F1 below was supplied to the SE NRM Board as a rapid calculation to identify suitable values for
rainfall-runoff (RR) factors for SE flow sites. These provide estimates of the proportion of rainfall on an
annual basis that will drain from a catchment as runoff.
The RR factors are calculated by dividing the measured annual runoff in megalitres by the catchment
area in hectares and a scaling factor, to produce a depth of runoff in mm. This is then divided by the
annual rainfall in mm to produce a dimensionless factor. This has been repeated for each year of
record, subject to the conditions identified below. The median value of all the RRs has then been
calculated as the key statistic for the catchment. The median is preferred to the mean as it is more
representative of the underlying statistical distribution of the annual factors.
Since Table F1 was produced, work carried out for the NWI project ‘a Regional Flow Management
Strategy for the South East’ has reassessed catchment sizes in the region from a digital elevation
model using a standardised and consistent methodology. This, coupled with a review of rainfall sites
appropriate to the catchments and a review of the flow records themselves, has enabled the RR
factors to be recalculated.
In addition to recalculation by a more consistent methodology, the flow records have been reviewed
for their usefulness in calculating the RR factors. Flow series vary in length of record. Given that the
years since 2004 have been dry, then the annual runoff in this century provides a different set of
factors from those sites that have flow records extending back in the wetter 1970s and 1980s.
Modelling being carried out as part of the NWI project will be capable of extending annual runoff
estimates back over a consistent 30 year period (from 1970-2008). The modelling will also enable RR
factors to be estimated in those catchments where no flows are recorded.
This work is therefore seen as a second iteration in the estimation of RR factors. The number of sites
for which RR factors have been calculated in Table F2 has been reduced since a number of sites do not
reflect natural runoff conditions and should not be used in the management of the resource.
The approach adopted here has been to review all the hydrological sites in the SE where flow has been
recorded. Sites have been rejected where:
a) There was less than ten years of recorded flow (up to end 2008)
b) Recorded flow does not represent natural runoff conditions. This does not preclude drains
such as Drain L where the hydrology is altered, but does exclude drain recorder sites such as
Drain M where flows are highly regulated upstream. This also excludes most of the drain sites
in the Upper SE.
For sites with more than ten years of data and which are considered to represent natural runoff,
annual flow data have been rejected where:
a) Sites have recorded more than 30 days missing data in a single year
b) Sites have recorded zero flow over a year. The use of zero flows in estimating RR factors skews the
factor and lowers the amount of runoff that may be taken. Since no runoff will be taken in zero
runoff years it is reasonable to exclude these years from the calculation.
Total annual flows for each of the sites meeting the criteria have been compared with a rain gauge
considered representative of the rainfall over the catchment. No attempt has been made to derive a
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spatially-representative catchment average rainfall for this exercise. While variation in rainfall will
occur across a catchment, the overall effect is considered small in the calculation of the RR factor.
Comments on the results
The lack of available data means that a broad extrapolation is necessary to apply the results of this
analysis across all SE catchments. It is possible to loosen the criteria of record and data selection
defined above but it is not recommended.
• The results lack a common time base. The years used in the calculation have been used as available
so that the RR factors are not necessarily comparable between catchments. They therefore need
careful interpretation about the applicability of individual catchment factors.
•

The analysis has been helped by a more accurate and consistent estimate of catchment areas.
This serves two purposes, it helps define areas where the runoff factor can be applied with
confidence and provides a regionally consistent component of the RR factors themselves.

Table F2 below shows the revised table of catchments and RR factors. From the fifteen catchment RRs
calculated in Table F2, ordered in approximate north to south listing, a number of zones have been
identified. The method adopted has been to use a conservative approach to applying the RR factors
across a zone.
• Zone 1 includes the Tatiara and Nalang cross-border catchments in the north of the region. With
less than 500 mm median annual rainfall they have very low RR factors. This is attributed to the
combination of low rainfall and large storage in the region. The Nalang has a higher RR factor
than the Tatiara but it is recommended that the Tatiara factor be used to describe the whole zone
since the Nalang recorder site does not reflect the pattern of low and zero flows recorded since
1992.
•

Zone 2 is the Morambro Creek catchment down to and including the Nyroca channel. This is
already a prescribed area though the exact boundaries may vary. The prescribed area is based on
cadastral boundaries while Figure F1 reflects catchment boundaries calculated from the DEM. The
calculated RR factor of 0.004 is slightly higher than the Tatiara/Nalang system of Zone 1.

•

Zone 3 is the Naracoorte Creek. This has a RR factor of 0.002, less than the Morambro, possibly
due to the somewhat shorter record.

•

Zone 4 is the combined Mosquito Creek and Langkoop catchments, recorded flows for which are
measured at the Struan recorder. This has a slightly higher RR factor of 0.028.

•

Zone 5 is a zone that describes the bulk of the SE catchments from the higher rainfall areas of the
Lower SE through the coastal catchments to the drier upper SE. There are no suitable, natural
catchment measurements available from the Upper SE catchments; all flows measured in this
part of the region are likely to have had a highly manipulated regional flow component.
The estimate for Zone 5 is derived from the average of a number of RR factors for southern and
coastal catchments. These range from Drain 44 in the Lake Bonney catchment (0.034) to
Blackford Drain (0.045). Some catchments have been excluded – Drain 48 and Stony Creek have
RR factors either too high or too low to be consistent with the other catchments. Bray Drain has a
short record of thirteen years in what is recognised as being a wetter period and has been
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rejected from the calculations of a single factor for the region. Wilmot Drain has also been
excluded on the basis that the RR factor of 0.070 would skew the regional factor too high.
The remaining six catchments cover an area from the Bakers Drain South (0.049) through Drain 44
(0.034) and the Reedy Creek-Mount Hope (0.053) through two recorder sites in Drain L (0.035 and
0.038) to the Blackford. They represent a reasonable temporal and spatial spread. The shortest
record is nineteen years and four sites have 30 years or more of flow data. The average of the six
sites gives a RR factor of 0.042. It is therefore considered that a RR factor of 0.40 be applied
across these catchments and across the remaining catchments in the Upper SE.
•

Zone 6 is the area draining from north of Mount Gambier to the Glenelg River. No monitoring
information is available for the calculation of RR factors in this catchment. It is recommended that
if a demand arises for taking surface water in the Glenelg catchment that the regional factor of
0.40 be applied.

The application of a single RR factor across such a large area as Zone 5 is likely to be problematic since
the concept of the RR factor is as dependent on rainfall as the runoff characteristics of the catchment.
Zone 5 has been further broken down into five bands reflecting the typical long term rainfall gradient
across the region. These bands have been estimated from the long term average rainfalls in the
component catchments within Zone 5. The catchments have been grouped within 50 mm rainfall
bands and the rainfalls associated with each catchment have been averaged to provide estimates of
each of the Zones 5a–5f. Note that the rainfalls used have been calculated for the centroid of each
catchment. Where the catchment is large some catchments may appear to start in a different zone but
at least 50% of that catchment will be within the defined zone. This is important when considering the
way that runoff may be affected by taking of water.
Note that average rainfalls have been used in this step of the delineation process rather than the
median annual rainfalls used in the definition of the RR factors. Median flows are a better description
of central tendency for the skewed distribution of flows, which will vary not only by rainfall but by
catchment condition. Since the factor is a ratio of two statistics, it is appropriate that medians of both
rainfall and runoff should be used. Rainfall distributions are less skewed than those for runoff and
there will be less difference between the mean and the median of the rainfall distribution. Rainfall
averages are widely quoted in the literature and readily available for rainfall sites.
The question has been raised about when water should be taken, given the identified priority in the
State NRM Plan that environmental water requirements be met. The State Plan allows the allocation
of 25% of median runoff, with the corollary that 75% of runoff is for environmental purposes. It is
proposed that taking of water for storage should occur once 75% of median flow has passed a
recorder site. This means that in years where flows are small all water will be used for environmental
purposes and none will be available for abstraction. It also ensures that water is only available late in
the season once wetlands and waterways have been thoroughly wetted. In the south east, as in many
hydrological systems, annuals flow vary greatly and the median flow rarely occurs, it is usually greatly
exceeded or is not reached at all.
While this determination of abstraction timing is relatively simple in catchments where the
downstream point is a flow recorder site, such as the cross-border catchments, it is more complex for
Zone 5. In the case of Zone 5 it is necessary to use indicator sites that do not represent the individual
catchments but give a clue as to what is occurring. Thus for Zones 5e and 5f it is recommended that
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the flow in the Blackford Drain be used as an indicator site for these zones. This is recommended on
that basis that the Blackford catchment drains a central portion of the South East area and its
catchment is likely to reflect what is occurring in other catchments. Where other sites are available
they can be applied across a wider area so that the site upstream of the Princes Highway can be used
to estimate flows in Zone 5c.
Recommendations
The above analysis should be seen as interim. Although it is based on a more consistent methodology
than the earlier analysis there are a number of sources of error, particularly in the extrapolation.
Modelling currently underway on SE catchments is expected to provide further estimates of RR
factors. Until those results are available, it is recommended that the data in Table F2 can be applied
with reasonable confidence across the zones identified in Figure 1.
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Table F1.

Estimated RR factors for the SE October 2008.

Site no.

Flow Site

Rainfall site

A2390505
A2390506
A2390510
A2390512
A2390513
A2390514
A2390519
A2390523
A2390527
A2390531
A2390532
A2390533
A2390534
A2390535
A2390536
A2390541
A2390542

DRAIN L @ Boomaroo Park Amtd 7.3 km
BLACKFORD DRAIN@ Amtd 4.0km
DRAIN L @ U/S Princes Highway
DRAIN M @ Woakwine Amtd 5.1km
REEDY CREEK - MT. HOPE DRAIN @ 7.2km NE South End
DRAIN M @ D/S Callendale Regulator
MOSQUITO CREEK @Struan
STONY CREEK @ Woakwine Range
WILMOT DRAIN @ 9.2km From Drain L
MORAMBRO CK@ Bordertown-Naracoorte Road Bridge
DRAIN 44 @ 100mU/S Lake Bonney Rd Bdge
DRAIN 48 @ 200mU/S Lake Bonney Rd Bdge
TATIARA CK. @ Bordertown
NALANG CREEK @ Olive Bank
DRAIN C @ U/S Coonawarra
DRAIN M @ D/S Bool Lagoon Outlet
NARACOORTE CREEK@ Naracoorte

GREENWAYS
AVENUE-DOWNER
AVENUE (SHERACO)
BEACHPORT(PATAWITA)
FURNER (KENNION)
PENOLA POST OFFICE
WRATTONBULLY (JOEVILLE)
TANTANOOLA POST OFFICE
GREENWAYS POS
FRANCES
TANTANOOLA POST OFFICE
MILLICENT
WOLSELEY WISEFARM EQUIPMENT
WOLSELEY WISEFARM EQUIPMENT
DERGHOLM (DORODONG)
EDENHOPE POST OFFICE
BENAYEO
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Mean
0.074
0.087
0.058
0.225
0.107
0.016
0.028
0.019
0.086
0.005
0.043
0.331
0.015
0.014
0.005
0.013
0.010

Median
0.067
0.076
0.046
0.200
0.091
0.010
0.026
0.013
0.058
0.002
0.038
0.327
0.005
0.006
0.000
0.003
0.003
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Range

Years

0.003-0.256 1971-2003
0.014-0.202 1973-2007
0.009-0.0.1681971-2001
0.010-0.629 1971-1999
0.006-0.778 1975-2007
0-0.052
1971-2004
0-0.079
1971-2007
0-0.059
1973-2006
0-0.342
1973-2007
0-0.020
1979-2007
0-0.094
1976-2007
0.195-0.522 1977-2007
0.0002-0.11 1977-2007
0-0.063
1978-1992
0-0.023
1978-1988
0-0.072
1985-2007
0-0.052
1985-2007

Number
Comment
of years
16
35
27
29
33
31
36
33
20
22
32
31
29
15
11
23
24

*missing years 1976-1990
*missing years 1985-1988

*no flow since 2004

*no data 1988-1999
*7 years of zero runoff

no data 1993-94
*zero runoff 1982, 1985
*incl.3 years 0 data
*10 years of zero vlaues

APPENDICES
Table F2.

Site no.
A2390534
A2390535
A2390531
A2390542
A2390519
A2390515
A2390532
A2390513
A2390527
A2390510
A2390504
A2390505
A2390506
A2390533
A2390523

Revised RR factors for the SE September 2009.

Site name
Tatiara at Bordertown
Nalang at Olive Bank
Morambro
Naracoorte Creek at Naracoorte
Mosquito Creek at Struan
Bakers Range South Drain
Drain 44
Reedy Creek–Mount Hope
Wilmot Drain
Drain L u/s Princes Highway
Bray Dr. at Biscuit Flat
Drain L at Boomeroo Park
Blackford Drain at Williams Rd
Drain 48
Stony Creek at Woakwine Range

Median
Annual RR
factor
0.001
0.009
0.004
0.002
0.028
0.049
0.034
0.053
0.070
0.038
0.095
0.035
0.045
0.192
0.011

%
Runoff
0.07
0.91
0.40
0.24
2.77
4.90
3.41
5.31
6.99
3.80
9.53
3.46
4.53
19.16
1.10
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Catchment
2
km
1399.91
178.63
1031.51
912.43
1002.49
496.71
179.63
538.14
273.16
462.82
275.95
1719.54
633.29
109.09
490.20

Median
Q ann
ML
412
796
2229
1050
18 150
19 050
3906
17 210
12 150
9395
16 720
30 170
14 500
15 065
3272

Median
Runoff
mm
0.29
4.46
2.16
1.15
18.10
38.35
21.74
31.98
44.48
20.30
60.59
17.55
22.90
138.10
6.67

Median
Ann P
mm
463.9
494.5
536.2
530.5
590.8
752.7
718.1
713.2
636.0
561.0
627.9
544.3
505.6
718.1
708.8
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No.
of
years
31
13
22
19
36
19
30
37
23
37
13
20
37
28
34

start
year
1978
1978
1979
1986
1972
1973
1977
1972
1974
1972
1976
1972
1972
1977
1974

end
year
2008
1992
2007
2008
2007
1992
2008
2008
2007
2008
1988
2008
2008
2008
2008
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Figure F1.

Recommended zonation of the South East region for the application of RR factors.
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UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
Units of measurement commonly used (SI and non-SI Australian legal)
Name of unit

Symbol

Definition in terms of other metric units

Quantity

day

d

24 h

time interval

gigalitre

GL

10 m

6

3

volume

–3

gram

g

10 kg

hectare

ha

10 m

hour

h

60 min

time interval
mass

4

mass

2

area

kilogram

kg

base unit

kilolitre

kL

1m

3

volume

3

kilometre

km

10 m

litre

L

10 m

length

megalitre

ML

10 m

metre

m

base unit

microgram

µg

10 g

microlitre

µL

10 m

milligram

mg

10 g

millilitre

mL

10 m

millimetre

mm

10 m

length

minute

min

60 s

time interval

second

s

base unit

time interval

tonne

t

1000 kg

mass

year

y

365 or 366 days

time interval

-3

3

3

3

volume
volume
length

-6
-9

mass
3

volume

3

volume

-3
-6

mass

-3

Shortened forms
~

approximately equal to

ppb

parts per billion

bgs

below ground surface

ppm

parts per million

EC

electrical conductivity (µS/cm)

ppt

parts per trillion

K

hydraulic conductivity (m/d)

w/v

weight in volume

pH

acidity

w/w

weight in weight

pMC

percent of modern carbon
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Abstraction — is the process of taking water (e.g. by irrigation) from any source, either temporarily or permanently
which reduces the amount of runoff.
Act (the) — In this document, refers to the Natural Resources Management (SA) Act 2004, which supercedes the
Water Resources (SA) Act 1997
ADAM — Australian Data Archive for Meteorology
Adaptive management — A management approach often used in natural resource management where there is
little information and/or a lot of complexity and there is a need to implement some management changes sooner
rather than later. The approach is to use the best available information for the first actions, implement the
changes, monitor the outcomes, investigate the assumptions and regularly evaluate and review the actions
required. Consideration must be given to the temporal and spatial scale of monitoring and the evaluation
processes appropriate to the ecosystem being managed.
Algal bloom — A rapid accumulation of algal biomass (living organic matter) that can result in deterioration in
water quality when the algae die and break down, consuming the dissolved oxygen and releasing toxins
Ambient — The background level of an environmental parameter (eg. a measure of water quality such as salinity)
Ambient water monitoring — All forms of monitoring conducted beyond the immediate influence of a discharge
pipe or injection well and may include sampling of sediments and living resources
Ambient water quality — The overall quality of water when all the effects that may impact upon the water quality
are taken into consideration
Annual adjusted catchment yield — Annual catchment yield with the impact of dams removed
Aquatic community — An association of interacting populations of aquatic organisms in a given water body or
habitat
Aquatic ecosystem — The stream channel, lake or estuary bed, water and/or biotic communities and the habitat
features that occur therein
Aquatic habitat — Environments characterised by the presence of standing or flowing water
Aquifer — An underground layer of rock or sediment that holds water and allows water to percolate through
Aquifer, confined — Aquifer in which the upper surface is impervious (see ‘confining layer’) and the water is held
at greater than atmospheric pressure; water in a penetrating well will rise above the surface of the aquifer
Aquifer, unconfined — Aquifer in which the upper surface has free connection to the ground surface and the
water surface is at atmospheric pressure
AWBM — A conceptual rainfall runoff model that relates runoff to rainfall with daily data and calculates losses
from rainfall for flood hydrograph modelling. The model contains five stores; three surface stores to simulate
partial areas of runoff, a base flow store and a surface runoff routing store."
Baseflow — The water in a stream that results from groundwater discharge to the stream; often maintains flows
during seasonal dry periods and has important ecological functions
Biodiversity — (1) The number and variety of organisms found within a specified geographic region. (2) The
variability among living organisms on the earth, including the variability within and between species and within
and between ecosystems
Biological integrity — Functionally defined as the condition of the aquatic community that inhabits unimpaired
water bodies of a specified habitat as measured by community structure and function
Catchment — That area of land determined by topographic features within which rainfall will contribute to run-off
at a particular point
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Catchment Water Management Board — A statutory body established under the Act whose prime function is to
implement a catchment water management plan for its area
Catchment water management plan — The plan prepared by a CWMB and adopted by the Minister in accordance
with the Act
Coefficient of Efficiency - the CE is the ratio of the total squared differences at each (daily) time step between the
observed value and the modelled value compared to those between the observed value and the mean of the
observed values.   1 
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Cone of depression — An inverted cone-shaped space within an aquifer caused by a rate of groundwater
extraction that exceeds the rate of recharge; continuing extraction of water can extend the area and may affect
the viability of adjacent wells, due to declining water levels or water quality
Confining layer — A rock unit impervious to water, which forms the upper bound of a confined aquifer; a body of
impermeable material adjacent to an aquifer; see also ‘aquifer, confined’
Conjunctive use — The utilisation of more than one source of water to satisfy a single demand
Contaminant — A material added by humans or natural activities that may, in sufficient concentrations, render the
environment unacceptable for biota; the presence of these materials is not necessarily harmful
Critical habitat — Those areas designated as critical for the survival and recovery of threatened or endangered
species
CSIRO — Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
Data comparability — The characteristics that allow information from many sources to be of definable or
equivalent quality, so that this information can be used to address program objectives not necessarily related to
those for which the data were collected. These characteristics need to be defined but would likely include
detection limit precision, accuracy, bias, etc
Decision support system — A system of logic or a set of rules derived from experts, to assist decision making.
Typically they are constructed as computer programs
Deep water habitats — Permanently flooded lands that lie below the deep-water boundary of wetlands
DEH — Department for Environment and Heritage (Government of South Australia)
DFW — Department for Water (Government of South Australia)
d/s — Downstream
DTWT — or the free water depth to the local watertable—refers to the shortest vertical distance from the soil
surface to the first water level below ground.
DWLBC — Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation (Government of South Australia)
EC — Electrical conductivity; 1 EC unit = 1 micro-Siemen per centimetre (µS/cm) measured at 25°C; commonly
used as a measure of water salinity as it is quicker and easier than measurement by TDS
ESD — Ecologically sustainable development; using, conserving and enhancing the community’s resources so that
ecological processes, on which life depends, are maintained and the total quality of life, now and in the future, can
be increased
Ecological values — The habitats, natural ecological processes and biodiversity of ecosystems
Ecology — The study of the relationships between living organisms and their environment
Ecosystem — Any system in which there is an interdependence upon and interaction between, living organisms
and their immediate physical, chemical and biological environment
Ecosystem services — All biological, physical or chemical processes that maintain ecosystems and biodiversity and
provide inputs and waste treatment services that support human activities
Effluent — Domestic and industrial wastewater
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Environmental values — The uses of the environment that are recognised as being of value to the community.
This concept is used in setting water quality objectives under the Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy,
which recognises five environmental values — protection of aquatic ecosystems, recreational water use and
aesthetics, potable (drinking water) use, agricultural and aquaculture use and industrial use. It is not the same as
ecological values, which are about the elements and functions of ecosystems.
Environmental water requirements (EWR) – a water regime required to maintain a particular composition,
structure and level of ecological function and ecosystem service provision.
Environmental water provisions — That part of environmental water requirements that can be met; what can be
provided at a particular time after consideration of existing users’ rights and social and economic impacts
Ephemeral streams or wetlands — Those streams or wetlands that usually contain water only on an occasional
basis after rainfall events. Many arid zone streams and wetlands are ephemeral.
Evapotranspiration — The total loss of water as a result of transpiration from plants and evaporation from land
and surface water bodies
Fixed-station monitoring — The repeated long-term sampling or measurement of parameters at representative
points for the purpose of determining environmental quality characteristics and trends
Floodplain — Of a watercourse means: (1) floodplain (if any) of the watercourse identified in a catchment water
management plan or a local water management plan; adopted under the Act; or (2) where (1) does not apply —
the floodplain (if any) of the watercourse identified in a development plan under the Development (SA) Act 1993;
or (3) where neither (1) nor (2) applies — the land adjoining the watercourse that is periodically subject to flooding
from the watercourse
Flow bands — Flows of different frequency, volume and duration
Flow Duration Curve FDC – One of the tools to evaluate low flow in a river regime system: This is a cumulative
frequency curve that shows the percentage of time that a given discharge is equalled or exceeded during a fixed
period.
Flow regime — The character of the timing and amount of flow in a stream
Fresh — A short duration, small volume pulse of streamflow generated by a rainfall event that temporarily, but
noticeably, increases stream discharge above ambient levels
GIS — Geographic Information System; computer software linking geographic data (for example land parcels) to
textual data (soil type, land value, ownership). It allows for a range of features, from simple map production to
complex data analysis
Groundwater — Water occurring naturally below ground level or water pumped, diverted and released into a well
for storage underground; see also ‘underground water’
Habitat — The natural place or type of site in which an animal or plant, or communities of plants and animals, live
Hydraulic conductivity (K) — A measure of the ease of flow through aquifer material: high K indicates low
resistance, or high flow conditions; measured in metres per day
Hydrogeology — The study of groundwater, which includes its occurrence, recharge and discharge processes and
the properties of aquifers; see also ‘hydrology’
Hydrography — The discipline related to the measurement and recording of parameters associated with the
hydrological cycle, both historic and real time
Hydrology — The study of the characteristics, occurrence, movement and utilisation of water on and below the
Earth’s surface and within its atmosphere; see also ‘hydrogeology’
Hydstra — A time series data management system that stores continuously recorded water-related data such as
water level, salinity and temperature; it provides a powerful data analysis, modelling and simulation system;
contains details of site locations, setup and other supporting information
Impact — A change in the chemical, physical, or biological quality or condition of a water body caused by external
sources
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Irrigation — Watering land by any means for the purpose of growing plants
Irrigation season — The period in which major irrigation diversions occur, usually starting in August–September
and ending in April–May
Land capability — The ability of the land to accept a type and intensity of use without sustaining long-term
damage
m AHD — Defines elevation in metres (m) according to the Australian Height Datum (AHD)
MAT — Management Action Targets
MDBC — Murray–Darling Basin Commission
MLD Mega Litres per day – one million litres per day flow
Metadata — Information that describes the content, quality, condition and other characteristics of data,
maintained by the Federal Geographic Data Committee
Model — A conceptual or mathematical means of understanding elements of the real world that allows for
predictions of outcomes given certain conditions. Examples include estimating storm run-off, assessing the impacts
of dams or predicting ecological response to environmental change
Monitoring — (1) The repeated measurement of parameters to assess the current status and changes over time of
the parameters measured (2) Periodic or continuous surveillance or testing to determine the level of compliance
with statutory requirements and/or pollutant levels in various media or in humans, animals and other living things
Native species — Any animal and plant species originally in Australia; see also ‘indigenous species’
Natural recharge — The infiltration of water into an aquifer from the surface (rainfall, streamflow, irrigation etc).
See also recharge area, artificial recharge
Natural resources — Soil, water resources, geological features and landscapes, native vegetation, native animals
and other native organisms, ecosystems
NRM — Natural Resources Management; all activities that involve the use or development of natural resources
and/or that impact on the state and condition of natural resources, whether positively or negatively
Observation well — A narrow well or piezometer whose sole function is to permit water level measurements
Obswell — Observation Well Network
Pasture — Grassland used for the production of grazing animals such as sheep and cattle
Percentile — A way of describing sets of data by ranking the dataset and establishing the value for each
percentage of the total number of data records. The 90th percentile of the distribution is the value such that 90%
of the observations fall at or below it.
Perennial streams — Permanently inundated surface stream courses. Surface water flows throughout the year
except in years of infrequent drought.
2

Permeability — A measure of the ease with which water flows through an aquifer or aquitard, measured in m /d
Potentiometric head — The potentiometric head or surface is the level to which water rises in a well due to water
pressure in the aquifer, measured in metres (m); also known as piezometric surface
Precautionary principle — Where there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full
scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation
Prescribed area, surface water — Part of the state declared to be a surface water prescribed area under the Act
Prescribed lake — A lake declared to be a prescribed lake under the Act
Prescribed watercourse — A watercourse declared to be a prescribed watercourse under the Act
Prescribed water resource — A water resource declared by the Governor to be prescribed under the Act and
includes underground water to which access is obtained by prescribed wells. Prescription of a water resource
requires that future management of the resource be regulated via a licensing system.
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Quickflow — Also known as direct run-off or event flow, refers to that portion of streamflow generated during a
storm event that enters the watercourse via direct run-off. It is defined as that volume of total observed
streamflow for a given day that remains following subtraction of the volume identified as baseflow by the digital
baseflow filter.
RCT — Resource Condition Targets
Recharge area — The area of land from which water from the surface (rainfall, streamflow, irrigation, etc.)
infiltrates into an aquifer. See also artificial recharge, natural recharge
Rehabilitation (of water bodies) — Actions that improve the ecological health of a water body by reinstating
important elements of the environment that existed prior to European settlement
Remediation (of water bodies) — Actions that improve the ecological condition of a water body without
necessarily reinstating elements of the environment that existed prior to European settlement
Restoration (of water bodies) — Actions that reinstate the pre-European condition of a water body
Riverine habitat — All wetlands and deep-water habitats within a channel, with two exceptions — wetlands
dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergent mosses or lichens and habitats with water that contains oceanderived salt in excess of 0.5 parts per thousand
Seasonal watercourses or wetlands — Those watercourses or wetlands that contain water on a seasonal basis,
usually over the winter–spring period, although there may be some flow or standing water at other times
Sensitive species — Those plant and animal species for which population viability is a concern
Specific storage (Ss) — Specific storativity; the amount of stored water realised from a unit volume of aquifer per
unit decline in head; it is dimensionless
Specific yield (Sy) — The volume ratio of water that drains by gravity, to that of total volume of the porous
medium. It is dimensionless
State Water Plan — Policy document prepared by the Minister that sets the strategic direction for water resource
management in the State and policies for achieving the objects of the Natural Resources Management (SA) Act
2004
(S) — Storativity; storage coefficient; the volume of groundwater released or taken into storage per unit plan area
of aquifer per unit change of head; it is dimensionless
Stormwater — Run-off in an urban area
Sub-catchment — The area of land determined by topographical features within which rainfall will contribute to
run-off at a particular point
Surface water — (a) water flowing over land (except in a watercourse), (i) after having fallen as rain or hail or
having precipitated in any another manner, (ii) or after rising to the surface naturally from underground; (b) water
of the kind referred to in paragraph (a) that has been collected in a dam or reservoir
Surface Water Archive — An internet-based database linked to Hydstra and operated by DWLBC. It contains
rainfall, water level, streamflow and salinity data collected from a network of surface water monitoring sites
located throughout South Australia
Sustainability — The ability of an ecosystem to maintain ecological processes and functions, biological diversity
and productivity over time
T — Transmissivity; a parameter indicating the ease of groundwater flow through a metre width of aquifer section
2
(taken perpendicular to the direction of flow), measured in m /d
TDS — Total dissolved solids, measured in milligrams per litre (mg/L); a measure of water salinity
Tertiary aquifer — A term used to describe a water-bearing rock formation deposited in the Tertiary geological
period (1–70 million years ago)
Threatened species — Any species that is likely to become an endangered species within the foreseeable future
throughout all or a significant portion of its range
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Threatened waters — Waters that fully support their designated uses, but may not support uses in the future
unless pollution control action is taken because of anticipated sources or adverse pollution trends
Underground water (groundwater) — Water occurring naturally below ground level or water pumped, diverted or
released into a well for storage underground
u/s — Upstream
Water body — Includes watercourses, riparian zones, floodplains, wetlands, estuaries, lakes and groundwater
aquifers
Watercourse — A river, creek or other natural watercourse (whether modified or not) and includes: a dam or
reservoir that collects water flowing in a watercourse; a lake through which water flows; a channel (but not a
channel declared by regulation to be excluded from the this definition) into which the water of a watercourse has
been diverted; and part of a watercourse
Water-dependent ecosystems — Those parts of the environment, the species composition and natural ecological
processes, that are determined by the permanent or temporary presence of flowing or standing water, above or
below ground; the in-stream areas of rivers, riparian vegetation, springs, wetlands, floodplains, estuaries and lakes
are all water-dependent ecosystems
Water Risk Assessment Tool – a groundwater model which relates to the potential threats to groundwater
dependent ecosystems relative to rise and falls of groundwater depths.
Watershed — The land area that drains into a stream, river, lake, estuary, or coastal zone
Water-use year — The period between 1 July in any given calendar year and 30 June the following calendar year;
also called a licensing year
WDE — Water dependent ecosystem
Wetlands — Defined by the Act as a swamp or marsh and includes any land that is seasonally inundated with
water. This definition encompasses a number of concepts that are more specifically described in the definition
used in the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This describes wetlands as areas of
permanent or periodic to intermittent inundation, whether natural or artificial, permanent or temporary, with
water that is static or flowing, fresh, brackish or salt, including areas of marine water, the depth of which at low
tides does not exceed six metres.
w/v — Abbreviation. Weight in volume. Used to indicate that a particular weight of a solid is contained in a
particular volume of solution
w/w — Abbreviation. Weight in weight. Used especially to indicate that a particular weight of a gas is contained in
a particular weight of liquid solution
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